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For the sake of distinction, plan ahead

With Russwin Locksets
Modern building security demands
the expert blending of beauty and
heavy duty performance
you get in Russwin Locksets.
Precision-engineered to take the toughest use
and abuse without showing the strain ...
creatively designed to improve any door decor.
Many proven features for long, troublefree life.

Available in a wide choice of metals, woods,
color tones and all desired functions.
Contact your Russwin distributor
or write for additional information.
Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation,
New Britain, Conn. 06050.
In Canada - Russwin Division
: ..
of International Hardware.
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There's a lasting difference
between the Sundberg Chair
and all other stacking chairs.

The difference is "agelessness"- in both style and structure.
The sty le of the Su ndberg Chair is ageless, because it is so
deliberately simple - there are no extran eous details to out-date
its design in five, ten , even twenty years. The studied si mplicity
of its compound-curved shell, with its faceted edges and clean
crisp lin es, blends soft ly into any modern architectural decor comfortably.
The structu re of the Sundberg Chair achieves its "age lessness"
through the sculpturing of a superb new seating material , Cast
Nylon . This versatile and durable material resists cracking, chipping, sc ratching. (And it won ' t attract dirt because it is static-free.)
Colors? A rainbow ful l of them! Opaque and impregnated . Mix
them or match them. Nylon colors include Charcoal, Glen Green,
Walnut, Pacific Blue, Red or Off-White. The steel square-tube
fram e comes in Forest Black or Arctic Blue Duramatte finishes , or
bru shed chrome. Plus, a colorfu l span of upholstery expands your
selection even more. Let us give you all the details. Write Dept.
AF-695, American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502. In Canada,
our Subsidiary-Ebena Lasalle Inc., Montreal.

HOPE'S
HEAVY
INTERMEDIATE
STEEL
WINDOWS

Photo by © Ezra Sto ller (ESTO)

GYMNASIUM (Arthur Keating Hall), ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Architects : Skidmore Owings & Merrill

General Contractor: A. J. Maggio Co.

Custom Heavy Intermediate Steel Windows were selected by the architects and furnished by Hope's for the exceptionally

large window walls in this handsome structure. Installation of all components including entrances (furnished by Hope 's)
was included in Hope's contract thus eliminating divided responsibility and insuring proper coordination and
installation - Hope's would welcome the opportunity to discuss the windows for your next building - no obligation .
MEMBER
STEEL
WINDOW
INSTITUTE

Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's Architectural file and our sales offices and representatives are located in princip a l cities.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC. Jamestown, N. Y.
HOPE'S \VINDOWS ARE MADE IN AMERICA BY AMERICAN \XORKMEN

You talk "zoning" with your client when you plan
lighting, heating, air conditioning, and the flow of
materials, production and people. We talk "zoning"
when helping you design internal communications to
attain maximum efficiency in the free flow of vital
information.
Zoning is a planning concept. It has proven to be the
most effective way to provide for all the specialized
needs of various people and departments in a completely integrated communications system.

-LETTERS
T H E FUNNYE MEN

Forum: I wish I'd aid that.
Mr. Funnye's point of view
[April i ue) are the first fre h
breaths away from the summer
fire pollution which ha beclouded
contemporary thought.
Delroi.'

ROGER W. MARGERUM
Archi.tect

of tax bru:e which could equal or
even outweigh the lo .
A unanimous Concept T eam
Board of Control reaffirm that
the philosophy of the team effort
is valid and cannot b destroyed
by irre pomible reporti ng. But
the job in Baltimore is only half
done. Negotiations are underway
to extend the Team's contract to
complete the detailed design of
the long-range plan that has
evolved out of our work to date.
A balanced factual report of this
plan and our proceedings during
the past two years will be publi hed at an early date.
NATHA ! EL A. OWINGS
Chairman

EDWARD J. DON ELLY
Co.Chairman
WALTERS. DOUGLAS
WILBUR S. SMITH
Member1, Beard of Control
JOH N R. WEESE
Director
Urban De1i,in Concept A11oclatu

Forum: Re: "Degheltoization" by
Clarence Funnye: Very funny.
Los Atige les

SAM CAR ON
Architect
Baltimore

WE
CALL IT

STATING THE FACTS
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ZONED 11
COMMUNICATIONS
P ROVIDES CONVENIENT EXTRAS It

may be as simple as a conversation between two
people or as complex as a group conference. It may
also include paging, time and emergency signals, and
music distribution. Requirements for private conversation, hands-free operation, remote answering, direct
or automatic dial connection can all be met with
Teletalk equipment.
W I DES T CHOICE OF SYSTEMS You have

a choice of Teletalk® loudspeaking intercom, private
and automatic dial equipment, and sound. They may
be used in combination in a zoned network to provide
the best communications tool for each zone.
EXPERT COUNSEL Only Webster offers such

a variety of methods and such a full range of special
features. Only Webster, too, offers such expert counsel. Webster consultants are highly skilled at planning
and installing communications systems tailored to
meet the immediate and future needs of business and
professional offices, industry, schools and churches.
Teletalk - Reg. T.M. of Webster Electric Co., Inc. for communications equipment.

GET ALL THE FACTS
Send coupon for the new
" ZONED COMMUNICATI ONS"
brochure. Or, call your
Webster Distributor*. Either way,
there's no obligatio n, of course.
•see Yellow Pages "Intercommunication Equipment"
COMMUNICATIONS OIVISION

WEBSTER

ELECTRIC
COMPANY, INC.
RAC INE. WISCONSIN '53•03

subsidiary of
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Sta-Rita Industr i as, Inc.

7001

Forum: Mr. Bailey's report in the
March i sue of Forum on the
Baltimore Concept Team, entitled
"How OM Took On the Road gang In Ba ltimore" [sic] was a n
unfortunate co mbination of rumor,
go ip, and gratuitou speculation presented as fact. It wa
used, it wou ld appear, to project
a pall of uncertainty and failur
on the principles of interdisciplinary design we have been developing.
The Direct.or of the project,
J ohn Wee e, and
athaniel A.
Owings, Chairman, were never
interviewed, nor were they apprised that such an article was in
the proce of preparation.
They were, therefore, given no
opportunity to state the facts as
only they could know them. R epon ible reporters traditionally
verify attrib u lions and quotes at
the ource. This team was constituted through the joint efforts
of the architecture and engineering
profe ion , the City of Baltimore,
the State Roads Commission of
Maryland and U1e F ederal Highway Admini_tration. It represents
the first time that the Federal
Government ha provided substantial funds for corridor and
joint-use planning in con nection
with an urban interstate freeway.
If properly pursued, lhe joint
development or joint-u e concept
will generate construction of orely needed facilitie- for housing,
education, recreation, commerce
and industry which could repreent a capital investment equal to
or greater than that for the
fre wa:v yslem and a replacement

The above letter was written in
response to the Forum's offer to
provide as much space as needed
for correcting any errors that
might have appeared in our article.
The offer still slands.-ED.

MORE ON REGISTRATION

Forum: In readi ng your article
on "The Case for Specialized
R egistration" [March], it is evident that there is a lack of clarity
in thinking as to what Architecture is a a profession, and what
might comp ri -e sub-di ciplines
that are part of the profe ion.
The article presents a relatively
narrow technical type of specialized registration as being the mo t
valid in today's society. It exhibits a desire to have registration
put at a sub-di cipline level;
rather than on the "total-discipline" level.
Even the legal definition of
Architect and Architecture is u ed
in a narrow sen e. It is ne ce-~ary
lo find a definition adequate to
protect the public ; and, equally
important, lo differentiate between the lwo profe -iom
Architect and Engineer.
Broadly speaking, if the profe~
ion of Architecture i understood
to reconcile conflicts between th
ocial matrix of our environmen
with the technical issues of build
ing, construction, and environ
mental design, then we under
stand that the Architect is a ver.
broad-based individual who b
the abi lity to render a particula
form of val ue judgment. We al
(continued on page JS

High IVlark
far Civics
Houston's Civic Center
gains a dramatic new
concrete convention cornplex

(Top) The convention building
and connecting underground garage form the largest structure
In Houston 's Civic Center.
(Bottom) " Sectioned" concrete
columns and a massive overhanging roof suggest a modern
version of the temples of Ancient Greece.

-j[ilij

A vast concrete complex today forms the heart of Houston's fast-growing Civic Center. o The new $12-million
Convention and Exhibit Center offers 279,500 square feet
of floor space to accommodate major conventions; the
building also has a connecting 1,800-car self-park garage
-largest in the city. o Besides making over a million
square feet of exhibit hall and garage space available to
visitors, the complex encloses this space handsomely. The
building itself is set back on all sides. The lower floors are
set back still further. And by constructing the connecting
garage underground, the city has been able to use the
block in front of the bu ilding for a landscaped plaza. o
Virtually all of the 70,000 cubic yards of concrete tor
Houston's new complex were made with dependable Lone
Star Portland Cement. Lone Star Cement Corporation,
100 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

7 York centrifugal machines will chill water for the worlds
largest single air conditioning system I
49,000-ton refrigeration system,
for the worlds tallest building,
being built at 'rorks plant.
THE WORLD TRADE CENTER , one of the
THE WORLD TRADE CENTER, scheduled
for completion by 1972, w ill have the world 's
tallest buildings, two 110- story towers,
surrounded by four low- lying
Plaza buildingsa 16-acre complex.
Owner, The Port of
New York Authority;
Architects, Minoru
Yamasaki and
Assoc iates-and
Emery Roth and Sons;
Consulting
Mechan ical Engineer,
Jaros, Baum & Bolles ;
General Contractor,
Tishman Realty &
Construction Co. Inc.;
Electric Engineers,
Joseph R. Loring &
Associates;
Mechanical Contractor,
SAND - COURTER -

A Joint Venture

most interesting and challenging air
conditioning jobs, has been studied
and analyzed by some of the best
professional minds in the industry.
The system designed by the
Consulting Mechanical Engineering
firm of Jaros, Baum & Bolles is based
on a giant centrifugal system7 York machines, each having a
capacity of 7,000 tons. Chilled water
for the entire Center will be furnished
by the York system, which will be
located in a one-acre room five
floors below street level.
To assure uninterrupted air
conditioning even in the event of a
water shortage, the system will use
water pumped from the nearby
Hudson River for heat dissipation.
And, the system has been designed
to withstand the unusually high
pressure imposed by the 1,350-foot
height of the twin towers.
An equipment maintenance
agreement, for a twenty-year period,
was awarded to York-to assure
trouble-free operation.
This world's largest job marks
another step in York's progressthat has been characteristic of
leadership for over 80 years. So, when
you specify equipment for any kind
of air conditioning system . . . for any
size or type of building ... call your
nearby York Sales Office for the kind
of data 80 years of leadership assures.
Or write York Division of Borg-Warner
Corporation, York, Pennsylvania 17405.

YORK
DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

Literally so, in the new Beneficial
Plaza Building on Wilshire
Boulevard in Los Angeles.
Designed by Skidmore, Owings
& Merrill, San Francisco, the
structure blends the warmth of
bronze glass and the cool of classic
California granite into a striking
example of "contemporary
renaissance .. architecture.
L-0-F hi-performance glass
plays a big part in this welcome

addition to the downtown skyline.
Besides keeping up outward
appearances, the bronze-t inted
p late glass softens sky brightness,
keeps out approximately 443 of

II

L-0-F HI-PERFORMANCE GLASS

sun heat transmission , and reduces
the cost of heating and air
conditioning.
L-0-F has developed many kinds
of hi-performance glass. We now
offer such versatility in appearance
and function that a look at
Sweet·s is hardly enough. Why
not get in touch with an L-0-F
Architectural Construction
Specialist? Libbey-Owens-Ford
Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624.

To California granite
add bronze glass.
ltS beneficial.

Stonehenge™ ... lighter, tougher, more versatile, less expensive than natural stone.
Now-an architectural panel with all of stone's virtues
but none of its vices. J-M Stonehenge's deep-relief surface has the rugged beauty of nature's own. Use Stonehenge for facings, spandrels, lobbies, accent panelsanywhere-indoors or out-where you would use natural
stone. And many places where natural stone's weight
makes it impractical.
Erecting Stonehenge takes only a fraction of the time
needed for natural stone. Stonehenge has superior

screw holding ability. Its simple mounting system
mean less labor.
And, lacking natural stone's inherent flaws, Stone
henge provides uniform strength without extra thick
ness. Stonehenge can be used in panels up to 4' x 8' i
thicknesses as little as 112".
For the whole story, write Johns-Manville,
Box 290-BI, New York, New York 10016. Cable:
Johnmanvil.
Johns-Manvill

!J
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(continued from page 6)

understand that the profession of
Architecture includes the various
sub-disciplines referred to in the
article. These (construction management, legal matters, computerized techniques, etc.) are drawn
upon by the Architect in order to
render his value decisions.
Registration has to cover the
total value system that the profession holds; it must also recognize that one narrowly specialized
sub-discipline does not comprise
a total profession. In the article,
although the hypothetical candidates all have architectural degrees, there is no indication that,
through training and experience,
they have ever attempted to
develop as a professional, but
merely have continued specialization within a technical field. It
seems they truly do not desire
registration as an Architect, but
only as a technician in a subdiscipline.
The question is also raised as to
the form of the NCARB examination. Due to the total scope of
the exam, it, of necessity, does
not go into the depth required of
a specialist in any sub-discipline.
The treatment of a sub-discipline
within an exam of this kind is
somewhat general; however, this
does not, in any way, invalidate
the exam for the profession in its
totality. Our disagreement lies in
the fact that, in the article, registration is not desired with the
term Architect attached, but as
a technical specialist, since most
Architectural Registration Boards
attempt to examine a candidate
s a broadly-gauged individual
who has the ability to make the
alue judgments necessary within
he entire profession.
THOMAS J. SEDGEW!CK
Archit ect

ILMSTRIP FAN

architect-user of
he filmstrip series, "The Manacle World", I have read with
terest your review in your March
ue.
Your review points out, quite
ghtly, that this series is 'decidedBritish in point of view and in
·esentation'. Your readers, bower, may be interested to know

that Lhe eries had an American
godfather. Its editor, Architect
John Donat, conceived the idea of
the series after giving a lecture
in June 1966 to a conference on
"Visual Education and E conomic
Growth" at the University of Oregon. In his lecture, he used much
of the material which now appears
in the filmstrip , and wa sufficiently encouraged by lhe response
at the conference to produ ce th e
series for RIBA.
I have found, myself, that they
are effective when cut into slides,
u ed selectively, and supplemented
by local material.
The general themes of the serie
are relevant to oth11r countries ;
the strips are a flexible tool. I
would think that Americans would
find them W'eful a
RONALD GUY
Bright on, Erigland

SUMMER BOMB-OUT

Forum: With reference to your
note "Summer Bomb-In," on page
86 of your April issue.
The faculty of the Department
of Architecture voted to cancel the
OCD Summer Institute at Yale.
Th·e plans for the Institute came
to the attention of the faculty at
large only after the announcement
had been printed and mailed .
DONALD WATSON
Jl'i&i.ting Crit ic in
Arch1'.tecture

HOT DOG

Forum : It is only now that your
Oct. '68 issue came to my attention, in which you illustrate a
"thing'' known as the "Wienermobile," which, as your remark
indicates, opens up some spectacular possibilities both for urban
transport and for decentralized
shopping. In the last sentence
you add: "Where are you, Victor
Gruen, now that we really need
you?"
Well, this is just to inform you
where I am. I am in WIEN,
where the WIENERS come from
and which in English is known
as VIENNA. I am trying to influence the Austrian government
to put an embargo on all WIENERS in order to prevent the
spreading of that "thing."
So you see, I am doing my best
when duty calls, and have rushed
to the place where the whole
trouble with W IENERS started.
Vienna, Austria

VICTOR GRUEN
Architect

Let us
do your laundry
at our office
If you r next job requi res a laund ry you can get the job done
easil y-and professionally by simpl y call ing your nearest America n ales o ffi ce. O nce you give o ur sales e ngi neers the necessary
de tail s we'll do the rest. We can give yo u compl ete fl oor pla ns,
eq uip me nt reco mm e nda ti o ns, capac ity d ata, o pe ra ting and
sta ffing suggesti o ns.
Furthe r, o ur Aati o nwi de ne twork of Se rvice E ngin eers can
supervise o r handle th e install atio n.
W he the r yo ur job call s fo r a small la und ry or a high-volume,
a uto mated laun dry sys te m, you can de pe nd o n Ame ri can for
comple te and co mpe te nt assistance. Ju st call o ur nearest office
or write: A me ri ca n La und ry Machine ry In d ustries, D ivision of
McG raw-Ed iso n Comp any, 5050 Sectio n Avenu e, C in cin nati,
O hi o 452 12. Yo ur la undry will be ready in sho rt o rder.

Amer'tcan
American Laundry Machinery Industries
13

From coast to coast Perfection
Gas infra-red warms up
the auto business.
Botnick Chevrolet in Binghamton, New York and
Riverside Auto Center in Riverside, California, had
the same problem. They both wanted to give fast,
efficient service in cold weather when
doors are open most of the time.

PRINCIPAL

Take yourself
off the
anxious seat
with Republic'$
Frame-A-Lite
stick system.

Unlimited framing design flexibility for entrances,
halls, and walls! And after you 've seen Frar:ie~~-Li~e.

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
Vnunnc.tnllln

nhin

44~05

The facts speak for themselves! In the single
year of 1968, total national sales of cast iron
soil pipe and fittings set an all-time record ...
1,018,665 tons. * How does this industry continue to set new production and sales records?
By consistently improving its product, by introducing new methods of installation such as neoprene compression gasket joints and <tNo-Hub®
joints, and by protecting the quality that gives
ORUM-JUNE-1969

cast iron its 150-year record of dependability.
That's why today there is still more cast iron soil
pipe and fittings installed for drainage, waste
and vent piping than any other material.
*Statistics compiled by the Bureau of Census,
U.S. Department of Commerce.

r.

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE

~ 2 0 2 9 K S T R EET N . W , W A S H I N G T

0 N D C. 2 0 0 0 6
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Is Your
Blood Pressure

HIGH?
Most cases of high
blood pressure ,
leading cause of
heart attack and
stroke, can now be
controlled.
Protect yourself
two ways: visit your
doctor, and support
your Heart Association's lifesaving program of research
education and community service.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Major northeastern utility has a unique opportunity for experienced landscape architect. Professional license and minimum ten years'
experience with commercial and industrial
landscaping projects required . The successful
applicant will have experience in dealing with
communities and the public in environmental
matters. Excellent benefits. Salary open.
Please reply providing resume to:

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Box 1420
111 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y. 10019
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GIVE
...
so more will live
HEART FUND

Guide to the best joints in Athens
Existing technology severely limited the Greek architects of the fifth century
B.C., yet they designed and built columns of more than sixty feet with a beautiful monolithic appearance. White marble drums were stacked with bronze pins
at their centers. The drums were ground against each other like mill stones
until the marble was worn to a perfect seat and the joints were invisible.
On many of these graceful columns, standing now for close to 2,500 years, the
joints are still invisible. The venerable marble remains unworn and unstained .
Modern techniques are a vast improvement on mill-stone f itting, but the
enduring beauty of marble is more important than ever to the contemporary
building owner who must consider maintenance cost and resistance to air
pollutants as well as the initial beauty of his structure.
Shouldn 't your building be a thing of lasting beauty? Shouldn't it be marble?

Modern tec hnology has not
yet developed a material
that equ als marble for enduring bea uty, but Georgia
Marble Com pany has deve loped ways of maki ngthe
classic sto ne more versatile and econo mical. The
marble-faced precast window units in the Life of
Georgia Tower are an
exa mple.

"""Georgia
._,Marble
A subsidiary of Jim Walter Co rpo ration

11 PRYOR STREET , S.W.. ATLANTA , GEORGIA 30303

. . . ...... "11.l

Revolutionary new fabricat ing methods and erect ion systems have lowered the cost of marble and increased its versat ility
dramat ically . These i nnovations are described in a series of Informat ion brochures wh ich are yours for the asking. WRITE TODAY.

) RUM-JUNE-1969
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Who~ responsible

for all this?
John F. Kennedy
Memorial Hospital,
New Jersey
Milco~metal lath products.
Structural and non-bearing
steel studs. Access doors.

Illinois Bell Telephone
Long Lines Building,
Illinois
Over 11,000 tons of fabricated
steel for the framing.

Cal-Expo Fair Activities
Complex, California
Duofinish®steel wall_panels.
Steel roof deck. Hi-l3ond11
steel floor deck.
Milcor®casing bead.

Inland-Ryerson -- a unique combmalion of
construction products and people, organized lo help
you design and build more eijectively.
In this one organization, national in scope but local
in ability to serve your needs, you can now find
construction systems and skills for almost every project.
Write for a descriptive booklet.
Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Company.
General Offices: Chicago, Illinois. Address inquiries
to Dept. F, 4033West Burnham Streel,
Milwaukee,Wisconsin 53201.

merican Hospital Supply
orporation Warehousing
tcility, Illinois
>st tensioning assemblies
r prestressed concrete.
)ncrete rein!arcing steel.

INLllD*

BYEBIDN

University of Illinois
Science and Engineering
Building, Illinois
Over 1,500 tons of concrete
reinforcing steel.

Olin Conductors
Manufcicturing Facility,
Missouri
Building system including
structural steel framing,
steel wall and roof panels.
Roof drainage system.

A member of the·• steel family

John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts,
District of Columbia
Celluflor<I!> and non-cellular
steel floor deck.
Steel roof deck. Ribform'.~
steel floor slab centering.

~nterchem
22

I

Now you know why we no
longer call ourselves Interchem. And
why we have a new name, Inmont.
What kind of changes made
our old name inappropriate?
Changes everywhere. New
people. New jobs. New products. New
markets.
How did we come up with the
name Inmont? It's actually an acronym for INternational Marketing of
New Technologies. Quite a mouthful.

But a fairly accurate description of
our new direction.
Our new direction has led us
into all kinds of areas. Everything
from poromeric shoe materials to
oyster farming to vinyl coated fabrics
for automobiles. And there's more.
More now. More to come.
It's all part of the plan of a
company that's ready to accept
change. When it's a change for the
better.

INIVI NT
Tomorrow isn't soon enough.
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The Pan Am Building, N.Y.C.,
Architect: Emery Roth & Sons, N.Y.C.
General Contractor: Diesel Construction N.Y.C.

es ...
"The manufact°'er
warrants by affWng
thos label
that lhos product
os a duplicate
of materials
ondependenHy tested
and approved by.
and on accordance
with standards
estabnshed bi
Thiokol Chem1ca'
Corpout1on

THIOKOL'S SEAL OF SECURITY
means that the sealant product
wearing it is supported by the
industry's first and only full·
service quality assurance program.
When you choose sealant with the Seal of Secu·
rity on the label, you choose total weatherproof·
ing protection.
The Seal symbolizes a Thiokol leadership pro·
gram to raise sealant quality ... to keep it at a
level pacing or exceeding environmental service
requirements of joints and building materials.
Behind the Seal lies a new standard of excel·
lence for joint sealants established by Thiokol,
extending professionally accepted specifications
and supported by a monitoring program aimed at
continuity of quality. Materials both from production runs and random selection at job sites
are lab tested on a regular basis for conformance. Only compounds based on LP® polysulfide
polymer meeting the standard earn the Seal.
Only those maintaining standard keep the Seal.
The materials must provide steel-grip bonding,
rubbery flexibility, highest resistance to
weather, wear, and aging ... must be capable of
weatherproofing totally all joints, in all climates,
under all service conditions, on a long-term
basis. That's the difference the Seal makes. Get
the facts. Write Thiokol.
Only LP® polymer based sealant offers assurance of quality-for new and remedial work

CHEMICAL CORPORATION
780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, New Jersey, 08607
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It i becoming clearer with every
pa ing day that the most affluent
nation on earth can no longer
afford to build buildings. If present trends in construction costs
are not reversed, we will all be
living in caves before the century
is out.
Con·ider the following random
collection of reports from various
ource :
• The Associated General Contractors say that lumber prices
ha,·e increased from 40 to la5 per
cent during the past year alone.
• Philadelphia' Plumbers' Union
Local 6!10 negotiated a new contract with the Mechanical Contractors Association a couple of
month~ ago, under which
the
plumber~· wages (including fringe
benefits) will rise by 50 per cent
over the next two years, to a pos~ible annual income, by 1971, of
Sl9,520. (Eight days later, Philadelphia's steamfitters rejected a
contract offer that would have
brought their 1971 take to a paltry
18,000.)

• Taking carpenters for another
example, their wages, on a national averrtge, rose 45.4 per cent in
the years from 1957 to 1967. In
one ypar, from '67 to '68, they
rose another 9 per cent. And just
last month the government reported that construction workers'
wiu!;es. in the first quarter of 1969,
were 1!'.0ing up more than twice as
fast u last year.
• In New York City alone, 21
labor contracts must be negotiated in the construction industry
before Augast 8, when the last
craft contract expires. (Building
in the area i expected to grind to
a halt before that date.) It does
not eem penurious to sugg!'st
that these wage packages be
.rnmewhat consistent with other
indu.,tries. But are they?
• Th!' Bureau of National Affairs
reports that the median wage increase for all nonbuilding indusl ries rose from 61,~¢ per hour in
1962, to 151h¢ per hour by the end
of 1968; but in the construction
industry the increase, over the
~ame period, ro e from 11¥.?¢ to
4!Jlh¢-i. e., from about double
the nonbuilding wage increase in
1962 to more than triple in 1968 !
• Land prices, meanwhile, are
doinii; nicely also: the "Douglas
Commis ion" reports that the average cost of land for single-family
hou~es ha gone up 259 per cent

since 1948 - and it ha gone up
much more in .uburban areas clo e
to major urban center .
One result of this rnadne in
the building indu try is that it
is rapidly becoming impossible to
arrive at reliable cost e,;timates
for con truction projects: one
large, institutional project in the
Midwe ·t, which had been carefully checked out against its budget by a top cost e timating firm,
came in 47 per cent over the budget when the bids were opened last
month. And in many part of the
country contractors will not guar11.ntee some material ' price for
longer than 10 days 1
Most of the rea ons for all of
this are pretty well known, but
others le so. In some parts of
the country, for example, politicians up for re-election at local
or state levels engage in wild,
last-minute flurries of building activity so as to be able to point
with pride just before ovember.
Result: prices oar. In other parts
of the country, Mafia control of
building i" !'o tight that collusion
in bidding on all major projects
i quite open, even where public
work are involved. And all aero this land, certain building trades
continue to exclude minoritie
from their lily-white rank , thu
creating artificial shortage of killed labor.
Perhap the only way to stop
lhi madness is to stop all construction, everywhere, for a year
or two. That would, of cour e, put
all architect. (and their magazine as well) out of business, so we
are looking for an alternative. Any
suii;ii;e tions?

SNAGS
BLOCKING THE VIS ION

"Our ultimate goal must be the
Pennsylvania Avenue of L'Enfant's Plan, a grand route connecting the Congress and the
President's house. . . . It is a
vision which links President , as
it links the citizens of lhe District,
in the love of the city." This endorsement by President Nixon was
given to Congre on April 28.
One week later, the Di trict's
Acting Corporation Council Hubert B. Pair, ruling on a buildingpermit application for a propo ed
office building at 1401 Penn yl''ania Ave., clearly demonstrated
the need for action to protect the
President's "vi ion."
T?e building application was
first filed with the Department of
25

some of which, they point out,
a.re mutually exclusive:
(1) A "compatible system of
STOL ports" and strips for STOL
taxis at the major airports.
(2) Completion of negotiations
for high-speed ground transportation to Kennedy; consideration
of such modes as gravity-vacuum
trains to distant sites as an alternative to air travel.
(3) Acceleration of FAA resenrch and development on improved traffic control technology;
investigation of "key unknowns"
by a neutral agency.
(4) Expansion or replacement of
Kennedy by building landing
strips or a jetport in the ocean.
And, said RPA, "the value of a
bird anctuary, the cost of noise
pollution, the value of passenger
mllll-hours saved, air pollution
prevented-while difficult to assess
must be included in an evaluation
of social and economic factors."
The study, of course, was immediately attacked by the Port of
New York Authority as "turning
the clock back ten years" and as
"fascination with far out ideas,"
which, to them, did not seem
mutually exclusive.
. . . AND ON THE GROUND

Elsewhere, the RPA, under a
$150,000 grant from the Henry
Luce Foundation, will conduct a
one-year study of how to improve
pedestrian circulation in central
business districts, such as Manhattan (see "Forgotten Man in the
City," Jan./Feb. '68 issue).
"In New York, the pattern of
sidewalk widths was established
a century and a half ago, scaled
for medium-density residential
area ," said C. McKim Norton,
vice chairman of the association.
"Most of the subway entrances
and platforms were built over 50
years ago. No one anticipated
today's high office buildings with
their heavy pedestrian traffic loads.
The study will recommend designs
for improving sidewalk circulation
and the environment of the underground world . . . including ways
of opening some to light, air, and
a glimpse of the sky."

ENVIRONMENT
POISON AND NOISE • . .

• Rachel Carson's Silent Spring is
a.t last reaping a noisy harvest.
Ecologist Ian McHarg (see last
month, page 33) has predicted
that environment will be the rallying issue for the young radicals
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of tomorrow (see also page 46). In
the vanguard is a University of
Wisconsin group calling itself the
Conservation Research and Action
Project (CRAP).
Their doughty band of "DDT
Commandos" (mott o: "Get the
crap out of the environment") recently stormed the Wisconsin
State Capitol building in Madison
where hearings are being held into
the effects of DDT. They were
armed with water pistols filled,
said CRAP, with t he embattled
pesticide, and were chanting "Liberate the Ecosystem I" The ecocentrics were stopped a.nd disarmed at the hearing room door.
Inside, the legislature was hearing a. number of horror stories getting more and more currency
across the country. Wisconsin's
hearings, and those in other state
capita.ls, follow Michigan's lead.
There, the sale of DDT has been
banned following seizure by the
federal government of 22,500
pounds of coho salmon from Lake
Michigan containing excessive pesticide residues.
• Deafening decibels may be injuring the eardrums of our youth
but, says Dr. P.D. McLean of the
London University Institute of
Psychiatry, noise pollution may be
conclusive to the retention of
learned information.
Dr. McLean's experiments gave
student subjects (who were not informed of the nature of the study)
a. series of nonsense syllables, each
matched with a digit. Learning the
correct relationships was harder, of
course, for the group subjected to
noise than for those studying quietly. However, on the following day,
when asked to recall the proper
pairings, the "noise group's" performance was superior. And now
every teenybopper can say "I told
you so."
. . . BACTERI A AN D B OOMS

• The world of tomorrow, says
Stephen Rimsa, 16-year-old scientist-student at Boston's Chelmsfo;d High School, could get turnedon by germs. Rimsa demonstrated
his theory that bacteria and protozoa. could generate electricity at a
recent science fair, sponsored by
the Boaton Globe and held at
MIT.
His "Biozoa Reactor" consisted
of two glass containers of living
"biocells" in a white gummy substance connected by electrodes and
wires to a demonstration panel of
light bulbs, a neon sign, and a
transistor radio. These devices did
(continued on page 93)

UNITY TEMPLE REVISITED
BY HENRY WRIGHT

According to an in-group saying,
the theoretical physicist who has
not made a fundamental contribution to his chosen field by the
time he is 30 is unlikely to do so.
Architecture, too, has few late
bloomers. Louis Sullivan was 25
when he became the better half
of Adler and Sullivan, and just
over 30 when design work on
his famous Auditorium Building
began, in 1887. Frank Lloyd
Wright, who joined the firm that
same year, was either 18 or 20,
depending on which of his birth
dates you accept. And by the
time he was 22 (or 24), Wright
had designed the Charnley house,
which he later-with matter-offact immodesty but a good deal
of justification-called "the fu'St
modern building."
Having made a number of
fundamental contributions to
architecture before age 30,
Wright went on, in the fu·st
decade of the new century, to
design at least three buildings
which became world famous: the
Larkin Building in Buffalo, N.Y.,
Unity Temple in Oak Park, Ill.,
and the Robie house, now the
Adlai Stevenson Memorial Foundation offices near the University
of Chicago.

f these three best known
buildings of Wright's
"first golden age" the
Larkin Building has been demolished, the Robie house was abandoned, then restored. Only Unity
Temple has continued to serve
the purpose for which it was
built. Indeed, many of those attending its Sunday services are
descendants of the families who
built it, when Oak Park was on
the edge of the prairie, and

O

Mr. Wright (not a relative of t he a rchi tect of Unity Temple) is a former Managing Editor of the Forum, and is a
frequent contributo r to t his m agazine.
He is now Rel,ents' D istin guished Professor, College of Architecture and
Design, Kansas State University.
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Frank Wright's "house with the
tree through the roof," three
blocks to the north, a sight to
show Sunday visitors.
The religiously inclined might
well conclude that God has had
an approving eye on Unity
Temple and its Unitarian-Univ:er'Salist congregation these 60odd year'S. Had their number
increased, they would soon have
outgrown the social and Sunday
school space provided. Had the
congregation shrunk more than
it did, it could not have continued
to bear the financial burdens attendant upon living with an
architectural landmark-burdens
which in recen t years have become more and more onerous.
That things have bumped along
as they have-divine intervention aside-reflects the fact that
Oak Park and nearby River
Forest have remained so much
as they were when the church
was built : a collection of
substantial middle-class houses
(many Wright-designed) set on
large lots amid what are now
really venerable shade trees.
With a decisive change in neighborhood character, the Temple,
like many lesser religious structures marooned in former residential areas, would have become
a white elephant. Given its location a block and a half from the
Oak Park station of the "El,''
any unoccupied church building
would soon fall victim to the
WTecker's ball.
There are some 75 Frank
Lloyd Wright buildings in the
Chicago area, more than a third
within a half-mile or so of Unity
Temple. It would be sad to see
any of them demolished, but the
Temple is a special case. It is
one of a handful of public,
monumental buildings designed
during what is to some Wright's
most important "period." And
among the survivors it is the
most successful as well as the
most innovative. Its significance
is essentially architectural: it

speaks to the building designer, it
speaks of building design, and it
illustrates the multifaceted design
process at its best.
Thirty-or 40, or 50-years
later it would have been hard for
even a fairly well established
architect to persuade a church
group to go along with the lucid
approach that made the Temple
possible. How did Wright manage to do so in 1905'
Here is the bare outline :
Wright's mother, who bad followed her son from ' l\Iadison,
Wis. to a South Side Chicago
boarding house, soon renewed an
old friendship with the Reverend
Miss Augusta Chapin, at that
time pastor to Oak Park's
Universalist congregation. Miss
Chapin invited mother and son
to live with her in Oak Park.
When Wright ma1Tied, he
located his first house and studio
there and became a member of
the church. Fourteen years later
the congregation's frame church
burned to the ground. Dr. R. F.
J ohonnot, who had replaced Miss
Chapin as pastor, asked Wright
to design a replacement. According to Wright, Dr. Johonnot
had in mind a white New England meetinghouse with a steeple.
Wright's approach, on the other
hand, anticipated by 65 years
attitudes fashionable in religious
circles today. Here are his recollections, written 25 years later :1

Y not build a temple
o man, appropriate as
a meeting place, in
which to study man for bis God's
sake¥ A modern meeting house
and good time place.
"Build a beautiful ROOM proportioned to this purpose. Make
it beautiful in this simple sense.
A natural building for natural
man."
Sounding a bit like one of
today's college students, he adds:
"The pastor was a 'liberal.'
His liberality was challenged, his
reason piqued, and the curiosity
[of the church trustees] aroused.
"What would such a building
be like~ They could imagine no
such thing.

W

1. Frank Llo11d Wright. An Autobiography (New York, 1932), pp. 164-163
(condensed and slightly rearranged).

" 'That's what you came to rnE
for,' I ventured. 'I can imagim
it and will help you create it.'
"Promising the building committee something to look at soon
I sent them away-they nol
knowing, quite, whether the3
were foolish, fooled, or foolin~
with a fool."
The Autobiography then goei
on to describe the birth of th1
design in a step-by-step accoull"
which might well be used as i
text for design classes today. l
is as though Leonardo hail lef
notes on his composition of th•
Last Supper:
"That ROOM; it began to b1
that same night.
"The fii'St idea-to keep
noble Rooilr in mind, and let th
room shape the whole edifice, le
the room inside be the architec
ture outside.
"What shape¥ Well, the answe
lay, in what material¥ There wa
only one 111aterial to choose a
the church funds were $45,000 t
'church' 400 people m 190E
Concrete was cheap.
"But concrete at that tim
111eant wood 'forms.' The form
were always the chief item o
expense, so to repeat the use o
a single [form] as often as pos
sible was desirable, even nece:
sary. Therefore a buildin.
[with] all four sides alike looke
like the thing.
"What had concrete to offe
as a cover shelter~ The slab, d
course. The reinforced slab. Not
ing else if the building was
be a thoroughbred, mean
built in [a single] character, o
of one material. That would ma
their temple a cube, a nob
form.
"The site was noisy, by t
Lake Street car tracks. The
fore it seemed best to keep t
building closed on the t
front sides and enter it from
court at the center of the lot.
"Unity Temple, with
thoughts I have just express
an-ived easily enough, but th
was [also] the secular side
Universalist church activitie
entertainment-Sunday Sch
feasts, etc ....
"To embody these latter
the temple would spoil
simplicity of the room-then
ROOM ...
FO RUM-JUNE
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"So I finally put Unity House'
at the rear of the lot. It thus
heeame a separate building but
harmonious with the TemplethP entrance to hoth to he the
01mecting link between them.
That was that."
That was that only in the
broad sense, however. There rc'mained questions of arrangement, circulation, lighting, seating, etc. As \Vright goes on to
point ont, all of these factors
had to he brought together into
a single "hannony of the whole.''
And, he adds, "As always, some
minor roncordance takes !llore
tillle, taxes concentration more
tlrnn all JwsidPs.'' All architeets
feel the 11Ped for sueh eoneordmwe-t o honow his inspired
1erlll. But Wright felt it more
dPt>pl,\' t hnn niost: l:'nity Ternr,le
as we see it is the result Only
afte1· n s('ries of studies did
organic unity emerge.
0

(

a\ mg
satisfied
himself
with the design. Vfright
had the task of convmcmg
the church officials that they
should i'ast aside preconceptions
of what a dmrrh "should he'' and
build it. In his A 11tobiography he
reinernlwrs a building emnmittee
of four; aetually, there were four
separate eom1uittees: one on site,
one on plans, one on ways and
1upa11s, and 011e on building. But
his me1nor~· is prohahl~· i'Orred
in ide11tifying T. ,T. Skilli11, chairrnan of the Board of Trustees,
as the major opponent of the
design. :\Ir. Skillin was greatl~·
i'OIWerned that the church's
llloney he properly spent and
ineli11Pd to doubt thnt a concrete

H

2. "The name 'Unity House' is given
to the building used for social service,
the name 'Unity Temple' to the building used for public worship. While it
is common among us to speak of our
houses of worship as 'churches,' the use
of ihE-' word 'temple' is better for manv
reasons. It allows us to keep the word
'church' to its distinctive meaning,
namely, that of the body of Christian
worshippers, and thus prevents much
confusion resulting from the different
meanings of the word. This usage also
keeps us in line with the Biblical use
of the terms; for the worcl 'temple'
is always used to designate a house of
worship, while the word 'church' always
refers to the body of worshippers . . . "
--'J'h( New Edifice of Unity Churrh.
3. 1'hv N<:w Edifice of Unit11 Churf·h,
reprinted, 1D61 by the present congregation and avaHable for $1 at Unitv
Church, Lake Street and Kenilworth
Avenue, Oak Pm·k, Illinois 60302.
1
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cube, virtually unadorned, met
that specification.
J\Ir. Skillin's granddaughter,
l\Irs. l\Iarion Herzog, an assistant in the spanking-new Oak
Park Library, confirms thisalso that her grandfather, as
further recounted in the .Auto!Jio9raphy, was completely "sold"
rnH'e the Temple was built.
On the other hand, Wright
sensed that Charles E. Roberts,
a mechanical engineer and member of the committee on building, was a sympathic soul. He
showed the design to l\fr. Roberts
privately and asked his advice on
presenting it to the others involved. Roberts suggested a
model; one was built and submitted; the design eventually
was approYed, a contractor
found, and construction begun
in June, 1906.
Approval by the various
church committees evidently left
some doubt as to the attitude of
other members of the congregation. The result was still another
committee : one to prepare an
illustrated brochure-surely an
unusual step in the case of a
$45,000 suburban church. 'rhe
brochure appeared coincidentally
with commencement of construction, under a title hand-lettered
h~· Mr. Wright or one of his
assistants:
THE

NEW

1"11IFICE

OF

UNITY

CHURCH, OAK !'.\HK, ILL. FRANK
LLOYD

\\'IU<:IIT,

SCRIP'l'I\'l<;

AIWHITECT.

AN ll HISTOHICAJ,

m;l\IAT-

'l'El{ ll'l !JR. HOIJN;;y F. JOHON NO'l',
l'AS'l'OH. l'UIJLlsH;;[) BY THE NEW
UNl'l'Y CIIUHCH CLUll, JUNE-NINE'l'lmN

Ht:NDHEIJ

.~KD

SIX

Insofar as the brochure reads
like a Unitarian-Universalist serBJOn, it is presumably the work
of Pastor .J ohonnot. Occasionally
the words-or at any rate the
ideas of the architect break
through. And at times one can
practically hear minister and
arehitect speaking in close harmo11y. But the brochure is no
apologia. \\'"right and his newfound disciple are giving their
friends and neighbors a short
course in architectural appreciation. It begins:"
"E1·ery radical departure from
the r·ustonrnry must make its appeal to reasou to deterllline its
worth and truth. \Vithout good

reason we should not depart
from the customary. Especially is
this true with regard to things
sacred. But if the change is
governed by sound reason, it
compels
an
adjustment
of
thought ..
"The fundamental principle
of all architecture is that the
form must fit the function; that
is, a building must be adapted
to the uses to which it is to be
put and should express those
uses in its form . . . .''
After a detailed description of
the building, the argumentative
vein resumes :
"The plan and style of architecture have been determined by
no desire to create something
unique [ ! ] , but are founded
upon substantial reasons; they
are the natural and even necessary outcome of existing conditions; the rational solution of a
given problem ...."
Thus, while there may be
some doubt as to whether
\Vright's approach was ever all
that "functional," it is interesting that he felt it would be persuasivr to assert that it was. And
Ihat, in HJ06 !

n his use of conrrete ''poured
and tamped in forms"-as the
brochure put it-\Vright was
not many years behind the
l<'rPn<'h pioneers De Baudot, PPrrl't, Garnier. In other respeds
his dPsign was years ahead:
• The narrow slit windows
which separate the corner stairways from the cruciform mass
on the outside run past the
stair landings in the way later
used by Gropius and l\Ieyer in
the Fagus factory, and still later by Gropius in the Bauhaus.
Besides their highly significant
Pstlwt ic role, these windows had
an equally important practical
fmwtion, at a time when it was
considered aln1ost sinful to use
electric light in the dayti!lle.
\Vithout thern, the corners of the
rnon1 ht>hiud the bulky square
colu!ll11s supporting the upper
roof would have been quite dark.
• In the sanie way, the high windows on the four sides of the
<'ruei forn1 space form a continuous glass plane behind the six

I

columns supporting the roof,
the manner of Mies' separati
of glass and structural colum
in the Seagram lobby and eh
where. Wright's use of this (
vice made it feasible to keep t
sills 'of the windows very hii
thus avoiding glare in the e3
of those on the opposite bale
nies, while making the appare
sill on the outside much low
By echoing it in the chur
house he was able to conceal t
fact that there were two lev
to be lighted, the main floor a
the Sunday school balconies, a
maintain a monumental scale
the church house correspondi
to that of the Temple.
• The skylights constituting t
ceiling of the square central p(
tion of the Romr are fitted w
elecfrii' lights aboye the lo\1
glazing so that this important (
sign elelllent can appear
night murh as it does in the ch
linie. A ]most half a century la1
Alvar ~\alto used this idea in 1
dining room of his ::\IIT dori
• On three sides of the squa
the balcony balustrades-cc
crete, like everything else-cc
stitute structural beams suppo
ing the balcony floors. Th(
floors, lllll('h shallower than th
are wide, span between the b
"ony rails and the closing wa
and join the corner piers to c·
ate a tightly knit structu
\Vhilr on a nnwh smaller scale,
rinils the Roman Pantheon as
PxprPssion of 1nonolithii' emwre
• I11tegratio11 of the organ ir
the dt>sign of the room, colllpl<
ll'ith a ha11dsollle screen ronsi,
ing of the vPry long, ycrtil
\\'ood strips which were a \\Tri
trademark as early as the Cha
IPy honsP, shows how easily
digestt>d 1raditional elements
ndapb·d tlw1n to his "mode
purposPs. "\s late as the 19.
eonten1porary architects "
still struggling with sueh p1
l<•1ns in 1heir dmrd1 <ksigns
<'o:ning np with nothing 11
inspirPd than the A-frame.
I.his spnse Unity Temple ma)
('ailed the progPnitor of Sa
nen's ::\IIT Chapel.
• The "hi-nuclear" organiza
of the Temple and chunh h
anticipates Breuer's use of
term-and idea-in his h
dPsigns. :\fore importa11t,
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articulation of these elements
into a total design presages the
sculptural clarity achieved by
Dudok in his best buildings at
Hi.lversum.
The design also illustrates one
of Wright's most inspired planning devices in a fully developed
form. Follow, on the ground
plan, the path into the Temple.
Location of the entrance lobby
behind the main room meant
that the entrances were on the
side streets, rather than on
Lake Street, which the church
symbolically "faces." But although these entrances are on the
side streets, they are definitely not
from them. Parapet walls, high on
the sidewalk side, screen the entrance terraces and "turn" them
towards the more important
street. The visitor is ta.ken firmly
by the shoulders, as it were, and
made to enter the building as the
architect intended he should.
Once on the terrace, he is
turned toward the lobby; once
in the lobby, towards the Temple.
Even then, in true Wrightian
fashion, he does not see the main
room; he must "discover" it by
making his way around two more
corners, past the narrow slit windows recalling the exterior of the
building, and into one or the
other of the characteristically
low-ceilinged "cloisters."
Several problems are thus
solved simultaneously : the 180degree about-face required by
the entrance location, the problem posed by the central position
of the podium, which blocks the
entrance side of the ma.in space,
and the compelling necessity to
treat both sides of the seating
area equally, since there is no
convenient way to get from one
side to the other once you have
entered the right or left cloister.

t is the seating geometry of
the Temple, however, that is
its most unusual and successful feature. Consider: there are
six balconies-balconies on three
sides of the room and two levels.
Each is only four rows deep
and seats about 50 people-taking care of some 310 all told.
The central square contains ten
rows of pews and accommodates

I
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another 100. The room thus holds
a congregation of over 400 with
the furthest seats the equivalent
of 15 rows from the podium. Intimacy is the word for it. No
one is further than 45 ft. from
the minister, most are a great
deal closer. Nor does anyone
have the feeling of being very
far above or below him. As
Grant Carpenter Manson has
pointed out: "This close relationship, plus the great simplicity
of decoration of the room and its
astonishing brightness, conspire
to give a grand sense of the
meaning of Unitarianism and its
total lack of pomp and circumstance." It is in effect still to be
matched, much less improved
upon, and seemingly as adaptable to today's jazz and folk
masses as to the Unitarians' traditional reading of late 19th
Century poetry.

he word "acoustics" does
not occur in the J ohonnotW right brochure, despite
two references to the noise of
street cars, one to explain the entrance scheme, the other the absence of windows in the lower
part of the building. Wright,
however, was aware of Dankmar
Adler's success with the Auditorium Theater, and approved of
the way the sound reached every
seat, unmodified by the room.
From the same point of view,
the acoustics of the Temple may
be considered a triumph. As all
acoustical triumphs must be,
this one is circumscribed by the
desired result. Unity Temple
does not sound like a traditional
church, any more than it looks
like one. It is not sonorous and
is only slightly reverberant, but
it has no vaulted ceilings, either.
On the other hand, the nuances
of the spoken word are the essence of the Unitarian-Universalist service. And these nuances
are eminently audible, as they
could never be in, for example,
King's College Chapel in Cambridge or even Boston's Symphony Hall.
Years after Unity Temple
was designed, the British acoustician Hope Bagenal pointed out
that galleries were added to Ger-
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man churches at the time of the
Reformation in order to put
more of the congregation within
hearing distance during the sermon and that these galleries
tended to improve the sermon's
intelligibility by reducing the
free-air volume. In his design
Wright carried this principle
several steps forward. In fact,
it is doubtful if there is anywhere another space, seating so
many, so well suited to its main
purpose: listening to the unreinforced voice of an individual.
Recently R. Lawrence Kirkegaard of the Chicago office of
Bolt, Beranek and Newman attended a service at the Temple and-somewhat startlinglyburst a balloon in order to record
its reverberation time. With a
congregation of 100 this turned
out to have a mid-range average
of 1.55 seconds. This, he points
out, would still be considered
"an appropriate design goal for
a church of this size and intimacy." His repo1t continues:
"The 'bass ratio' (the average
of the 125 and 250 Hz values
diviG.ed by the average of the 400
and 1000 Hz values) is about
1.23, which is also· quite appropriate. The high-frequency reverberation times were very
short due to the high sound absorption of dry air found in unhumidified, heated spaces during
the winter. Some persons remarked that hearing conditions
during the summer deteriorate.
This may poosibly be because of
longer high-frequency reverberation, but more probably it is because of increased traffic noise
with the windows opened for
ventilation."
More poetically, Kirkegaard
describes the closed-window condition thus: "There is complete
intelligibility of the spoken word
co111hined with some reverberant
support for the musical part of
the service. The sound is neither
asrepticall~' dry nor spine-ting-lingly alive; it has warmth and
illlmediacy; it is very human in
sc.a.le. The minister or a soloist
is comfortably able to fill the
roo111 with sound whether speaking or singing.
"There is neither mystery nor
miracle behind the acoustics of
the room. They result naturally

from the concept of the space; a
concept which placed everyone
in the congregation within snPezing distance of the minister,
which put hard-surfaced, somewhat
reverberant
circulation
spaces [the 'rloisters'] alongside
the nave, and which put every
member of the congregation
within 10 or 15 ft. of an effective sound-reflective surface."
On the negative side, Kirkegaard noted three sources of
background noise: "[1] Outside
traffic noise penetrating through
the windows at the upper walls;
[2] noise from the organ blower
trans111itted through the structure because of inadequate vibration isolation; and [3] hissing,
sputtering and elanking associated with steam heating-heating that was added shortly after
the Temple was built, when it
was found that the hot air
system failed to do a satisfaetory
job, probably because of the lag
effects of the massive, uninsulated concrete structure."
As already mentioned, Wright
designed a handsome enclosure
for the organ, but the organ itself was replaced in the 1920s.
Kirkegaard suggests that the
console might be relocated, together with the choir, in the
rear balcony, retaining the present pipes. The blower, he notes,
should be remounted in any
e,·ent. He adds: "Ideally the
space should be air conditioned~
perhaps using the ongma
ventilating shafts. This woul
eliminate the noise of the stean
heating system in winter an
traffic noise in summer."

ne reason that Uni
Temple is still with us ·
the resilience of its mini
ter, the Reverend Robert M. Ric
In addition to the usual pro
lems attendant upon holding h
flock together through a turb
lent 17 years, Mr. Rice hash
to weather a series of crises wh
a considerable portion of the co
gregation-once almost a m
jority-have wanted to "w
away" from the "edifice" a
build anew somewhere else. Ri
however, feels strongly the
sponsibility of the congregati
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towards its building as an architectural landmark. He is fond of
recounting how a tour guide at
the Doge's Palace, a quarter of
the way around the globe, was
aware of Unity Temple and its
significance. He is anxious that
his parishioners be at least equally aware of it.
The building has caused Rice
minor problems as well as major
ones. Another of his stories concerns a female church member
(and former Episcopalian) who
left the congregation because she
"couldn't feel she was m a
church." (This problem just
might have been solved by installation of an electronic organ with
a "reverb" attachment.) Another
member of the congregation objected to the lighting fixtures
I
flanking the podium becausP, he
said, they "look like traffic
lights." (Ifo might have objected
I to traffic lights looking like the
lighting fixtures, which were
there first h~· a good many years.)
Rice takes such problems in
his stride, along with the steady
stream of American and foreign
architects who call him at all
hours asking to he let into the
Telllple to look around and then
, take up half a day with their
questions and pronouncements.
He shows no sign of cracking
I
under the strain but certainly
deserves more support than has
been supplied by the profession
to date. This has been limited to
a 6 by 6 in. plaque designating the Temple "one of 17
American buildings designed by
Frnnk Lloyd Wright" which in
the opinion of the AIA should
he "retained as an example of
his architectural contribution to
American culture."
:\lore efl'Pctive support has
come from within the congregation under the leadership of one
.T ohn ::\Iichiels. Michiels is a
modest young man who is a
memh('r of the church Board of
Trustees. He is also a project
· architect with The Perkins and
Will Partnership who has made
an avocation of preservation of
the Temple and of what might
I he called the
"rights of visita. tion" of the international architectural community.
Three years ago, when sentiment to abandon the building he·1
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cause of its various shortcomings
was beginning to revive among
the congregation, :\fichiels worked
out plans for improved washroo111 facilities and three additional classrooms beneath the
Temple in the space originally
used for oversized cloakrooms.
The new rooms were built at a
cost of $21 /iOO and have done
much to improve the workability
of the plant, while in no way
compromising the ·wrightian
heritage. A year or so later he
developed a church tour program
di>signed to opPn the building to
the public at suitable times and
with suitable safpguards, whilr
reliHing the pastor of the responsibility for such tours, on
wrPkends at least. It was also
intended to create a source of
income for badly nPeded maintenance and restoration work.
:\Ierely to keep thr church
open for ,·isitors on weekend
afternoons rrquires a formidablP
numbPr of volunteers and an impressive organization. The proceeds are less than munificent,
but they have supplied funds for
some rPstoration work. However,
the faet that nil such work must
bP done at a eost several times as
great as an ordinary structure
would require-involving, for PXamplP, reuse of original glass,
sprcial zinc cames matched to thr
original design, ptc.-is onr more
reason that the small Unit~· congregation cannot be expected to
go on indrfinitely supporting a
program whose significance is
Psscntially architectural. In any
r-ase, despitP thP best efforts of
the volunteers, the building, while
fundamentally sound, is deteriorating. They arp like a crew rowing hard upstrPam at a rate of
three miles an hour against a
downstream <'urrPnt of four.

t seell\S ('kar that the ar<'hitectural profession eannot rely
indefinitely on the efforts of
dedi<'atpd individuals to keep the
TP111plP in bping. Xor is thPrP
nrnch point in waiting for an
PmPrgrn<'~·. Thr p111Prgenc~·. aduall~', is here. It will take at least
$875,000 to restore the woodwork, pateh and resurfa('p thP
concrptp wa !ls, install a new or-

I

gan, replacr broken glass, and
make other necessary repairs.
The main skylight has been
eoverPd with fiberglass to prevent leaks. This is darkening and
should be rrmoved, but in order
to do so the skylight itself must
bP reconstructed. Some of the
original rlretric system, especially thP parts eonsisting of obsolde "knob and tube" wiring,
nerds replaeing. And, as LawrencP Kirkrgaard has suggested,
a modrrn air conditioning system
should br installed and the steam
hPa ting system removed.
AII of these things should be
done first of all because it is in
the intrrests of the 11rchitert11ral
71ro{Nsion that Unitlj Temple be
preserreri. But, unlrss the Tem-

ple is to bP Pmbalmed, so to
sprak, it is rssential that a means
be found to prpserve it and at
the same time preserve its use
for religious purposes. Since
Oak Park is outside the city
limits of Chicago, the Chicago
ordinancp for the presrrvation of
architectural and historic landmarks does not apply. Possibly
a board of trustees, sponsored
by the A IA, locally or nationally,
rnuld assume responsibility for
eollecting and disbursing funds
for rpfurhishing and maintaining
the building, while assuring the
congrPgation or their assigns of
<'ontinued oecupanc~·. It would bP
nire if some way could be found
to more nParl~· fill the Temple's
400-odd spats on a regular basis,
but this delicatr matter is brst
lPft to thr ehurch authorities.
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Sullivan's
Chats

been written ten years
later, he 111ight well ha\·e ineluded
an acl'olade to \Vright's Unit~·
Templr like the onp he gave to
Ri<'hardson's
::\Iarshall
Field
warPhous('. It could have gonp
like this:
"Ld us pausP, my son, at this
oasis in our desPrt. For, whrn WP
frd amid thP harrPn wastes and
littlPnrss of soul, a ril'h, so111bre
ehnnl of 111anlinrss, ns this is,
eo!l\PS more a weleome.
"You mean, I suppose, that
lwrr is a g'()(id piecr of arrhiIP<'lure for rne to look at?

"Xo; I mean here is a man
for you to look at. A man that
has red blood. A rnan who knows
well how to ehoose his words,
who has s0111Pthing to say and
sa~·s it."
But perhaps what \Vright actually wrote expresses it better:
"After this building of Unity
Temple, I thought I had a great
thing well in hand. I was feeling
somewhat as I imagine a great
prophet might. I often thought,
well, at least here is an essentially new birth of thought, feeling
and opportunity in this machine
age. This is the modern means.
I had made it come true. Xaturally, I well remember, I became
less tolerant, and I suppose, intolrrablP. Arrogant, I suppose
was the proper word. I haw
heard it enough."'
4. Finis Farr, Frank Lloyd
(New York, 1961), p. 99.

Wright

ESTIMATED
REHABILITATION COSTS
FOR UNITY TEMPLE
Prepared by John Michiels, Apri
1969. Items are listed in approxi
mate order of necessity.

1. Replace entrance doors; trans
fer existing leaded glass to nel/\
doors.
$5,000
2.
Rework electrical system through
out building; place lights over Churct
House skylights.
$15,000
3. Replace exterior stairs,
anc
sidewalks around building.
$6,00C
4. Replace
original
36·ft.-squar1
exterior weather skylight over mail
auditorium.
$25,00~
5. Restore leaded glass skylight
over main auditorium; repair leade
glass throughout building.
$5,00
6. Treat exterior of building t
restore
original
color and te
ture.
$70,00
7. Provide new precast concre
planters on retaining walls at e
terior entrance plazas.
$6,0
8. Provide new skylights over mi
ister's study and robe room. $4,0
9. Landscape as shown on ori
nal plans.
$8,0
10. Repaint interior of church
original color.
$9,0
11. Restore original heating syst
with modern equipment; add
conditioning.
$160,0
12. Restore foyer; add furnishi
as per FLLW designs.
$7,0
13. Rebuild exterior stainless st
program sign to include precast c
crete stanchions and cap.
$3,0
14. Install exterior lighting
building.
$7,
15. New organ.
$45,
Photographs by Richard Nickel.
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FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT: THE ELEVENTH DECADE
BY EDGAR KAUFMANN, JR.

This yPar !llarks a deeade sm<'P
Wright 1liP<l, 111 his ninPh•s.
\Vhat is lPft of his work? ·what
do WP think of his an·hitP<·tun•
and its guiding pri1wiplPs? Do
we think of these things at all?
\V right's Yery 1wrsonal forllls
haY:• not prowd Yiahle in other
hands. \VhPnPwr thp~- arp eeh<wd
thp~·
haw a strnngP rmg.
"Tright's words surYiH', hut
most often as aphorisms applieahle to C\'Pry kind of arehiteeture. \Ve are stopped, challenged,
f'hief!y h~- his dPsigns and aetual
buildings. SuhjPct to time's tooth
or man's indifferem•p, these still
speak to us powerfull~·, in ways
that are unrxpectedly direct.
This is heeause ·wright's work
e·nhodies three idras ardPntly
alin• today, ideas that are hound
Mr. Kaufmann, a member of ttie
Forum's Board of Contributors, is
adjunct professor of architecture at
Columbia, and a lecturer and author.
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to <·mtl inuP to inihH'll<'P arehitP<'tnre. \V1·ight's intPnt was to 111akP
prirn·iples 111anifrst; t!H'I'(' surPly
\\'ill hP 111on• to disc·o\·pr in his
d( siµ:11s
1

ns ti111(• go: 1 s on.

But now,

1lwsP tlll'eP idPas appPar eleal'ly
related to the emTPnt s<·PnP:
Tel'l'ilol'ialit,11, C/11.,fel'iug, Indetel'111i11111·,11.

TERRITORIALITY

TP1Titory and e11\'irorn11Pllt are
twin emH'Ppts that dmninatc our
hop<>s toda>·· Tu tlw Pxplorntion
of these· thP111es we trust that a
working relationship hrhwen
111an and society can he reestahlished, between soriety and the
natural onlPr. Here is the wry
sourrr of ·wright's arehitreturr.
}'rom the start, as he has told
it, e\'en fwfore he heeame aware
of his own direction, IV right
struggled to formulate a particular kind of krritoriality, one

11101'(' ]'('Sjl<lllsivP to 1lw PllVll'On111!'111 !!1<111 was usual, or !'\'Pl' !1:1d
IH·Pn usual, in thP art of huilding·. HP <·:died it "the dPstrn(<ion
<lf thP hox." In his works, lwg·in
ning with his own ho111e of 188!!
(Fig. 1), hP estahlislwd krritoriPs,
<·rntPred in kernrls of 111atter or
spa<"e, and extruding respon sin·ly and, as shown in the \Valter Grrts house (Fig. 2), ever
111ore freely into the enYiron111cnt.
Tt will he possible to show, I
think, that in \Vright's usage,
dusters and indeterminary are
natural developments fro111 this
nuclear form. Thus it seems
worthwhih• to (l\VP II a 1110111ent
on the rxpression of territoriality
\Vright ehose, and on its place
among other patterns of t&rritoriality recognized hy scientists
now at work.
Late last year, when the A meriean Assoeiation for the Advance111Pnt of Rc·ipnce held its annual
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111Pdi11gs, 01u• papPr \\-;Jc; par,in1
l:irl~- apt to this m•1•<1. It wa:
<·ontrilm! Pd h.Y (; ]pn :\fr BridP
professor of psy<"hology at th1
[-niH·1·sit,Y of QuPenslaml, aml i
rm' lin ·d four hasi<· pattPrns o:
IPnitorial :l<''i\·it>· found in :111;
111a I lifr. Th Psi' \\'Pl'<' not typi<"a
of SJH'<"i1•s or g<'nPra, hnt rntlw1
of 1110111ents mid situations in th<
liYl's of thP :mi111als; so:11~ p:it
IPrns a ppearPd during mat inf
and n•:1ring of the young, so1111
during lllip·ation, ek. Based i1
ani1111d instind, rertain of thes<
patt<>rns arl' n•ry rlosr to th1
hulllan pxpressions we find in
rorporated in architeeture. The
patterns ean he identified ( i1
my words, not Professor :\fr
Bride's) as the Defrnded Perim
etcr (stoekadc, moat, eastle),
thP Do111ain Center or Hu\
(\Vright's nuc·leus); the Cenk
in :\lotion, affecting surroundin
<ll'Pas as it moves; and the CPI
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·r 111 ::\Lotion Forward, with reH'Pd influence to the sides and
ll'k. \Yhen arehitecturc and de~·11 for nomadi<' living heeornr
on' amalganiated-a moment
'rhaps not too far off-thP two
t Pr patterns may come into
lay for architeets.
So far, only the first two are
'rtinent. ,\nd it is elear that
'right opted for, and develope<l
:pressions for, the one pattern
' territoriality that represents
r individual and the group in
·eeptive contact with the enronment. Becoming more aware
· the trend in his own work, the
ittern eame into his view. The
1rtifird clearing, held despite
imical forces and creatures, was
pified by its wall. The nurleus,
erptive to the world around
1 t able to hr protected as
·PdP<l. was typified by the cena I lwarth and shPltering roof,
ith screens to dirPct movrment

and gin• prirney. \Yright's "destnwtion of the box'' was not an
Psthetie earnpaign wagrd to establish 1ww shapes and details, but
a struggle to sensP an appropriatP way for lllan to bPhavr in
the world around hilll, with thP
world around hilll.
CLUSTERING

As Wright dewlopPd this
sense of territorialit~· through thP
1890s and early moos, he began
to <'onsidrr the possihilitil's of
grouping arl'hitretural nuclei. At
first he pla~·pd eautiously with
groups not dissimilar to good
rrsidential devp]opmPnt sehPn1l's
of the day. But, Hen in designing for single eommissions, he
found opportunitirs to clustPr
fundions expressive!~· along axes
of n10tion and at their interseetions. This trend appPared Wl'll

devrloped in the .Martin house of
HJ04 (Fig. 3) in Buffalo (now relllOdelPd to serve a university as
the president's house). The grid
was rectangular, a field of modules within whieh major and
minor nudei and screens were
spotted
freely,
rhythmically.
None of Wright's early demonstrations of this mastery have
survived in reasonable eondition;
hut from fragments, drawings,
and photographs it is possible
to establish how he combined the
an<'ient device of modules with
his nul'lear theme to enhance the
vorabulary of an architecture of
elusters dominating territories.
::\Iodular dPsign carried into
the third dimension was another
device taken by ·wright from
older practiee, and again he
hega n his Pxperimen ts in projects for estate development. The
grandest of these was a scheme
of 1921 for t lw Doheny ran eh in
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California (Fig. 4). Here Wright
combined a system of concrete
blocks (Fig. 5), tied by networks
of vertical and horizontal reinforcing rods, with a plan based
on a spiral roadway circling over
mountain gorges and, every so
often, expanding into supremely
romantic, nuclear habitations.
His imagination, loosened from
the thrall of rectangularity, began to play with arcs, and with
angles of other than 90 degrees.
\Vright dPveloped modular
grids based on 60 and 120 degrees-hexagons and equiangular
triangles. A fluid]ty of plan
e111rrged that required unusual
care and judgment as the
forms were projected spatially;
an example is the Cudney house
(Fig. 6). By 1927, schemes for the
San ~Iarcos hotel in the desert
(Fig. 7), and its related residences, showed nuclei woven in a
new mesh of angular shapes and

9

gliding pathways that had been
evolved in the context of Arizona
terrain and climate. Balked by
the economic debacle from realization, this system waited until,
ten years later, it could be
adapted and launched at the
Hanna residence of Palo Alto
(Fig. 8). With diagonal modules
Wright's architecture accepted
the motility of dance; it provided
a structure for movement, endowing everyday existence with some
of the expressive scope of ritual
and ceremony. vVright's work, in
a sense, became an arehitecture
of happenings.
At this same time points and
pools of repose appeared in other
of vVright's projects. Clustered
circles were loosely arranged, as
in the scheme for Ralph .Jester's
house (Fig. 9), or regularly
ranged, as are the point supports
of the newspaper plant projected
for Oregon as early as 1931.
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In the 1940s, tangential circles
formed the pattern of a cooperative developinent scheme (Fig.
10), each house the nueleus of
its circular plot, all embedded in
jointly held forest land.
The intrrplay between nucleus
and clustering showed vVright
the rich rewards of a casual use
of strict elements; he had found
a way to that blending of simplicity and complexity which artists
have always envied in nature.
INDETERMINACY

In the later years of his life,
Wright could not resist the challenge of transposing this experience to the realm of single geometric forms. 0\-er a long period,
primary solids had appeared in
his designs: the cube of Unity
Temple; thr cone of the huge
Inter-J;'aith Cathedral (Fig. 11)

projected in strel; the eunou~
sphere suggestrd as a vacation
house for Huntington Hartford
(Fig. 12). Wright now pursued
ways and means of rnli\-ening
these ideal forins, trmpering their
purit~- while maintaining wholeness in Pach case. A new levrl of
indeterminacy made its apprarancr in his work. The mature
rarly houses and buildings had,
as it were, led space around
cores and between scrren walls so
ingeniously that an element of uncertainty, of adventure within the
context of the composition, had
!wen a distinguishing mark of
this architedure. In clustering,
this had been united with the
reassuram·e of modular rhythms.
Now safeguards were abandoned,
platonic solids were lifted free of
the ground, or nearly so, and inflPrtC'd rnough that spaee itself,
and not just thr inhabitants,
seenied invoh·pd in the> danl'P.

vYright called this continuity.
and of course its major expression is found in the Guggenhc·in1
museum, or would he were that
nmseurn ever to he completed
with the varied illumination and
screPning that was meant to articulate the now harrPn, repPtitin
ramp. ·within that spiral nebula
of space as " 7 right planned it no
star of art would seem hlanrhed
or hlurred.
Continuity ineorporaterl in a
simple geometric solid (the cube,
the cone, or the sphere) was also
essayed hy "Tright in lrsc;er but
more fortunate works. The squarp
block of space, which is so forthright at l:nity Temple, was offrn
nll'iPd-though never more subtly
than at the Douglas Grant housP
(Fig. 13), gleaming arnid the hills
near Cedar Rapids. A high sliwr
of ;.;pare, defined hy a squar<'
screen of glass and a flat roof,
is entered down a swift, narrow
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suspended in eternity, ready to
cradle the congregation in the
unending motion of creativity.
So too, Wright modified the
rigid enclosure of a sphere until
it beca111e paired upp<'r and
lower shells, a saucer dome over
a stepped, concave floor form, as
in the Bailleres project for
Acapulco (Fig. 15). Gently recurving and softly ho\·ering
around an ideal center, these
cupped surfaces are linked by a
film of glass, they let light in
from a central skylight, and
masses of stone anchor the moYement in an inglenook of intimac~·
and warmth. The Sallie shapes
are used to different adrnntage
in the scheme for a Greek Orthodox church (Fig. 16) near l\Iilwaukee (executed with ome loss
of refine111ent). In these designs
the crushing elf-centeredness of
sphere and hemisphere has been
overcome, tamed to the uses of

gorge of stairs from the hilltop.
Before the living space itself is
reached, a platform breaks the
rhythm, leading off to a raised
dining area. Above, the main
bedroom has panels opening onto
the principal space. At ground
level the sheer glass walls separate terraces from living room,
though all share a level floor.
Thu uncertainty and clarity are
continually juxtaposed and ideality is refreshed, not denied, by
incident.
Wright's great conic cathedral
project was, much later, transpo cd into a smaller synagogue
outside Philadelphia (Fig. 14).
Here the form is lifted up, allowing a sloping auditorium floor
that is faceted to correspond to
the faceting of the translucent
roof. Below, subsidiary spaces
are accommodated. Within the
main room, approached by
ramps, a space crystal seems

human living.
These late, mature statements
of Wright's architecture translllutc his exploration of territoriality and flowing space into concentrated paeans of purity in
flux. Our lllOdern sense of indeterminacy, of the constant
interchange between energy and
matter, between man and 111ilieu,
between aim and act, is given
form. No other age has asked
this of its architects, no other
civilization has openly pursued
thC'se insights into the realm of
living matter. So for, Wright has
blazed a trnil for our times.
How close he came to our
thoughts today is exemplified by
a quotation from a younger architect who has uo evident re lationhip to Wright at all: Aldo Van
Eyck. In the foreword to a recent exhibition ("Our Environment" held by the Associated
Artists of Pittsburgh) where

Van Eyck acted as a sole juror,
he wrote:
A man at home whererer he happens to be, carries his root with
him, with hfrwelf, is himself, his
own hou e. He then inhabits his
own inner space and his own
time. He will also be able to inhabit as it were, simultaneously,
all the places to which he is emotionally linked. But, of course,
this requires a frame of mind
quite different f ram the one we
ha'l:e burdened oursekes with.
... It also requires another kind
of eni·ironment altogether. The
one will have to sustain th e other,
assuming, of course, th at a habitable world is what we hai·e -in
mind.
It is such a habitable world that
Wright's creativity sought to
bring about; uch a world would
see Wright's works as arrows
pointing ahead.
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INA
GROVE
OF
SKYSCRAPERS

The towers that line the Chicago
River north of the Loop form
a cityscape unsurpassed for overpowering scale, except perhaps
by
ew York's Financial District. In the very heart of this
cluster of skyscrapers is a small,
triangular plot for which Harry
Weese & Associates have designed-of all things-a church.
Built for a well-to-do congregation that meets downtown, the
Seventeenth Church of Christ,
Scientist, has to serve as a sym-

bol of the sect in the city core
and as a place to welcome traveling members who stay at downtown hotels. The location chosen
is, to say the least, prominent;
it is visible for almost a mile
along the river and is the focal
point for traffic moving east on
Wacker Drive.
Clearly, a church on such a
site could not be designed as a
delicate counterpoint to the massive buildings around it; it had
to present a strong image from

a distance. Besides, the Christian
Science faith is not a ceremonial
one calling for expressive forms.
Its teachings are transmitted by
the spoken word, and its churches
are efficient auditoriums, as large
as site and budget allow.
In this case, the auditorium is
almost as large as the entire site,
and Weese has made its semicircular form powerful enough
to count in this setting. Elevated
above a street-level lobby and
topped by a conical roof, the

(

I

J

auditorium compensates for the
greater size of surrounding structures by exceeding them in scale.
The 200-ft. unbroken curve of
the auditorium wall and the massive projecting ribs of its roof
might be overbearing in some situations, but as part of this urban
scene they strike a subtle balance.
The building's scale is far out
of proportion to its actual size;
the observer instinctively measures it in terms of an imagined
full circle-156 ft. in diameter-

although 60 per cent of the circle
is not actually there. It is difficult to see from the ground just
what portion of the full circle is
there, since the two ends of the
curved facade cannot be seen at
once except from a small area
about a block to the west.
Except for concrete framing
members exposed at the street
level and panels of lead-coated
copper on the roof, the entire exterior of the church is clad in
travertine. At present, this soft-

An array of organ pipes directly below the drum-shaped
cupola (below) is the focal point of the church's auditorium
(facing page). The main stairs up to the auditorium from
the low, glass-walled lobby (bottom photo) are approached
from directly below the speaker's platform.

looking, monochrome coating
tends to negate the toughness of
the building's forms, but weather
and gri111e should :rnon produce a
rhiaroscuro effect, aecrntuating
its curves and projections.
Although the auditorium is virtually the whole church in this
instance, a few auxiliary sparrs
were needed. Thr on]~· way (n tit
them in was, in pffeet, to usP the
site several ti111es owr ( ro111parP
Civic Crnter 8ynagogue in :\PW
York, Oct. '67 issue). Surnlay

sdrnnl and offices were plarPd
undPr the lobby and stacked in
a sliYer of space along onp proprrty line (see drawings below).
Thr auditorium was raisPd as lit! k as possible ahm·e the street to
111inimize the climb up to it. Be1JPat h its sloping under surface,
a sunken gardrn was carved out
to kePp the lobby from being
elaustrophobic ancl to admit light
to lower-lPvel rooms.
Inside, the auditorium has been
trrated very simply, in a way

that makPs its rrlationship to thr
exterior form quite eleai·. Light
entering through slots at the hasr
of the roof anrl around the cupola illuminates all of its sur·
fapps rvenly. (Dirr<'t sunlight is
almost always hloeked out hy
surrounding towers.)
A tent-like suspended plaster
cPiling dispPrnPs sound in a rlrsirrd patt1•rn. Acoustic:ill~", thP
room is rlPsignrd for organ 11111sic; speerh is <'lrnnrn•lpr] through
microphones, which arP distrih-

ntP•l throughout thr• room to pi1·k ' gatim1 enn look h:H·k out at till'
eitys••apr along the Chi":igo RiY<>l'.
--.Jons .\Irnm1,: DIX()X
The auditoriurn srats 764 ]JPO·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----plr in 13 rows of seatH --- the
FACTS ANO FIGURES

up tlw lrsti1nonials i1wluded in
thP Christi:rn S"il'll"P sPrviee.

Sev~nteenth

i

fartlwst onl>· fi4 ft. frnm thr
rp;u]pr's rlesk. "\ 11 additional lf)()
t':m he S1':1t!'d on a hrnrh alung
tlw wall of 1hP "an1lmlntor~-" at
1hr n'ar of thr hnll and in tlw
two tiPred galll'ry above that.
AhovP this g:ill<'ry is an opr11
clPck ( nr<'PssihlP frorn top fioor
offiers) fro Ill whirh llw l'nngre·-

tist,

Church of Christ.

Chicago,

Weese

&

Engineers

Ill.

Architects:

Associates.

Scien-

Harry

Engineers: The

Collaborative

(structural);

S.R. Lewis Associates (mec:hanical and
electrical).
Acoustical
consultants:
Bolt. Beranek & Newman. Interior consultants:
Dolores Miller Associates.
General
contractor:
Sumner Sollitt
Construction Co. Building area: 45.425
sq. ft. Cost: $2,434,153.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Orlando
Cabanban
(except page 42, John Morris Dixon).

t is doubtful that architecture
will follow Reading, 'Riting, and
'Rithmetic as the fourth R, but
environmental studies are in(·reasingly making their way into t hP formal C'dueation of children. :\laps, models, eons'.rurtions,
games, trips, films, photographs,
and TV are the media, for a
message pointing to the importance of environment both in its
\'isual sense and in its social and
political implications.
Age levels vary. Some programs start at a single grade,
with plans for expanding upward or downward (or outward
to a wider geographical area) ;
others seek to permeate a whole
school system at once. And not
all programs are in schools. MatPrials vary, too; some fit into the
classroom, and some are as large
as the real world outside.
:VIost programs are still experimental, but many have already reeeived the enthusiastic
response that assures their continuation and expansion. People
whose concern has been either
for education or the environment are now devoting their
energirs to a merger of the two.
Their goal is not a better professional, but a better citizen,
an adult with a developed sensitivity toward his surroundings
and a sense of the interactions
possible between himself and his
environment. And some programs have broader educational
goals in mind, and simply use
the environment as a means.
The four examples that follow
will introduce the variety of programs underway.

I

ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
FROM
KINDERGARTEN
ON UP
I~\\

J ')

Experiences and travel

::\IATCH boxes are travelin
packages of Materials and A
tivities for Teachers and CI-Ji
dren, developed by the Childre
:\Iuseum of Boston (aided by t
C".S. Offke of Education).
A "City" kit was created ·
part by Architect Tunney Le
another, on "Houses,'' has
mud-and-thatch hut to build a1
an igloo to assemble. The k'
are designed for two or thr
weeks in the first, second, or thi
grade; they can be rented fr
the l\Iuseum, or, since 1968, p

Starting with the future

"Design of Alternative Futures" began last summer in
Berkeley, Calif., under a state
program for high IQ children.
The leaders were Jon Dieges and
Edwin Schlossberg, continuing a
course they had given at Southern Illinois University at the invitation of Bucky Fuller. Some
25 children, mostly 13 and 14,
built a model of a functioning
community, and then, through
role-playing, saw where it would
not function. They designed a
future community, space frames,
space capsules, and more--in a
course that took shape as they

chased commercially.

~
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proceeded. (:'lot all of the ehil
dren had high IQs, and, in fad
says Dieges, those with the highest IQs often produ<"ed "the
most regressive structures.")
Dieg<>s is eontinuing this yem
with thrPe eoordinated coursesfor Plernentary sehool children
eighth graders, and architectur1
students. Within the framework
roughly, of "dPsign and the futur<'," students pursue in-depU
research on whatever interest;
them. They renew old cities, an(
build new ones. Over-specialization is no danger, Dieges heliews
"Young people are naturall}
comprehensi\·e, and the deepei
one goes, the more one sees ho"ll
one's work is related to othei
areas. Because all parts of a cit}
are interrelated, the small group,
consult frerluently." He finds tha
e\·en fifth and sixth graders art
fully able and eag·er to 1110Ye be
yond the restridions of tradition
al coursework, and into this kine
of individual work within
group proj e<-t ( 2, 3) .
The projeet expands. At tht
invitation of the Berkeley schoo
district, the university coursi
this spring has been designing 1
future-oriented elass in Environ,
mental Design, which it will teac
next year to seventh, eighth an
ninth gradP <"lassPs.

-

In the city kit, as in all
MATCH boxes, children learn
doing. Trying to find hid
things in a large aerial ph
they learn about simultaneity
diversity; dramatizing an ima
nary accident, they learn about
terdependence; playing a kin
"pictorial scrabble" with the p
tos, they see relationships am

it building and discuss possible
impro,·e111ents. They look at the
city through the eyes of its
utopian planners, and its poets
and folksingers. For reference
material, they haYe thC' entire
c>ity open to the111, supple111ented
by suC'h class 11iaterial as fourpago cards placed around the
room, and freehand filmstrips
made b~· thC' Hatch offiee ( 4 ).
The teacher's volume of resouree material is an excellent
reference, ya)uable to any citizen
for its concise rundown on city
history, o-o,·ern111C'nt, planning,
and politics. Any new curriculum must be made easy for
teachers, or they will resist it,
and this one makes a Yast
amount of information C'asy to
grasp and use.
Tangible results liaYe been
striking - parents were organized into block association , two
students
(from the earlier,
eighth-grade course) were appointed full members of the official local planning board, others
joined volunteer design professionals to work on local plans.
The students learn by doing
(their workbooks even have telephone numbers of the borough
presidents!). And they learn by
role-playing: one example suggested in the teacher's manual is
a familiar local problem-a large
university in the neighborhood
decides to buy up houses and
turn them into dorms. "We didn't
hire any educational experts,''
says Hatch, "we mostly did what
we thought would be fun."
Robert Dentler, director of CUE,
considers it the best social studies
program in America.
The program for nationwide
distribution will obviously not
focus on New York. Other
changes: the year-long curriculum (for eighth grade) will go
further into cities in history,
and further into the meaning of
planning, as children focus on
making "a plan to improve your
neighborhood." A game of
"Stranded Planners" is new, too
-the shipwrecked class finds
safety on a desert island, where
teams must decide bow and
where to build shelter and make
many other decisions.
"Planning,'' says the teacher's
manual of the New York City

urban places or happenings;
bui lding a model of a neighborhood, they learn that cities are
111an-111ade. When they try to find
a route for a highway through
an i111aginary neighborhood, the
teacher's guide suggests that variou solutions are possible--movincr the houses, or building tunnels, bridges, and divided highways. "It is al o permissible not
lo arri,·e at a solution," it says.
4,000 young planners

"Planning for Change" is a
vibrant fourth and fifth grade
curriculum developed by C. Richard Hatch Associates. It grew
out of a collection of data on
Harlem, gathered by ARCH in
1965, when Hatch, founder of
AHCH, was its first executive
director. It was taught in two
classrooms in Harlem in 1966,
then was expanded (with help
fro111 the Center for Urban Edu·ation) into a full curriculum
hat has already reached some
~,000 children in New York City.
:latch's firm is now under conrnct to Ginn & Co., educational
rnblishers, to prepare an eighth
:rnde course for national distri•ution by 1970.
Hatch's intention is to show
hat, since the environment is a
1roduct of mu ltiple human acions, it can indeed be changed
y human action. Before the
3iJdren finish the year, they are
I.ready participants in change.
11 lhe process, they acquire basic
rills-verbal and mathematical
-where these are needed in
1eir work (their first activity
to graph the origins of New
ork's people in general, and
e members of their classroom
particular) . They find school
levant for p erhaps the first
ne, because it deals with the
alities of their lives. They find
tchers mor e sensitive to them,
ice the children, in effect, are
owing teachers their own way
life in the systematic gather~ of information about their
ighborhood.
During the year, children see
w New York City grew, what
problems are, who is responle, and what is being done
change things. They analyze
ir own neighborhood in terms
its people and jobs, then map
4
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A guide for teachers elaborates on Paeh exerc·ise, suggpsting
other projrets, discussions, and
short trips to Pnliven the course.
"\Vr havp to aid the trachers, not
hurdPu the111," says Levy, "and
WP want to µ;ive th('m confidence
that they ~dread~- know the enviro11rnr11t.'' ThrPe sC'mi11ars for
trachers have attraded many besidPs mt tPachrrs, and there ar('
plans to u,;e thr material in a
number of su hjPets besides the
requirPd art course.

program, "is not an end in itsplf;
it is a process designed to help
people think about the future
and to work together to iwhieve
the good life." The Hatch courses
go a long way toward making
students ferl less like Stranded
Citizens when they grow up.
Environment as an art

"Our ::\Ian-:Jade Environment:
Book Seven'' is ,-olume one of a
sPriPs that will eventually put
em·ironmental studies into grades
sPven through twelve in the PhiladC'lphia public schools (5, 6).

Freedom to experiment

Some programs develop where
the framework aceepts experimentation Pasily.
Philadrlphia's ::\[antua-Powelton :.Iini-Sehool is a brand new
sehool for ] 20 ( fundPd by foundations and the Board of Education) oprrating in a warehouse.
"l'rban Affairs" is on!~- one of
its inno\·ati,-e courses for youngsters front \pn to 1.5, devised
primarily by David Fleischaker,
a young Swarthmore graduate
who has halted his Ph.D. in political science to teach in this exhilirating place. In nine weeks,
the children experience the city
as a series of similar and dissimilar placrs; they see what
Mantua has (and lacks) ; they
St'P ho\Y harrirrs . ,,·arcls, gangs.
and
rn·ig·hhorhonds
fnnetio11.
Thry make trips, take photos,
ask n•sidrnts of various 1wighhorhoocls suc·h questions as
"\VhPrr would ~-on choose to li,·e,
if you could?'' Thry make checklists on the eondition of hou,;ing,
the mixturP of homes and businesses, the cleanliness of streets,
the color of people. And during
the final two weeks, they build
several model neighborhoods. The
aim is to see the city as "more
than ::\Iantua, hut less than a
monolithic unmanageable monster." In the process, it is hoped,
the children will develop a pride
m thPir own neighhorhoodand in themselves.

The inexpPnsivc workbook is
fresh off the presses, created by
Alan G. Levy of the architectural firm ~Iurphy Levy Wurman, although crPdit also goes
to the school system's division of
art education (which made thL~
initial offer), and to the local
AJA <-hapter, the Sehool District, thP Howard Heinz Foundation, and thP Arnold W. Brun11Pr Fund, whieh supported it.
The publisher is GEE! (thPir
logo has thP exclamation point),
which stands for Group for Enviromnental Education, and is
eomposed of Levy, Wurman, and
William B. Chapman, executive
director of the Philadelphia AIA.
The workbook runs broadly
through the environment-what
it is, why it is built, what forces
shapP it, and, as a bridge to later
material, how it can be changed.
The aim, as Lev)· defines :t, is
to increase awareness, to build
<'Onfidence in judgment ( "Thl're
an• no right or wrong answers,"
says the workbook, "only choices
for you to make, depending on
the way you see your world and
want it to he"), and to broaden
aspirations. "We are against delegating decisions to the professionals,'' says Levy; "the decisions should be made by those
who must live with the results.''
Many exercises are die-cut and
have interlocking tabs, so that
scissors and glue are not needed.
The book is well executed. But
the exclusion of any "negative"
aspects makes for a certain unreality-the kind of unwittingly
distorted picture often given to
children by adults of goodwill.
Levy believes that teachers can
relate the subject to the children's reality.

An elective, from outer space
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Phillips Academy in Andover,
Mass., offers architecture as a
senior elective, but Robert A.
Lloyd, who studied architectur
himself, didn't want the usual de
sign problem-where, he feels
the student doesn't create rea

kit was X eal B. ~Iitehell, professor of construction at Harvard, and so111etime tC'acher of
structures to fourth graders.
"When you say good morning to
fourth graders, they answer
back,'' says Jiitchell; "when you
say good morning to graduate
students, they write it down:'
He is convinced of the need for
free exploration : "Each time WP
brought things out to work with,
we won, and each time we went
for the knowledge pill, we lost.
The sooner we get away from
telling them, and they get involved in discovering, the better."

architecture but concentrates on
dr11fting and model-making, and
doesn't see whether a finished
project works in rt>ality.
Lloyd also wanted to set up a
problem in which he, as teac:her,
C'Ould be no more expert than
tlw students, and he settled on
housing for strange creatures
from a distant constellation. The
rreatures turned out to be uot
so strange, but very much like
tennis and Ping-Pong balls; they
could survi1·e, it was stated, only
by constant and varied motion.
Lloyd describe the solutions"some using rolling, others
bouncing, some attempting to
control with prec1s1on, others
creati11g systems that allowed for
random motion within a control
cnl'elope, some depending on
rapid staccato motion, others on
slow adagio rolling, some graceful, others grotesque, some dependent on continuity, other:> on
contrast, some noisy, others
silent." At the term's end, the
students assembled these into one
single, clattering, ru111bling, fanta tic thing . " ·W as it a mindV
An animal 'I A town 'I A city 'I It
sugge ted all of these and morl'."
Another class of Lloyd's developed "An Eden for Hamster ," and were confounded
when the fir t beast installed in
its 11rnltilevel environment began to eat the styrofoam Eden.
, tudents now set their own proble111s, which is perhaps the most
challenging problem of all.

Outer and inner landscapes

"VIZ ED" is the name of an
extraordinary course that DaYid
Lowry Burgess, a teacher and
painter in Cambridge, :Jiass.,
taught first in 1967 at the l\Iurray Road Rchool in :N"ewton. (The
school itself is experimental, run
by a committee of teachers, and
offers flexible schedules to students volunteering from existing
K e'vton high school . ) The course
owes its exi tence in parl to Sir
Herbert RC'ad, who saw the material Burge:
had developed
se1·cral years ago, and ur"ed him
to work on it further.
The name is a 111isno111er. The
course is not strict!~· Yisual-its
120 exercises are for experiences
in all the sen es. One student
described it as "more than Yision
with our eyes; it was Yi;;ion we
felt with our minds but saw with
our eyes."
In a series of mapping exercises, Burgess asks students to
map the most important objects
in their environment, the journeys they make, and the locations of their friends . Exploring
the "inner landscape" of the
mind, they search their innermost
thoughts; one exercise is to imagine "a city at the edge of the
world." They do landscapes and
cityscapes from reality-but adding, subtracting, or rearranging
what they see. They also gently
probe dreams and memory.
In spring, students move outdoors-building, among other
things (and in two hours), a huge
dome ( 8, 9, 10 ). The dome is
made of a triple-thick cardboard
called "Tri-Wall" that comes in
standard-size panels and is used

Away from the knowledge pill

Innovation is a business for
Education Development Center
Inc., of
ewton, Mass., which
creates "units" for classroom use.
Their "Structures" unit--a collection of plastic straws, pins,
blocks, etc.-will soon be avail!Lblc commercially ( 7 ) .
The main criterion for any
~DC product is whether it causes
•hildren to question. The teach•r's guide suggests asking chillren, "How tall a tower can you
mild'/" and "Where does it f all
•ver'I" Or, "How many straws
an you cut before the tower col!l.pses T" And, " Towers can go
pward, outward, downwardoes each direction present the
!l.me problems 'I"
One of the advisers on this
9
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A staggering diversity

in industrial pm·kaging. Burgess
i,; doing tlw <'Olll"Sl' at Boston
l~niwrnity this yPar for art
tPadH'rs, as WPll as 1ll \\'l'slo11,
:\lass., mHl lw is ,;ppking a puhlislH'r for thP niatPrials.

The rnriety of approaches 1s
amazing. Among them:

The relevance of cities

'1'\w innovative ":VIodel City
Proj('<·t'' looks su1wrfif·ia\l~- like
a sirnple prohlclll in visual form,
( 11), hut its Pdneational purpose
is nnwh cleqwr. Inaugurated by
KPnnPth A. LiPherman m a
Sl'VP11th grade class in Phila.delphia 's Rayre .Junior High
S('hool (19G7-GS), it is 01wrating
this year m eight schools
l hroughout the city. Children
will learn anything, Lieberman
brlieves, if it is personally rPlevant. And eities arc the great
m1ivrrsal exprrirnee of urban
c·hildrPn. He believes, too, that
learning rweds a laboratory for
its tria 1-ancl-Prror method.
LEGO bloeks wrre chosen for
building "a city in which you'd
like to li\-e," because of their unlimited possibilities of combination. They are expensive, but are
alreauy familiar to many children, and are already colorcoded. :\!asking tape is used for
streets.
In addition to countless LEGO
blocks, the :\Iodel City Project
uses a multi-media information
bank (with filmstrips, slides, records, tapes, operating all at
once). As many as 120 children
hiwe been in the first model
project at one time, with numbers only enriching the experience. Outside the classroom, the
children see, first-hand, some of
the city's "physical and functional" aspects.
In the process of building, they
learn how to learn: they learn
how to gather information and
apply it, and they acquire basic
skills (in math and reading)
when these are essential to the
solution of their self-imposed
problems. They see that "lack
of knowledge is not the same as
lack of ability." They also learn,
of course, about cities---actual
and ideal-and that the individual is "the unit force in society."
Says Lieberman, "Nothing exists
in a city without the hand of man.
And that hand belongs to an individual."

1
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• ·'" pilot proje<'t sponsored
by the .John ll. Roekefeller 3rd
Fund to make the arts part of
an t>ntire curriculum-permeating it, rather than adding to it.
The school system of L"ninr~ity
City, Mo., a suburh of St.
Louis, is the first of thrre to get
underway. Stanley S. :\Iadeja,
director of the project, talks
of the possibility of a portable
membrane structure going from
one school to the 1wxt Jibe: a '
bookmobile, letting ehildren create their own envirmrn1ent inside.
• A pilot projt><'t by the
Northern California chapter of
the AIA to intPgrate material on
architecture and the physical environment into social studirs
throughout the elementary school.
The focus of their early efforts
iH a school in San Hafael, Calif.
• A summer progran1 started
by David Hirsch, an architectural
photographer, at the Fiedel
School day camp on Long Island,
N.Y. With toothpicks, clay, and
sugar lumps, children explored
possibilities of space, form,
movement, symbol (12, 13). Be
lieving most teachPrs to he in
hibiting, Hirsch limited his ow1
intcrvPntion to setting the prob
lem (a home to fit a rock, th
longest bridge you can build
and to gentle com-ersa tinn lik
"How big arr you inside thi
space? \Vhat is it like?"
• A daily two-hour semin
combining English and gover
ment, for seniors at J efferso
High School in Alexandria, Y
Students planned the Pohi
Valley for 1980, renewed eigl
blocks of Alexandria, present
their proposals to the local pla
ning board, attended committ
sessions of Congress, and wro
legislation themselves-and
feated it, "because it was sup
ficial in its assumptions." Th
designed a river city, a port ci
a desert city, dividing themseh
into teams of ten specialists
housing, architecture, transp
tation, etc.
• A new nationwide course
geography that deals in p
with the urban
Learning by discovery,
graders explore the reasons

1ind urban location and growth
eonstrueting a city model on
largP map board) ; they study
he rrlationship, in Chicago, be11·pp11
population distribution
ud income; they study their own
:wality in terms of waste dis•osal, land use, zoning, etc. The
Iigh Srhool Geography Projc·t, as it is called, is sponsored
y the Association of American
:eographers, and funded by the
rational Science Foundation.
Tnits were prepared by profesional geographers, in consultaon with educational specialists.
~ommercial distribution is exPeted later this year.
A five-year investigation of
1e impact of a new "motorway"
1 Wiltshire, England. Students
f all ages, in 36 schools, are
ioking at present conditions,
nd will later evaluate the high·ay's effect on industry, comcerce, traffic, flora and fauna,
rices of land and houses,
rnnges in land use, etc. (One
>ciologist suggests that chilren may be better at collecting
ata than adults-more honest
11d less prejudiced.) The county
brary has spoken up for the
~sults, but the
educator in
iarge of the project says
iat "anything of objective
llue will be regarded as a
mus." The real value is in
udying something first-hand,
hieh he finds "rarely possible
1 the traditional
school aproach, where the problems have
1 been well ventilated and the
achers at any rate know the
swers. The motorway probns will be open-ended. They
y not even have answers."
A free-wheeling project just
inning in ten small towns in
York, to give teenagers a
sense of themselves and
ir environment. Phyllis Yamsky, originator of the "Feedk Station," describes it as
mething between a visual
n forum, social meeting
und, social event, vehicle of
munication, total environtal piece of art, creative
kshop, place and platform
community action." Actually,
ould be part of any existing
o-out. Anything could emerge
1
multimedia answers to
tions like "What is your fa·

vorite (or unfavonte) spot in
town?" The hope is that the teenagers will find anonymous America a valid alternative to the
glamorous cities. Kew York State
Council on the Arts is providing
funds (14).
• And many more--in Cambridge, .:Hass., Kevin Lynch, author of The Image of the City,
takes groups on urban walks; in
Madison, vVis., a unit on urban
renewal is being devised; in suburban Washington, D.C., the Potomac School runs a summer program using the entire city as a
laboratory.
Images, on TV and film

13

Television should be one of
the best ways of presenting
architecture and environment to
any age group, apart from the
fact that children brought up
on TV are often geared to
absorbing information primarily
in this way, and have an extremely short attention span for
the printed page. But TV fare
on the environment has been thin.
NET's senes called "vVhat's
New," for instance, for eightto-twelve year olds, doesn't recognize the environment unless it's
distant in time (like colonial
Jamestown) or in culture (like
the igloo).
WGBH in Boston is just
beginning to make a series of
six half-hour films, which will
show how different people view
the city-architects, planners,
ecologists, sociologists; and also
parents, teachers and students.
Richard H. Lee, executive producer of the station's education
division, says: "Students already
know they can change their
surroundings-they set up a
clubhouse, or they drop a gum
wrapper. These films, and the
curricular material that goes
along with them, will give kids
a sense of competence in molding their environment, and a
sense that since the city is made
by man it can be changed by
man." The $365,000 project is
funded by HUD and various
foundations (principally Ford),
with $40,000 still to be raised.
Scheduled for completion this
summer is a ten-program series
on architecture and urban design
prepared by Philadelphia's Chan-

14
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for a hundred yearn or so." The
cameras arc being used i11 about
a hundre1l dassrooms (15).

11d 1~ (WHYY) for the state's
IJPparlmPnt of Public Instruction. It pro1111sPs to explore,
a111ong othPr things, "the eomllllllli\y and thl' ar<'hitc>d---how
thPy g1't togPtlwr," housiug for
thP p!•or, and "the stall• of
ar<'hilt•1·turp" as spen by tive
1·on!·:•n1l'<l ar<'hite1·1s. ThP work
of ovPr a year, the $81,000 series
will Ill' fo1ished this su1111ner.

Eastman Kodak has ]wen
Pxtn•111Ply af'tiYe m
helping
~·1mug
peflple int('l'pret their
('11viro11111l'lll on film. They haY<'
lent e<1uip111P11t and afh·iee 011
many projPds, one of them a
1·011te111porary history of c\ nacostia sen~ral years ago, and
they n'tPntly sponsored the firnt
national conference on "Visual
LitPraf'y.''

TlH' 1\L\ 's sPries of 1 ~ films
for young people IR running
111ore slowly. ThP allocation of
$80,000 was spent on the first
film of t!JP SPries, and .I am es
LawrPm'P, an architect in.Boston
who starter! the program, JS
sPeki11g fournlation money to
eontinue. He would like to g;et
.\fu111forrl or Udall to do future
kxts. \Vlwn the first film, ":\Ian
Builds: "\ neiPnt Egypt," was
finishl'd in J 967, an officer of the
AL\ considPrerl it "one of the
grPa test \ urkeys of all ti111e."
It has si11ee heen rPvised, hut
is uot yPt in wide cin·ulation;
mdy three copies are in existence.

A Canadian filn1, "A Is for
"\l'<·hiteeture," has won eight
awards since it appeared in 19.'59;
it seeks to show various buildings and eitiPs as reflections of
tlwir ti1nPs. It is available free
in Canada to auy teacher or
library, the only stipulation being
that the National Film Board,
aceording to its mandate from
Parlia111Pnt, must kePp records
on how many people have seen
it--2,436,936 so far. (Outside
Cmiada, it rents for $11.)

F'ih11-11iaking is also PXpa11di11g
rapidly.
~WCBS-TY
recently
showPd smne fil111s by young
people, one hy a group railed
th(• Fil111 Club ( 16), whose work
was also sc•pn Ht the Connedicut
Society of,\ rehit!•ets' seminar on
"pereeption and dPsign.'' Rodger
Larson, l'XPcutiye director of the
Young Filrn-11iakPrs Foull(latiou
(which sponsors the Film Club,
and distributes 111any films hy
young peoplP), says that films
made hy eit~· youth oftpn deal
with their own enYirornnent
(except for oh\·ious fantasies like
science fidion), wlwreas films by
suburban ehildren tend to dPal
with more exotic places.
15

View-It-Yourself

l<'ilms and photos b.11 children
are becoming as important as
those done for them, especially
if tlH'ir edueation has left them
frustratPd i11 writtcm skills.
A camera selling for less than
$1 (made in Hong Kong) is
being promoted by Education
Devploprnent Center. "By no
means the least of its virtues is
the fact that it bears a strong
resemblance to expensive professional cameras." A sixth grade
group wrote the instruction
hook, explaining the inexpensive
developing process that can be
handled in any classroom. Says
George Cope of EDC, "We didn't
invent anything, we just took the
processes that have been around

A few words on the subject

Children's reading matter o
the environment is proliferatin'
and the AIA Committee on elc
mentary and secondary educ;
tion (which began as a one-ma
Task Force in 1966) issued
rudimentary bibliography in i
recent report "Environment
Awareness."
16
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Ewn TY is being handlt>cl h~·
young people, and, in faet, a
vidro eamera ean he mastered in
se\·eral hours. A eomhination
Yideo-eneounter group of about
12 tePnagern has been organized
by Elaine \Valdman of the education farnlty of Long Island
CniH'rsity (17). \Vith this dual:
[p1·hni11ue, they are ''dissolving
thP walls of tlw school," getting·
the d1ildre11 to think of the whole
neighborhood as a place for
learning, and legitimizing thej
streetcorners and stores as places
where things happen. "In film,
you impose your perception 01
reality, but in TV, with instan
feedback, yon and the environ
ment are engaged in an imrnegi
ate interaction."

Tlw AIA committee (currently
haired hy Arthur Rigolo) hopes
o lrnve tht' bibliography exlandPd. It is adding to the list
11 anothPr way, though, with the
'ortheoming publication of its
onrth-gradP reader, A Book
I /)()11f Cities, by .June King :\Ie''PP, director of the Institute for
'o!llnmnity 1\rt Studies at the
'niversity of Oregon School of
\ r<'hiteeture & A !lied Arts. One
annot know what influences
haped the book, within the AIA,
rom the tillle it was emnmisimwd in 1965, but hParing Dr.
I «Fee address a group of art
rlnl'ators on environmental edui.t ion, one senses that the per.•ptions and vitality of this art
]ll(·ator are absent from the
ook. ThP drmvings, too, in the
·ial Pdition just printed, are a
alP imitation of what this pro•ssional body might han• put
irth under its name.

pile a remarkable history-of
themselves and their town-in
exehange.
And Herbert Kohl, author of
36 Children, found a double
value in asking the children to
write about the block they lived
on-he lt'arned about parts of
their lives that had been closed
to him, and they learnPd about
an expressive power, in writing,
that they hadn't imagined was
possible. Children can often see
quite ,veil, is Kohl's message; it
is adults who need some education in environmental awareness.
More fun and games

Children are getting an ennronmental education in other
ways. A game called "Pollution,''
developed for the ·wellesley,
Mass., publir schools by Abt
Associates Inc., ends with a
simulated Smokey Hollow Town
:\IPeting, where players negotiate
out of self-intPrest to control a
problem that threatens them all.
Another game by Abt called
"Neighborhood"-based on Boston's North End-is not yet in
playable form .

,\
new
journal,
"Urban
,'orld," appeared in 1968, and
; eireulation may well reach
l0,000 b~· nrxt September. It
ipears twice a month in all 50
ates, primarily in grades seven
.rough nine, and sees itself as
:ploring "the trials, the dan'l'S and the challenges in the
mPrican City and its suburbs."
!though it deals with vital enronmPntal subjects, it tends to
·psent them with a glibness that
akt>s historic preservation or
a 1111Pd cities seem like this
•ar's hula hoop.

Exhibits can he involving. The
:\Iuseum of :\Iodern Art had a
eirculating one as early as l 944
-"You and Your :;iJ" eighborhood"
-with the linoleum top of its
packing rase sening as a board
on which to arrange the buildings
of a model neighborhood ( 18).
But here, too, there are opportunities for more direct involvement.
When
the
Cleveland
chapter of the AIA produced
its exhibit last year on "Design
and the City,'' with Robert A.
Little in charge, several hundred
schoolchildren were asked to provide the introductory section with
interpretations (1) of ":\Iy City.''

.Perhaps, as some teachers are
scovPring, students get as much
rim reading and writing their
'·11 works as they do from an
nit's. Dr. Robert Coles, a
·chiatrist, has long felt that
·-income children are highly
sit.ive to their environmentre so than children from mid-mcome backgrounds. With
encouragement, the Innova1 Team of the District of Co1bia schools urged local chiln to express their feelings,
show the destruction in their
oundings, on the days fol"ng Dr. Martin Luther King's
·der. The small paperbound
dren of Cardozo Tell It Lilce
s, published by EDC, is a
er for other children. It has
npted one (primarily white)
in Newton, Mass., to com-

Exhibits of the future~ ,John
Kinnard, director of the Smithsonian's Anacostia Neighborhood
Museum talks of a project in
oral history, in which youngsters
would interview older people
about Anacostia in the past and
its problems today. This would
lend itself readily to an exhibit,
with visual material added, he
says, or to a course on Anacostia
in the schools. But taking part in
the preparation of the exhibit
(Continued on page 110)
18
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CONCRETE
FRAMES
FOR
WORKS OF ART

Last fall, the almost simultaneous debut of two
museums in widely separated parts of the country
created a stir in the art world. The two
structures-one in Syracuse, N.Y. (pp. 56-61),
the other in Des 1\Ioines, Imva (pp. 62-67)-were
acclaimed by the public, the press, artists,
and architects alike. (This month, in Chicago,
both buildings will receive AIA Honor Awards.)
Both museums were executed in bush-hammered
concrete and both provide elegantly
appropriate settings for displaying works of
art. But they differ considerably in most other
respects, each reflecting its own functional needs
and the character of its environment.
Together, they represent Pei's first venture into
the field of museum design. He is currently
designing two more: one for the Cornell campus
at Ithaca, N.Y., the other an annex
to the National Gallery in ·washington, D.C.
In terms of design-philosophy, both of Pei's new
museums owe something to Le Corbusier's
famous 1959 museum in Tokyo : their most dramatic
spaces are central, multilevel, indoor sculpture
courts, variously lit from above. But,
apart from this debt, these museums are original
in concept and detail, and particularly imaginative
in their uses of contrasting volumes and forms.
54

SYRACUSE
spatial diversity within
a giant sculpture

56

As you approach the Everson
l\Iuseum of Art frolll off the freeway, it appears not to be a building at all, but a giant piece of
monolithic sculpture that has survived some holocaust. It stands
in the middle of nowhere, relating to nothing exeept two neighboring "survivors" : a sportsc011n•ntion center and a municipal stPan1 plant.
The "nowhere" is the Community Plaza urban renewal area
in Syracuse, a eity of 300,000 in
Upstate New York. Eventually,
Community Plaza will blossom
forth into a new civic and cultural complex near the center of
downtown. As the first new unit
of the colllplex, the museum had
to be designed in a semi-vacuum.
It is still uncertain just what the
museum's future neighbors will
be, or how they will look, but it
seems safe to predict that Pei's
bold form will hold its own no
matter what develops around it.
As a piece of urban design, the
museum is necessarily speculative; hut as a container for displaying works of art and related
activities, it is superbly rational
and responsive to the museum's
special, and somewhat unusual,
rPquirements. It is a small building (only 130 ft. by 140 ft. above
ground), yet it provides a lavish
variety of exhibition spaces,
ranging from tiny, intimate galleries to a grandly scaled central
sculpture court.
Unlike most modern museums,
the Everson contains no vast exhibition spaces capable of being
subdivided into smaller units.
Max W. Sullivan, the museum's
director and the man who spearheaded the community drive to
get it built, felt that such anonymous spaces would be unsuitable
to the Everson's needs. The museum has only a small permanent
collection (currently valued at
about $1.25 million), and thus
depends largely on continuously
changing traveling shows to attract most of its visitors.
Sullivan therefore requested a
more appropriate kind of flexibility: a series of individual
spaces in a variety of shapes and
sizes. He got nine galleries altogether, each one different from
the others both in size and in
character. (As another possible

SITE PLAN

Cantilevered boxes over the plaza of
Syracuse's

new

Everson

Museum

house four galleries which open onto
a two-level interior sculpture court
(site plan, above). The low structures
flanking the central building (right)
rise from a basement-level adminis·
trative wing at the near end and an
auditorium at the far end. Henry
Moore's bronze "Two-Piece Reclining
Figure No. 3" (above, far right) rests
at the entrance podium. The building
is adjacent to a pool and plaza built
atop an underground garage.
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bonus, any one of the spaces
would he a tine inducement to a
major art patron looking for a
rwrlllanent, public home for his
«OI!Pdion.)
The largest of the Everson's
rxhihition spaces, a sculpture
court 50 ft. square and two
stories high (photos at right),
forms the do!llinant central ele!llent of the museum. Its walls,
like those on the exterior, are
bush-hammered m a diagonal
pattern to reveal a warm, redgranite aggregate. Overhead, a
waffle grid ceiling is flanked by
narrow strips of clear glass
through which natural light
pours down onto the walls. At
two corners, floor-to-ceiling window strips offer glimpses of the
out;;ide. The natural light is supplemented by incandescent spotlights tueked into the voids of the
waffle ceiling.
'Vere it not for one rather insistent ele111ent-a spiral staircase
-the central court would be a
Jiawless setting for sculpture and
large-scale paintings. But the
staircase, which rises from a
point near the center of the
court, upstages the objects on
display. Sullivan refers to it as
"our !llost extravagant piece of
sculpture." (He likes it.)
The staircase does, however,
provide an exhilirating, continuously changing view of the sculpture court as it spirals up to connect with four elevated galleries
which surround the central space,
pinwheel fashion. The galleries
are expressed on the exterior as
four cantilevered, windowless
boxes projecting over the plaza.
Since all four are intended primarily for the display of paintings, they are artificially lighted.
Their wal!s are covered with an
off-white, acrylic-coated linen and
cotton fabric, and their floors are
polished oak.
As the visitor wanders through
the galleries, he can look down
upon the sculpture court from a
number of vantage points: openings in the wall; a short bridge
which spans two galleries at one
corner; and a semicircular balcony which projects over the
court from one of the galleries.
Below ground, under the slightly raised platform on which the
museum rests, the enclosed space
58
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A two-level central sculpture court
(photos at right) is skylit through
narrow strips which flank its waffle
grid ceiling. Its walls, like those on
the exterior, are bush-hammered in
diagonal striations exposing a redgranite aggregate. A concrete spiral
staircase leads up to the four galleries that surround the sculpture court
(top photos). Floors of the upper galleries are polished oak; others are
partially ground terrazzo containing
the red-granite aggregate.
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spreads out to a length of 260 ft.
to accommodate still another gallery (located directly under the
sculpture court), storage and
work spaces, classroo111s, a kitchen, administrative offices, and an
auditorium. The latter two sections, located at opposite ends of
the lower level, rise above the
plaza as low outcroppings which
flank the central structure. The
museum can be entered at the
lower level from an adjacent underground parking lot, whieh
was built by the city to serve the
museum, as well as future buildings to be erected in the area.
The major spaces of the lower
level, like those above, flow effortlessly into each other: a green
room off the auditorium opens
into the lower gallery, which in
turn opens into the administrative section. Here, offices and a
library flank a skylit lower sculpture court which rises through
the main level above. A mainlevel meeting room and members'
lounge, reached by a corridor
from the big sculpture court,
overlook the lower court.
The Everson Museum is the result of eight years of planning,
design, and fund raising, during
whieh thousands of Syracusans
gave money to build the structure
and to acquire new works of art.
Pei and his associates, in collaboration with the Syracuse firm of
Pederson, Hueber, Hares & Glavin, worked closely with Director
Sullivan throughout the design
process. The museum's board of
trustees allowed the team virtually complete freedom of design.
The trustees, and the people of
Syracuse, have been well rewarded for their faith.
FACTS AND FIGURES
Everson Museum of Art, 401 Harrison
St., Syracuse, N.Y. Architects: I. M.
Pei & Partners (with Kellogg Wong,
project associate; William Henderson
and Reginald House). Associate architects: Pederson, Hueber, Hares &
Glavin (with J. Murray Hueber and
Robert Majewski). Engineers: R. R.
Nicolet & Associates (structural); Rob·
son & Woese Inc. (mechanical). Con·
sultants: Edison Price Inc. (lighting);
Bolt,
Beranek
&
Newman
Inc.
(acoustical); Mueser, Rutledge, Went·
worth & Johnston (foundations). General contractor: William C. Pahl Construction
Co.
Inc.
Building area:
60,000 sq. ft.
(including plazas).
Construction cost: $2.6 million.
PHOTOGRAPHS: © Ezra Stoller (ESTO),
except this page (center and bottom),
Robert Damara.
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A lower sculpture court for muse
members and employees (top
center, left) is skylit from above
opens onto a balcony-level memb
lounge and meeting room. Bo
left: the auditorium, which ha
clerestory window under its
paneled ceiling. Right: the ce
sculpture court, with natural
bathing its walls through a skyl
The opening in the wall, above
entrance, offers a view of the
from a continuous corridor
connects the upper galleries.
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DES MOINES
an enclosure for sculpture
completes an open court

When the trustees of the Des
Moines Art Center commissioned
I. M. Pei to design a new sculpture wing, they insisted on only
one ma.i or restriction : that it he
sympathetic to the existing building designed by Elie! Saarinen
and completed in 1948.
The building, with its fine collection of paintings and sculpture and its extensive program
of art education, is a great source
of pride in Des Moines-so much
so that some of the trustees
thought the new wing should be
a rather slavish imitation of
Saarinen's design. But Pei convinced them th!lt such an approach would be an injustice to
both the old and the new.
In both a visual and functional
sense, Pei's addition actually
completes Saarinen's original
scheme. Visually, it encloses the
fourth side of a central courtyard which formerly was defined
on only three sides by the U shaped gallery wing of the old
building (photo and site plan,
bottom right). Functionally, it
overcomes a previously disturbing circulation problem caused
by the dead-ending of the old
gallery wing. Pei has connected
the new addition to the Saarinen
structure at two points, so that
visitors no longer have to retrace
their steps to get back out.
The new sculpture wing enhances the spatial quality of the
central court just by being there,
but Pei has upgraded the court
in other ways as well: by introducing trees along one side, by
resurfacing the plaza in sandblasted concrete, and by revamping the pool, which had been potentially dangerous ( 3 ft. deep)
and stagnant. Now the pool has
a drainage and circulation sys-

The new sculpture wing of the Des
Moines Art Center (top photo) encloses the fourth side of an outdoor
courtyard that was part of the original
museum complex designed by Eliel
Saarinen (bottom photo and site
plan). The new structure is of pouredin-place reinforced concrete that was
bush-hammered in a vertical pattern.
Its exposed limestone aggregate
matches the color of the lannon
stone used in the old building. The
rounded section projecting into the
pool from the front of the new wing
contains a staircase leading to a
lower-level auditorium.
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te111, its depth is only 6 in., and
its bottom is lined with granite
cobblestones laid in a radial pattern that centers on Carl Milles'
bronze sculpture, "Pegasus and
Bellerophon."
Pei and his associates went to
considerable pains to harmonize
the concrete of the sculp ture
wing with the reddish-brown lannon stone of Saarinen's building.
Originally, they planned to use
the lannon stone as an aggregate
of the concrete, but, when tests
showed it to be structurally unsuitable, they used a more durable limestone of virtually the
same color. Then the poured-inp lace concrete surfaces of the
new structure, both inside and
out, were either bush-hammered
in a vertical striation or sandblasted to reveal the limestone
aggregate.
In form, the sculpture wing is
essentially a rectangular box
which presents its narrow dimension to the pool at one end and
to a beautifully wooded park at
the other. Its side walls are blank,
but its end walls are punctured
with large expanses of glass that
admits natural light from the
north and south. The glass is set
into deep recesses which serve to
screen out glare. From the central court, the visitor has a view
through the building to the park
beyond.
Additional sunlight enters the
interior through a V -shaped monitor atop the building (photos
opposite). Its form accommodates two narrow, horizontal
bands of skylight and two pairs
of vertical window openings
along its east and west elevations.
(The monitor, by rising slightly
higher than the original Saarinen
structure, also serves to announce
the existence of the new sculpture
wing to visitors approaching
from the entrance drive.)
Quite obviously Pei has given a
great deal of attention to the ef-

fects of natural light on works of
sculpture, and the results show it.
Inside, the interplay of light and
shadow presents a fascinating,
constantly evolving drama. As the
quality of the light changes, the
sculpture seems to take on a life
of its own, revealing previously
concealed forms and shapes. It
is an effect that could never have
64
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The two-story-high rear facade of the
sculpture wing (top photo) contains
deeply recessed openings which permit natural light, without glare, into
the building's two sculpture courts .
Wherever more than one glass panel
was used in an opening, the joints
were sealed with nylon tubing and
clear silicone, eliminating the need
for mullions. The lower sculpture
court (near right and center) is connected to the upper court by a
straight-run staircase and a bridge
leading to a spiral st air (far right) .
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hc('ll aehiewd through the use of
artiiieial light alone. (Pei also
has provided a flexible lighting
system for nighttime use, and as
a da~·tirne 8Upplenwut.)
The rna,ior ('Xhihit ion spaces of
tl1e building are two travertineiloorPd sculpture eourts situated
on separate levels that follow the
('Ollt(•Ur of the sloping site. The
upper seulpture court, i:JO:;itioned
undPr the rooftop monitor, faces
onto thP pool at one side and
forrns a bakony overlooking the
lower srnlpture court (and out
through the windows of the twostor)·-high rear facade) on the
other. From here, the visitor cau
get to 1he luwer sculpture court
h)· one of two routes: down a
straight-run staircase, or across
an elevated bridge and down a
spiral stairrnse located hehind a
st rip of glass on the back facade.
EithPr way offers a pleasant visual c·xpPrience.
Each of the two courts has a
g-randly scaled central space for
displaying large-sized sculpture,
plus a variety of peripheral
spaces more suitable for showing
small pieces. At the top of the
straight-run stairway, a skylit
niche pops out from the building
to proYide one surh intimate display area; another is provided
under the diagonal recesses in the
rear facade at the lower level.
Adjacent to the lower sculpture court, and tucked under the
floor of the upper court, is a
s11iall, 240-seat auditorium. It can
he n•aehed from the upper level
via a stairway encased in the
rounded section that projects into
the pool.
Pei says of his design: "The
problem was to reconcile two
generations of architecture without compromising either, so that
one plus one would equal more
than two." He has succeeded
handsomely .-JAMES BAILEY
FACTS AND FIGURES
Addition to Des Moines Art Center,
Greenwood Park, Des Moines, Iowa.
Owner: Edmundson Art Foundation.
Architects: I. M. Pei & Partners (Richards M. Mixon and Graeme A. Whitelaw, architects in charge). Engineers:
Weiskopf & Pickworth (structural);
Robson & Woese Inc. (mechanical and
electrical). General contractor: The
Weitz Co. Building area: 23,800 sq. ft.
(including terraces and courts). Construction cost: $1.1 million (including
furnishings).
PHOTOGRAPHS: ©Ezra Stoller (ESTO).
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A V-shaped monitor projecting above
the building serves as a skylight for
the upper sculpture court (opposite
page). A small, two-story section
joins the new wing with the original
building (right) and provides a separate entrance to the lower-level auditorium. It contains a coatroom at the
ground level and a small gallery
above (see floor plans).

TECHNOLOGY
AND
THE
NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
BY BARRY COMMONER

The architect is the designer of
p!Hces for human habitation. But
the habitat of man is not merely
buildings, roads, and cities. It
is, rather, the earth's total skin
of air, water, and soil, for it is
that planetary system-the biosphere-which establishes the basic <'onditions that support the
life of man. Like all living
things, human beings can survive
on the earth only so long as this
em·ironment is fit to support
them.

\Vhat the arehitcct de-

signs for the use of man must
therefore fit into the design of
the environment.
Until recently the environment has been largely taken for
gTanted-that it will continue, as
Mr. Commoner is the Chairman of the
Department of Botany, and the Direc.
tor of the Center for the Biology of
Natural Systems at Washington University, St. Louis. The above was his
contribution to a recent symposium at
New York's Museum of Modern Art.
Photograph by the New York Times

it always has, to support our life
:md our livdihood, prm·iding
the air that we breathe, the
water that we drink, the food
that we eat, and mu<'h of our industrial raw material. In the
last few years, with a sudden
shock, it has become apparent
that 111odern technology is ehanging the environment - for the
worse. The air that we now
breathe in our <'ities <'an lead to
respiratory disease, and lung
cancer; surface waters are losing
their natural capability for accommodating human wastes; environmentally-induced changes in
food crops are causing disease
in animals, and rn some mstances people; human activities
may threaten-depending on the
outcome of two contradictory effects-either to flood the cities
of the world under water from
the eaeth's molten ice-caps, or to
indum~ a new ice age.
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"In the past, the
environ mental effects
which accompanied
technological
. progress were
restricted to a smal I
place and a relatively
short time. The new

I

should like to rPview briefly
what has been lParned from the
mounting roster of environmental problems. The lesson, I
ht>lie,·p, is simple and grim: The
environment is being stressed to
the point of collapse. I believe
that we are approaching, in our
time on this planet, a crisis
which rnay destroy its suitability
as a place for human habitation.
But I beliPve that we have also
lParned that the environmental
erisis can he resolved if we aceept a fundamental fact - that
man is not designed to conquer
naturr, hut to live in it.
The prolif Pration of human
heings on the surface of this
planet is proof of the remarkable suitability of the terrestrial
environment as a place for human life. But, the fitness of the
environment is not an immutable
feature of the earth, having been
developPd by gradual changes in
the nature of the planet's skin.
Living things have themselves
been crucial agents of these
transformations, converting the
earth's early rocks into soil, releasing oxygen from its water,
transforming carbon dioxide into accumulated fossil fuels, modulating temperature, and tempering the rush of waters on the
land. And, in the course of these
transformations, the living things
that populated the surface of
the earth have, with the beautiful
precision that is a mark of life,
themselves become closely adapted to the environment they have
helped to create. As a result,
the environment in which we
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hazards are
neither local nor brief."

live is itself part of a vast
web of life, and like everything associated with life, is internally complex, and stable, not
in a static sense, but by virtue of
the intricate play of internal
interactions.
On a small scale, the dependence of environmental stability
on the nice balance of multiple
biological proeesses is iielf-evident. A hillside denuded of
ve.getation by fire, and thus lacking protection against the erosion of heavy rains previously
afforded by the canopy of leaves
and the mat of roots, can quickly
shed its soil and lose its capability to support plants and harbor animals. And, on this scale,
the threat of thoughtless human
interventions is equally self-evident; we have long since learned
that brutal lumbering or greedy
exploitation of the soil <''1-n permanently alter the life-supporting properties of a forest or a
once-fertile plain.

ut, now, the size and persistence of environmental
effects has grown with the
power of modern science and

B

the e.xpansion of new technology.
In the past, the environmental
effects which accompanied technological progress were restricted to a small place and a
rPlativel~· short time. The new
hazards arc neither local nor
brief. J\Iodern air pollution
covers vast areas of the continents. Radioactive fallout from
nuclear explosions is world wide.
Synthetic chemicals have spread
from the United States to Antarctica; some of them may remain in the soil for years. Radioactive pollutants now on the
earth's surface will be found
there for generations, and in the
case of carbon-14, for thousands
of years.
At the same time, the permissible margin for error has become very much reduced. In the
development of steam engines a
certain number of boiler explosions were tolerated as the art
was improved. If a single comparable disaster were to occur
in a nuclear power plant or in a
reactor-driven ship near a large
city, thousands of people might
die, and a whole region rendered uninhabitable. Modern science
and technology are simply too
powerful to permit a trial-and-

error approach.
This means that we cannot
escape the responsibility of evaluating the competence of modern
science and technology as a guide
to human intervention in the environment. :\Iy own considered
opinion is that modern science
is a dangerously faulty foundation for technological intenentions into nature. This becomes
eYident if we apply the so-called
"enginrering test" to it-that is,
how well does it work in practice? Seience represents our understanding of the natural world
in which man mu .t liYe.

ince, man conseiously acts
on the environment through
technology, the compatability of such action with human survival will, in turn, depend on the
degree to which our technological
practice accurately reflects the
nature of the environment. \Ve
may ask, then, how successful is
the understanding of nature
which science now gives us as an
effective guide to technological
action in the natural world?
It is my contention that en- ,
vironmental pollution reflects the
faiIUre of modern science to
achieve an adequate understanding of the natural world, which
is, after all, the arena in which
every technological event takes
place.
The roster of the recent technological mistakes in the environment which have been perpetrated by the most scientificall)

S
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"We used to be told
that radiation
from the fallout
produced in nuclear
tests was harmless.
Only now, long
after the damage
achanred society in the history
of man-the United States of
1!16!1-is appalling:
• \\' e used to he told that radiation from the fallout produced
in nnrlear tests was harmless.
Only now, long after the damage
has heen done, we know differPntl~·. The hornhs were exploded
long lwfore we had even a partial
sriPntific understanding that thPy
<'ould incr('asc the incidence of
har!llful mutations, thyroid can•·Pr, lPnkemia, and congenital
hirth defects.
• 'Ve built the maze of highways
that strangles almost every large
<'it)·, and filled thPm with hordes
of automobiles and trucks long
lwfore it was learned-from analysis of thC' chemistry of the air
over Los Angeles-that sunlight
indnees a complex chain of chemieal eYents in the vehicles' exhaust fullles, leading eventually
to the noxious accumulation of
s111og.

• For rnore than 40 years massiYe amounts of lead have been
disseminated into the environment from automotive fuel additives; only now has concern
dernloped about the resultant
accumulation of lead in human
beings at levels that may be approaching the toxic.
• The insecticide story is well
known: They were synthesized
and massively disseminated before it was learned that they
kill not only insects, but birds,
and fish as well, and accumulate
-with effects that are still largely unknown-in the human body.
• Billions of pounds of synthetic
FORUM-JUNE-1969

has been done,
we know differently."

detergents were annually drained
into U.S. surface waters before
it was learned-more than ten
years too late-that such detergents are not degraded by bacterial action, and therefore accumulate in water supplies. Nor
were we aware, until a few years
ago, that the phosphates added
to improve the cleansing properties of synthetie detergents would
eause overgrowths of algae,
which on their death pollute surface waters.
• In the last 25 years the amount
of inorganie nitrogen fertilizer
used on U.S. farms annually has
increased about fourteen-fold.
Only in the last few years has it
become apparent that this vast
elevation in the natural levels of
soil nutrients has so stressed the
biology of the soil as to introduce harmful amounts of nitrate
into foods and surface waters.
• The rapid combustion of fossil
fuels for power, and more recently, the invasion of the stratosphere by aircraft, are rapidly
changing the earth's heat balance
in still poorly understood ways.
The outcome may be vast floods
-or a new ice age.
• And, for the future, if we
make the monumental blunder,

the major military powers have
prepared to conduct large-scale
nuclear, chemical and biological
warfare-which can only result,
for belligerents and neutrals, in
a vast biological catastrophP.

ach of these is a technological mistake, in which an unforeseen consequence has
seriously marred the value of the
undertaking. In order to illustrate the origin of such failures,
I should like to discuss, briefly,
the homely example of sewage
disposal.
In natural lakes and rivers,
animal organic wastes are degraded by the action of bacteria
of decay which convert them into
inorganic substances: carbon dioxide, nitrates, and phosphates.
In turn these substances nourish
plants, which provide food for
the animals. In sunlight, plants
also add to the oxygen content
of the water and so support animals and the bacteria of decay.
All this makes up a tightly
woven cycle of mutually dependent events, which in nature maintains the clarity and purity of
the water, and sustains its popu-

E

lation of animals, plants, and
n1icroorganisn1s.
If all goes well, this hiologieal
cycle ran assimilate added organic waste materials, and, maintaining its balmH·e, keeps the
water pure. But su<'h a eomplex
cyclical systP111, with its important feedhack loops, eanuot indefinitely remain balanced in the
faee of a steadily inereasing organic load. Sufficiently stressed
it becomes vulnerable at l'l'rtain
eritit.'al points. For exai11plP, the
badPria that art on organit·
wastes 11mst have ox~-gen, whic·h
is eonsunwd as the waste is clestroyed. If the wm;te load becomes too high, the oxygen content of the water falls to zero.
the bacteria die, the biological
cyrle breaks do\\'n, the purification process collapses, aurl the
watPr becomes foul.
A sewage treat111Pnt plant domesticates the 111ierohial aetiYities
that degradc' wnstPs in natural
strpa111s and lakes. Sewagr tn'<llment involves a primary step in
which indigestible solids are removed, and secondary treatment
in a tank or pond rich in microbial decay organisms. During
secondary treatment, the organic
materials, artificially supplied
with oxygen, are conYerted by
microbial oxidation into inorgani<·
substanees. If the system works
well, the resulting water is a
clear, dilute solution of the inorganic products, of which nitrate
and phosphate are most important. These inorganic products
of sewage treatment, now free of
oxygen demand, presumabl;y can
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"The 'success' of modern
technology is ...
determined by its ability
to meet the economic
requirements of
the manufacturer...
rather than of
be released to rivers and lakes
without causing any immediate
drain on the oxygen ,in them.
But it has recently become apparent that this form of waste
disposal technology is, to put it
simply, a failure. For, in many
places-for exarnplP, Lake Erie
--the prodnets of the treatment
systems themselves, nitrate and
phosphate, ultimately increase the
organic load on the water, deplete
the oxyg-en, and so negate the
ent irP purpose of the system. Nitrate and phosphate are always
present in natural waters-but
in a1110unts far less than those
generated by the huge waste load
imposed on them by man. And at
such abnormally high levels, nitrate and phosphate become a
new hazard to the biological balance. These concentrated nutrients may induce a huge growth
of algae--an algal "bloom." Such
an abnormally dense population
tends to die off with equal suddenness, again overloading the
water with organic debris, and
disrupting the natural cycle. To
make matters worse, we are adding to the nitrate burden of surface waters by the massive use of
nitrogeneous chemical fertilizers,
:ind to their phosphate burden
through the use of phosphaterich detergents.

W

hat all this means for
the U.S. as a whole is
evident from the report
of the Spilhaus Committee report
to the President's Office of
72

those who bear its
costs in environmental
deterioration."

Science and Technology. According to that report:
"1'he oxygen-demanding fraction
of domestic and industrial waste
is growing much more rapidly
than the efficiency of waste treatment, so that, by 1D80, it is estimated the oxygen demand of
treated effluents will be great
enough to consume the entire
oxygen content of a volume of
water equal to the dry-weather
flow of all the United States' 22
rive,r basins."
Ignorance of the biology of
the environment is leading to the
absolute deterioration of the
quality of the nation's water
systems. For example, despite a
steady improvement in New
York City's sewage treatment facilities, since 1948, in most of
the coastal waters which receive
the effluent of New York City
treatment plants, the numbers of
human intestinal bacteria has
increased sharply. Water at many
of the city beaches contains bacterial counts which are well
above the allowable public health
limits. Behind this astonishing
fact may be a new and hitherto
anticipated phenomenon-that intestinal bacteria, rather than dying off, a.<> expected, when they

are discharged from treatment
plants into surrounding waters,
actually multiply in them, because of the high concentration
of bacterial nutrients, such as
phosphate.
The warning iB clear. We have
begun to stress the self-purifying power of the Nation's surface waters to the point of biological collapse. A major cause
of this impending catastrophe is
our ignorance of the technological requirements of the environment and our persistent tendency
to design technological instruments which do violence to these
requirements.
The failure of technology iB
also evident in the air pollution
problem. How else can we judge
the matter of the recent proposal
to construct a sunken expressway, capped with schools and
houses, across lower Manhattan,
without previous consideration of
the resultant effects of carbon
monoxide generated by the traffic on the school children and
residents~ Only after the plan
was announced, did it become apparent that the resultant carbon
monoxide levels would be sufficient to cause headaches, mental
dullness, and even collapse. Or

consider the potential impnct of
microscopic flakes of asbestos,
spread from building materials
and the lining of air conditioning ducts into the city air. Care ful studies by Dr. I J. Selikoff
of the Mount Sinai School of
Medicine of New York City residents show " . . . these particles
are now very eommon among city
dwellers at this time." And it
has been established that the
presence of asbestos particles in
the human lung is the prelude,
if sufficiently concentrated, to a
particular form of lung cancer.

e tolerate the operational failure of the automobile and other tedmological hazards to the environment only because of a peculiar
social and econornie arrangement--that the high costs of
such failures (for example, the
lives lost to lung cam·er or
the medical cost of smog-induced
emphysema) are not charged to
any given enterprise, but are
widely distributed in society. As
a result, these costs become so
intermingled with the costs due
to other agents (for example, air
pollution from power plants) 11s
to become effectively hidden and
unidentifiable. This suggests tha
the "success" of modern technol
ogy iB largely determined by it.
ability to meet the economic re
quirements of the manufacturer
Measured against the economi
interests of these who bear it
costs in environmental deteriora
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"Let us hope that we
can all learn
what the architect
has long kno\Nnthat the proper use
of technology
is not to conquer
tion-society as a whole--technology is by no means as suc<'Pssful.
In the same way, nuclear
bombs epitomize the exquisitely
refined control that has been
:ichieved over nuclear reactions.
'l'here is no evidence that any
U. S. nnc!Par bomb has failed to
go off or to produce the expected
hlast. ~What has been unanticipatPd, and the source for loud
<'n111plaiJ1t, is the effect of nuclear
Pxplosions on the biology of the
pnvironment. And again, the
<'hernists and engineers who have
giYPn us the new synthetic detergPnts :md insecticides are clearly
eornpetPnt to produce the desired
materials; the trouble comes
when we begin to use them, as
they must be, in the environment.

'No
I

one eau deny, of course,
that, in certain respects,
modern technology is brilliantly successful. Certainly, the
modern mass-produced automohilr is a technological triumphup to a point. The dividing line
lH'tween success and failure is the
faetory door. So long as the
automobile is being constructed,
it is a terlmological success. The
mtmProus parts are designed,
shaped, fitted together-and the
1·hole assemblage works. How•ver, once the automobile is alowed out of the factory into the
nvironment, it is a shocking failre. It then reveals itself as an
gent which has rendered urban
ir carcinogenic, burdened human
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the world,
but to live in it."

bodies with nearly toxic levels of
carbon monoxide and lead, embedded pathogenic particles of
asbestos in human lungs, and has
contributed significantly to the
nitrate pollution of surface
waters.

I

believr that we must reverse
the order of relationships
which now connect economic
need, technology, and the biology
of the natural world. In the present scheme of things, narrow economic or political needs dictate
the choice of a given technological capability-eonstruction
of nuclear weapons or an expressway, synthesis of insectkilling chemicals or the manufacture of asbestos building materials. This capability is translated into a specific engineering
operation and when the operation is intruded upon the natural
world, a myriad of biological
problems arise--and it is left
to the biologists, physicians, and
others concerned with the survival of living things, to cope with
these hazards as best they can.
I believe that if we are to assimilate modern science into a

technology which is compatible
with the environment that must
support us, we shall need to reverse the present relationships
among biology, engineering, technology, and economi<'s. We need
to begin with an evaluation of
human needs and desires, determine the potential of a given
environment to meet them, and
then determine what engineering
operations, technological processes, and economic resources are
needed to accomplish these desires, in harmony with demands
of the whole natural system.

e need to reassess our
attitudes toward the natural world on which
our technology intrudes. Among
primitive people, man is seen
as a dependent part of nature,
as a frail reed m a harsh
world, governed by immutahle
processes which must be obeyed
if he is to survive. The knowledge of nature which can be
achieved among primitive peoples
is remarkable. The African bushman lives in one of the most
stringent habitats on earth; food
is scarce, water even more so,

W

and extremes of weathPr comp
rapidly. The hushman survives
because he has an intinm!e un-·
derstanding of his environnwnt.

e who call onrst·lYP' a<lvan<'Pd <·lai111 to lu1vp es<·aped from this kind of
dependence on the environment.
Where the bushlllan must squeP?:P
water from a srarched-out tnhPr,
we get ours by the turn of the tap.
Instead of trackless waste~, w;;
have the grid of city streets; instead of seeking the sun's heat
when we need it, or shunning it
when it is too strong, we ~varm
ourselves and cool ourselvrs with
man-made machines. All this
tends to foster the idea that we
have made our own eiwironrnent
and no longer depend on the one
provided by nature. In thP eagPr
search for the benefits of 111ode1·11
science and technology, we have
beeome enticed into a 1warl.\·
fatal illusion: that we have at
last Pscaped from our deprndence on the balance of nature.
The truth is tragically different. We have become, not lPss
dependent on the balance of
nature, but more dependent on
it. If we fail to understand this
inescapable fact of modern life,
we shall forfeit our survival.
We are still in a period of
grace. In that time, let us hope,
we can all learn what the architect has long known-that the
proper use of technology is not
to conquer the world, but, mstead, to live in it.

W
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FOCUS

THEATRE FOR HARLEM

In January 1968, the New Lafayette Theater in Harlem (N.Y.)
was destroyed by fire, after a
mere four months of existenec.
Less than a year after that, a
new theater was created, in the
former
"Renaissance"
movie
house on 137th Street and Seventh Avenue. Architects Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates kept
to the original concept of the
theater's director, Robert Macbeth: "a theater in the black
community where the work of the
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artist can reorient itself to the
life of the black community."
The theater, being the only facility of its kind in a 20-block
area, must serve as cultural center, meeting place, point of reference. The premise of the new
theater, in its dramatic context,
is direct confrontation between
players and audience. There are
no curtains or partitions to separate the two areas, and staging
is extremely fluid. Action, in fact,
often makes use of all available
space: aisles, catwalks, plat-

forms, as well as the three-sided
stage. Seating, in three banks,
angles sharply to the stage area.
One bank hides the entrance to
the dressing rooms, another is
raised on a steeply sloping stee
scaffold, the third incorporate.
original scats from the moYi
auditorium. :Mechanical equip
ment, such as the lighting grid
projection box, and rigging, is ·
full view. The very low cos
($100,000) of the adaptation o
the 6,000-sq.-ft. space was pai
through foundation grants.

COMPATIBLE CHURCH

In keeping with the overall design concept and plan of newtown Heston, Va., is the \Vashington Plaza Baptist Chureh,
which was formally dedicated last
sunuuer. Architects Ward & Hall
designed the church in close collaboration with Conklin & Hossant who were Reston's master
planners. The 8,610-sq.-ft. strurture blends harmoniously with
the surrounding townhouses on
the plaza. It is built on three
levels adapted to a sloping site:
worshippers enter on the middle
level. The top level contains a
rear balcony for the choir, offices,
and the baptistry preparation
room; the lower level contains
- five classrooms. The baptistry,
naturally, is the most important
feature; the architects designed
it in reinforced concrete and it
protrudes through the front wall.

--------

- - -------- ------

ACROPOLIS FOR THE ARTS

On April 19, the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
its huge (two-blocksquare) new complex for the performing arts. The Krannert Center, named for Herman Krannert
who donated most of the neces-

---

- - ----

---

----------------------

in one single entity-five theaters: the Great Hall, a 2,100seat multipurpose auditorium;
thP Ft>stival Theatre, and the
Playhouse; the Studio Theater
for experimental productions;
and an outdoor Amphitheater.
All are serviced

ties for parking, utilities, classrooms, and rehearsal rooms. The
Center was designed by }lax
Abramovitz, architect of Philharmonic Hall in New York's Lincoln Center. Jo Mielziner and
George Izenour, theatrical designers, and Dr. Cyril }I. Han-is,
consulted.
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HONEYCOMB FOR PRAYER

The Temple to Maria Madre e
Regina stands stark and isolated 1
on Monte Grisa, a hill overlook- '
ing the city and gulf of Trieste.
Designed by Antonio Guacci, the
entire church is constructed on
the "principle of the triangle,"
which, according to the resident
priest, is a symbol of the Trinity,
as well as of eternity and stability. Triangular penetrations in,
and overlays on, the interior and
exterior walls echo the angle of
the walls themselves. Windows
are broken by triangular bars,
too, lending a further counterpoint in light and dark.
1

----·

THE TRUNK LINE

The n1ajor attraction at Tokyo's
Ueno Zoo is the new elephant
honsP, which was just opened to
t hP puhlic in ,July of last year.
])psigued by the architectural
dPpartment of the Tokyo Unin~rsity of Fine Arts, the house is
divided into three sections: housing for the elephants, spectator

--------------

---

--------------------------------------- ---------------------

areas, and care facilities. There
are four elephant rooms, and a
spare room for sick animals, all
lit from skylights of galvanized
steel (see photo below) . Each
elephant compartment is cut off
from the outdoors by a folded
concrete screen which can be
raised to let the animals out into
paddocks and pools. Outside, too,

is a mud-bathing area. The spectators may view the elephants
from across a moat, or may go
inside the house onto a special
spectator "island" which looks
directly into the four dephant
rooms thereby affording a greater feeling of involvement and
intimacy with the animals. A hove
this island, and above the rooms,

crosses a "feeding bridge" whid1
opens into a silo hkwk where
food 1s sturf'd. The freding
bridge also joins fonr eores:
these together are the supporting framework of the house. In
the basement of the elephant
house are the service areas, machine room, ventilation trendies,
and storage areas.

PLA Y'S THE THING

A iww adventure in play has
been developed by Playstreet Inc.
for parks, vacant lots, playgrounds, or, in fact, for any
availablP spare. Richard DattnPr,
the dPsignrr who created the
very succrssful Adventure Playgrou11d in New York City's
Central Park, designed a modular system of "playcubes" which

HOTOGRAPHS: Page 74,
cGrath; page 75, Robert H.
aro; page 76 (top), Foto
bottom), courtesy of the
rchitect. 0
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interlock in clusters to form a
variety of shapes. Each individual "cube", or "euboctahedron,"
is light and resilient, made of
glass fiber and thermoplastic
which has been shot through with
one of four colors: blue, red,
yellow or green. 'fhe clusters can
be assembled very quickly, to fit
any allotted area. Once put together they become pyramids,

space ships, boats, housPs· --an.1· thing the ehild can imagine. The
cubes are penl'trated by lwlrs
whirh interconnect to forrn tunnels and "rreep pl:ires." The dustPrs, whiC'h ean bP purdrnsed in
Pight diff PrPnt groupings, lll"r· inexpensive: four <'Hhrs eost $600,
nine, with a slide and tube rost
$1,350; 100 cubes with ~O "'"<'l'Ssories eost $15,000.

Cani-
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WILL
SUCCESS
SPOIL

THE
VIEUX CARRE?
It is threatening to, but a four-year
study has shown how new development
in the Quarter can become a tool
for enhancing its historic tout ensemble

Everybody loves New Orleans'
historic, romantic, and unashamedly sentimental Vieux Carre.
Everybody loves it so much, in
fact, that the unique character of
this 250-year-old French Quarter is threatened with destruction.
Millions of tourists pour into
the Vieux Carre each year to
experience the delights of its
quaint and nostalgic charm . To
accommodate them, Vieux Carre
merchants build grossly overscaled hotels and other tourist
meccas-usually in a style of
"fake authenticity" that owes
more to Walt Disney than to
history. The result has been a
steady erosion of the very features that the tourists come to
see. If the trend continues, it
eventually could kill the goose
that lays the golden egg.
If that should happen, the nation will have lost an incomparable and irreplaceable part of its
heritage. But it need not happen.
A team of urban planners, after
an exhaustive four-year study,
has come up with the conclusion
that new development and historic preservation need not be
natural enemies in the Vieux
Carre; that they can, in fact,
work to each other's mutual advantage, provided both are
carried out according to a comprehensive, carefully conceived
set of guidelines and controls.
The Vieux Carre study was
conducted for the City of New
Orleans by the Bureau of Governmental Research and financed
largely by a HUD demonstr-;1,tion
grant. The study team was led
by Marcou, 01 Leary & Associates, a Washington-based planning firm, and included architects,
historians,
economists,
attorneys, governmental officials,
and experts in other fields. It
resulted in a massive, eight-volume report that has significance
far beyond the confines of the
Vieux Carre itself.
Preservation in conflict

What sets the Vieux Carre
study apart is the comprehensive, real-life nature of its approach. It is not, like others of
its kind, a mere survey of architectural and historic landmarks
carried out in grand isolation
from the social, economic, legal,
WM-JUNE-1969

and political facts of life. Instead, through extensive analysis, it identifies these forces and
establishes methods of dealing
with them in ways that will not
destroy, but enhance the flavor
and quality of the Vieux Carre.
The unique character of the
French Quarter lies not so much
in its individual buildings, most
of which are neither architecturally distinguished nor historically
important, but in its tout ensemble, the sum total effect of its
buildings plus its environment.
"We realized," says Planner
George T. Marcou, "that we first
had to identify the specific physical and functional elements that
compose the tout ensemble before
we could devise an effective plan
for preserving it. Only then
could we establish what structures and activities in the area
should be fixed-not subject to
change-and what could be
changed without endangering the
Quarter's essential character."
Defining the alltogether

To definP. the tout ensemble,
the study team developed an analytical method which incorporated both the general and the
specific. The general included the
Quarter's major physical features : focal points, corridors of
movement, landmarks, character
areas ( co=ercial, residential,
tourist, etc.), viewpoints and vistas, open spaces, building groups,
and facade combinations.
The specific involved every one
of the Vieux Carre's 3,070 buildings, each of which was surveyed and evaluated in three
broad categories; architecturalhistoric significance, land use
compatibility, and existing building condition.
In the "architectural-historic"
category, the team (aided by Tu-

lane University's School of Architecture) gave each building
one of five ratings : of national
significance, of major significance, of local importance, of
value as part of the scene, and
of no importance or objectionable. Not surpri.Singly, only 14
structures scored the highest rating-five of them buildings clustered around the Vieux Carre's
major focus, Jackson Square (see
page 80) . But 2,411 structures,
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representing 78.fi per cent of the
total, neeived at lenst a rating
"of value as part of the seenP."
Only lii59 buildings ( 21.fi Jll'l'
eent) \\'Pre rated ''of 110 importance or ohjedio11ablc.''
In the "land use con1patihili!y'"
catpgory, tlw team plael'd ead1
building in one of thrPP rankings: co111patible, a<'('Cptabk, and
not colllp;1tible. ThP degree of
each building's cornpatihili!y was
evaluated in relation to the eharaeter area in which it. was loeated. Thus, mixed residPntialco111111ercial uses, for example,
were rated "e0111patihle'' or "acceptable" in all but the Quar!er's
low-density rPsirkntial area (see
map, helow Jpfj), while hPa\'Y industries wen' rated ''not emnpatible" in every area. (All parks
and opc>n spaers were auto111atically rated "compatible.")
In the category of "existing
building conditions," eaeh structure was rated as either sound,
in need of minor repairs, in need
of 111ajor repairs, or dilapidated.
Surprisingly, in view of the advaneed age of many Vieux Carre
buildings, a total of 2,410 structures (78.6 per cent) were rated
either sound or in need of only
111inor repairs.

/

technicolor map is a "Treatment
x" developed by the Vieux Carre
y team as a composite evaluation
each
building's
architecturaloric significance, current physical
ition, and land-use compatibility
ermined in relation to its locain one of the Quarter's six
racter areas"-map above). The
buildings fronting on Jackson
re (left) were among only 14 to
ve the highest rating as strucof national significance.
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Having thus ernluated every
single building in each of three
categories, the team eolllhined the
ratings into a single seoring system. Because of the overriding
importance of a building's architectural-historic signifiranee,
double weighting was given to
this category. Eight points were
allotted to buildings of "national
or major significance," four
points to those "of Ioeal importance," two to those "of value as
part of the scene," and none to
those "of no importance or objectionable."
In the land-use category, "compatible" buildings received two
points; "a<:ceptahle" buildings
got one point, and thos(• "not
compatible" scored zero. For
physical condition, sound buildings and those requiring only minor repairs scored two points,
those in need of major repairs
received one point, and dilapidated structures got none.
The result is the "Treatment
Index" map shown on the opposite page-a kind of rompositc

portrait of th(• entire Vieux
C:irre whirh r:mks paeh of its
lrnildi11gs in one of four groups:
• Cl !'OU p ,\ ( owr eight points) :
lmildi11gs of "in·epbweable ar<'11iteetural :md historie value"
whieh should not he replaeed or
eha nged urnl<•r any eirculllstances.
• Group B (six to Pig,ht points):
buildings that should remain "unless mrnsual and co1npelling re<J1IirP1nen!s dietate rrplacement."
• CJronp C (four and five
points) : buildings not essrntial
to the presern1tion of the tout
ensemble.
• Group D
(lpss than four
points) : buildings eligible for
eJear:mee and rPdevelopme.nt.
By pinpointing and defining
ho1h 1he good nnd the had physi<·al fratures of the Vieux Carre,
the TrPatlllent Index served as an
inrnluablP guide fm· determining
wlwre future change could be
a<'<'o111n1odatPd in !he Vieux Carre
wi! hout destrnying existing ele111e11ts that eontributp to its tout
nw'111/Jlc. The Treatment Index
showed that, of the 258.5 acres
within the boundaries of the
Quarter, 47.1 acres (18 per
eent) contained structures that
should he replaced with develop111ents 111ore in keeping with the
tout cusem/Jle, thus enhancing
the area as a whole.
So far so good. But economic
surveys earried out by Hammer,
Greene, Siler Assoeiates had indicated a demand for approximately fi8 acres of Vieux Cane
land by 1D8fi, plus an additional
70 aeres between 1985 and 2000.
Clearly, the Virux Carre could
not a('eo111modate all this. growth
without seriously impairing its
tout en~em/Jle. To overcome this
dile111ma, the study team proposes the use of a built-in "esrape valve'': the riverfront area,
which is currently a blighted strip
of warehousPs, doeks, and railroad traeks, but eonld be redeveloped to ahsorh a large part of
the Vieux Carre's growth demands, especially after 1985.
Return to the river

Development of the riverfront
is thus an rssential element of the
Vieux Carre plan prepared by
l\Iareou-O'Leary (see page 83).
It calls for carefully staged riverfront program that eventually

would produc:• the following ele111Pnts in a eoordinated eomplex:
• An in-town residc•ntial co1111111mit~- on the rin•r's edge, eontaining apartments, restaurants,
and related faeilities lining a nrw
ri,-erfront promenade extending
along the entire stretch of riverfront.
• A complex of office and apartment towers, stores, tourist uc
commodations, and parking structures adjoining the new International Trade 1\Iart, which is now
nearing completion on a site just
outside the Vieux Carre boundaries.
• A pl1{·sirnl Pxtension of ,Jackson Square to the rivPr.
• A riYerf'ront eenter to inelude
a Yisitors' f'Pnter, a hotel, an arts
and crafts center, antique mart,
shops, entertainment actiYities,
and a series of parking garages
serving the entire Vieux Carre.
Development guidelines

The planners recommend seven
"planning and design principles"
on which the staged redevelopment of the riverfront area
should be based:
1. Total replanning as a unified development distriet. "Because the area is primarily in
public ownership already," states
the report, "rede\·elopn1ent can
be staged over a sufficient period
of time to amortize existing investments in port and other riverfront facilities.
2. Replacement of incompatible industrial, wholesaling, and
heavy goods handling activities
with "a rich di,-ersity of compatible activities," including in-town
housing, shops, offices, parks and
open spaces, and a yariety tourist
service uses.
3. Control of future traffic in
the historic district and achievenwnt of a higher standard of environmental planning through the
construction of a "unified multilevel development."
4. Restoration of the physical
and visual link between the historic core and the river, reclamation of the river's edge for scenic
and recreation use, and, by opening the Vieux Carre to the water,
reestablishment of the 1\Iississippi as the natural physical boundary of the hic,~oric district.
5. Provision of new opportu81

nities for priYate dPYelopment
whiC'h should "support rather
than detrart from the preservation of the historic em'ironment
and . . . help divert econonne
pressures away from the original settlenient.''
ti. 1111 provement of the functional eonnection between the
Vieux Carre and the Central
Business District, which lies adjaeent to it.
7. New development consistent
with the character of the historic
eore; presen'ation of the intimate domestic scale of street life
in the old district; extension of
the regularity and clarity of the
Quarter's street grid into the
riverfront area; maintenance of
the pattern of interior courtyards linked together to form a
pedestrian network throughout
the redcYeloped area; and recreation of historic features such
as the riverfront promenade-a green spine along the river's
edge.
The riverfront area is, of
course, the proposed site of the
highly controversial Riverfront1£lysian
Fields
Expressway
(}larch '67 issue). Studies carried out by }farcou-O'Leary
clearly show that an expressway
would he an undesirable addition
to the Vieux Carre, but the planners have tried to make the best
of it in their scheme. Says Jeremiah D. O'Leary Jr. : "We found
that redevelopment of the riverfront area would be feasible and
desirable no matter how the proposed expressway was designed
-elevated, at grade, or depressed
-provided the entire riverfront
was designated for joint development on the basis of an overall
design concept." With the expressway built at grade, as shown
in the plan, air-rights developments could be built in a series
of platforms adjacent to and
above the roadway.
Other improvements

The plan also proposes extensive public and private improvements throughout the rest of the
Vieux Carre, most of them intended for completion by 1985.
The principal public projects
would include :
• Demolition of the grossly overscaled Louisiana Wild Life and
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Fisheries Comniission Building
and redevelopment of its oneblock site into a new "Plaee Royale." The s<1uare would have
two terraces-one a half level
ahO\'e grade, the other a half
level below. The del'ked-owr
spaee would contain shops anJ
restaurants, and parking would
he provided underneath for about
250 cars.
• Pede:itrian 111alls, new community facilities, and new parks,
plus the beautification of negleeted streets within the Quarter
and those that form its houndan es.
• A new sehool and playground
to serve the Quarter's residential
neighborhoods.
• A rubber-tired "minitrain"
serving as a combination shuttle
bus and tourist serviee linking
peripheral parking garages, motels, tourist attractions, shops,
and other destinations within the
Vieux Carre. 'Vith regular transit rr1110vcd to peripheral streets,
the minitrain would also serve
as loeal transit for residents,
connecting with citywide transit
routes at several points.
• A series of major parking
garages, most of them loeated on
the periphery of the historic district. Under the plan, the number
of off-street spaces would be
nearly doubled by 1985.
Finally, the planners propose
a program of specific actions designed to coordinate public and
private efforts toward preservi:1g
and enhancing the Vieux Carr~'s
tout ensemble. Among them:
• Vigorous code enforcement
programs covenng the entire
Quarter.
• Establishment of a revolving
fund of at least $2 million to
provide loans to private citizens
and groups for renovating and
restoring structures of architectural and historic significance.
• Comprehensive zoning changes
based on a selective zoning concept "to insure its consistency
with historic preservation objectives."
• Creation of a private improvement corporation to supplement
public and private preservation
efforts. The corporation would
(1) purchase deteriorating properties and resell them at a loss
to investors willing to restore

tlw111; (2) huy, rcst<Jt'P, and lea,;<
properties for profit; ( 3) eoOl'
dinate gm·prn111ent and privat<
efforts to !'arry out specific non
sPlf-liqnidating projp('ts; and (-±'
pro\·ide tP<'hni<'al assistan<·e alll
advi<'P to indi\·iduals who nndPr
take preservation aeti,·ities.
• Crration of a Vi!'UX Carre His
toric l'rPse1·vat imi Ilistrid undP
thP lll<lll:.lg'('lllPllt of a S( \'Pll-1ilHl
hnnrd of <·0111111issionrrs. ThP Dis
triet would replaec the presrnt
largely i1wffeetual Vieux Carn
Co111111issio11 and would he give1
broad powei·s and authority t
rcgul:1te and ad111inic;tt>r futur
den•lop111Pn1 in tl1<' (~uarter .
• A capita 1 i111pro,·r111Pnt ]Jl'<
gTani ro\'ering s1w<'ifie projed
to he built by 1980.
1
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The Marcou·O'Leary plan calls for
selective redevelopment of the 32
blocks in the Vieux Carre which contain unimproved interior open space
(map at top). The approach, using
the four-stage evaluation method developed by the study team, is demonstrated in the "pilot improvement
block" shown in the site plan above.
Twenty of the original buildings,
ranked "C" or "D" on the composite
treatment index, would be cleared
and replaced with 60 new dwelling
units in upper floors and new commercial and office space at ground
level. The remaining buildings and
open spaces would be rehabilitated
and integrated with the new to form
a coordinated unit.

''The main objr«tive ot' exp1
eising rontrols in the Vieu
Carn'," states thP report, ''is t
continu<' it as a living. funeti011
ing 1·011111mnity." There would b
no at!P1npt to turn ba<:k th
clork, to rer·rPatP the life and er
viron111rnt of a past era, a l
\Villialllsbnrg. Xcithl•r would th
doek be stopped, walling out a
drnngr as a threat to th<' area
historic identity, 11 111 Annapoli:
Historic· ''sb·lrs" would not h
'
I
iniposc>d on new developme1~
hut it would have to he ro111pal
ihlP with thP tout ensemble
fi«ale, design, and land use.
The total cost of carrying o
the Vieux Carre plan would
about $128 111illion, of whieh $
million would be priYate inve
ment and $40 million pub
works. About two-thirds of
deyelopment cost would go ii
thl' riYrrfront area.
The public cost is admittet
high, but the planners estiu1
that increased property ta
and rental income gained f1
the new development would
vide the city and state with
most $1.2 million in revenues
nually. "In the long run," st
the report, "the nonecono
benefits of preserving the V'
Carre will far outweigh
quantifiable financial return.
Orleans' pride in the Vieux C
and the community's stake i1
French Quarter's historic
tage is not essentially a do
and cents matter."

The proposed Vieux Carre plan (right)
calls for total redevelopment of the
blighted riverfront area (photo at top)
into a multilevel complex of apartments, shops, tourist facilities, and
landscaped open spaces. The area is
officially part of the historic district,
but it is currently given over to industrial and railroad facilities which
act as a barrier between the old
Quarter and the river. The plan inorporates a proposed, hotly debated
xpressway which would be elevated
t the downriver end of the Quarter
far right on plan), on grade in front
f historic Jackson Square, and tuneled at the upriver end.
HOTOGRAPHS: Page 78, Jack Zehrt;
age 80, John Messina; Page 83, lnustrial Photography Inc.
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FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT-THE EARLY
WORK. By C. R. Ashbee. Introduction
by Edgar Kaufmann Jr. Published by
Horizon Press, New York, N.Y. 140 pp.
10'/.i by 131.4 in. Illustrated. $15.00.

REVIEWED BY
WILBERT R. HASBROUCK

It has been written that Frank
Lloyd Wright publicly stated
early in his career that he intended to be "the greatest architect of all time." This is probably just one of the many bits of
folklore surrounding Wright, but,
whether he said it or not, he succeeded in attaining this seemingly unobtainable goal. Furthermore, when the first edition of
this book appeared in 1911, his
place in the annals of architectural history was already absolutely secure. For, at that time,
he had, in the remarkably short
span of less than two decades of
private practice, invented a new
architecture.
The s!'eds of Wright's new
architecture had been planted in
the late 1880s and early 1890s by
Louis Sullivan while Wright sat
at Sullirnn's right hand in the
Auditorium tower. Wright went
to Sullivan to school for nearly
six years. He eould not have remained longer. Even his Lieber
Meister tnust have been a confinement unb!'arable to the most
creative architectural mind civilization has yet produced. Still, in
the first few commissions 'Vright
executed after leaving Sullivan,
he leaned heavily on Sullivanesque fort11s and details. The
\Vinslow HousP, designed in
18B3, owes nrneh to Sullivan, not
only in its ornament hut in the
massing, materials, 1md architertectural rharaeter. The same
might he said of the ] 8!)!5 Williams Housp and the ,J osPph
Husser Housp of 18!)!), both of
whieh are included in the present
volume. Several other buildings
not illustrated might have shown

Mr. Hasbrouck is executive director of
the Chicago chapter and the Illinois
Counsil of the AIA. He is also editor
and publisher of The Prairie School
Review.
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this dependence more clearly and
one suspects they were not included for that reason. But, by
the time Wright designed the B.
Harvey Bradley House of 1900,
his own idiom had become clear.
Then, after eight years in practice he did the Ward W. Willits
House. Here no trace of Sullivan remains-the Prairie House
is born. Not just born but full
grown. From 1901 forward,
with the grammar established,
Wright's residential work becomes a process of refinement of
the vocabulary of the Prairie
House. Near perfection was
found in the Frederick C. Robie
House, designed in 1907 and
completed early in 1909.
Wright did not work alone
during this period of practice.
He surrounded himself with capable assistants - an absolute
necessity when one realizes that
from 1900 through 1909 the record shows he designed an average of about 16 buildings each
year (he probably designed more
than this), over half of which
were built! Such productivity
demanded not only intense effort
on the part of the architect but
by his entire staff. Nevertheless,
'Vright found time to speak
widely, not only to ar<"hitectural
organizations, but to women's
gToups, at civic affairs, and so
forth. Furthermore, his work
was being widely published and
he was writing then as he continued to do throughout his life.
SuC'h prodigious activity established
right as the leader of an
entire movement or "school" of
arf'hiteeture in the American
::\lidwest.
Thomas Tallmadge
<'ailed it the "Chicago School."
Today we usually think of the
arehiteeture of 'Vright and his
r·ont emporaries as the "Prairie
Sehool," to differentiate their
work from the commer<'ial skysera per construction popularly
called the ''Chicago School."
\Vright's prairie houses we~e so
admired and ac<'epted by the
ar<'hiteetural community that
they inspired a host of followers
and imitators. ::\iany of those
tn!'n who worked in this style
had received their apprentieeship
in 'Vright's Oak Park Studio;
others had been trained in various Chicago arehiteetural offiees

"T

and were introduced to Wright
through participation in the activities of the Chicago Architectural Club where Wright often
spoke and exhibited although he
was never listed as a member.
Today, in the western suburbE
of Chicago, particularly Oab
Park and River Forest, one car
trace the development of th(
Prairie School of Architeetun
through dozens of examples. Ex·
amples not only by Wright bul
by those who surrounded hiu
and learned from him. One mar
does not make a "school'' in m}
sense. But, with Wright as lead
er, the Prairie School movemen
in :\Iidwestern American archi
tecture came to have enormou:
influence on all architecture ti
follow. It was, I believe, fa
more influential than any o
\Vright's later work. Even ii
Wright's remaining 40 years o
life, his best things were ofte1
influenced by his own work o
this earlier period.
'Vriters are constantly search
ing for influenceB whieh ma
haw
affected
Frank Lloy
\Vright's work. Oeeasionally,
valid point ean be made---fo
example, Peter Behren 's design
shown at the Turin Exhibition o
1902 surely had some effect o
Wright, prohahly through SculJ
tor Richard Boek who execute
so tnueh of the tPrra <otta a
stone ornament on \Vright's ear
work. But one must eonr-lude th·
thP greatest singk influpnce
\Vright's ar<·hitecture was his O\
earlier work--that is, througho
his eareer he was continually 1
tining-, improving, and searchi
for pl'rfection. HP did not he
tate to rqwat details over a
over if lw found them approp
ate. In a \'Pry real sense he ·
c~·pted ::\Iirs rnn der Rohe's did
that "one does not need to inv
a rn·w arC'hitl'cture every :\Ion
n10n1ing." :\lies, of <'oursP,
knowledg0d a deht to \Vri
when lw wrote that the Be1
exhibition of \Vrig·ht's work
l!)J 0 had saved him and his
0

leaguf>'s :20 years.

There an• -10 exl'cuted pro.i
inc·ludPd in thl' JH'PSPtt! vol
Four of tlH'sP arP Pssent ially
teriors or 0xhihits. ThrP<'-T
TPtnplt>, the Larkin Building,
thP Hiwr r'orp,;'. TPnnis Cll<.

eriors of Wright's Larkin Build(top to bottom): entrance hall,
h glass-walled vestibule anct
ed information desk; desks for
tors in gallery; office space with
tal files built into walls, and
ght-designed desks, from which
vel chairs were cantilevered;
1r to employees' recreation room.
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are public buildings. The 33 others
are houses. As great and influential as Larkin and Unity were,
Wright was still basically an
architect of private homes. The
houses in this book are very representative of Wright's work
for the first 17 years of his practice, with an example from almost
every year. The original edition
of Ausgefuhrte Bauten (or in
English, Executed Buildings) was
published by Ernst Wasmuth in
Berlin in 1911. It was published
concurrently with the public exhibition of 100 drawings of
·wright's work which had been
published the year before in portfolio as Ausgefuhrte Ba1tten and
Entwurfe. Another somewhat abbreviated edition of Ausgefuhrle
Bazden was published in the same
year as part of an inexpensive
series of books on the arb;. Both
editions received wide distribution in Germany, ,\ustria, and
Holland. However, A 11.,gef urte
Bauten was not widely seen in
the United States, probably due
to its having been printed only
in German. l\Iost of the eopies
whieh "''right had brought from
Germany were destroyPd in the
disastrous first fire at TaliPsin,
and the book has been \·irtually
unobtainable for some 50 years.
Now Horizon Press has published
the firnt American edition aptly
renan1ed Frank Llo11d lVriyhtThe Rar/y lVork. It takes its
rightful place as one of our lllost
illlportant basie hooks on ·wright.
The Horizon Pdition is not a
faesimile of the original. The
publishers have chosen to re(lPsign
it in a larger format so that all
drawings and photographs ean
be read without turning the hook
on its side. The eaptions are now
in English. ;\lost of thP photographs are 1ww prints fron1 the
original negatiYes, nlthough not
all wen• available. An introdnc·tion has been eontributpc] h~·
Edgar Kaufmann .Jr., and C. B.
Ashb:·p's orig;nal Qprman kxt is
presented in 1'~nglish. Both essays
present Wright as lllaster of his
a "t, whieh, of course, he was. The
real value of the book, howPver,
is to he found in the presentations
in plans and photographs of the
work of Frank Lloyd 'Vright done
during the most creative and productive period of his life.

published since 1941 by the IntPrnational City :\fanagPrs' "\ssociation. Second and third Pditiorn;
appearPd in 1948 and 1955, raeh
rewrittPn undPr nPw Pditorship
in rpspmrne to substantial changes
in planning's state of the arL In
thr )'Pars sirn·e 1!l55, evrn more
wbstantial ch:mgPs ha\·c· rnnde
the edition of that yrar ohsolf'tp
and ha\·p created the need for
this nPW volun1e.
BPfore considPring speeifie asp~·ds of the Goodman-FrPund
ac'C'0111plislrnH'nt, it should lw
1nadp elPar beyond doubt that
this is thP 111os1 nspful of tlw cur.
rf'ntl~· antilahle state-of-thP-art
tPxts on 1'.8.-style eit~- planning.
Sophistif'a!Pd planning professionals, prac1 it iorwrs in tlw allied

in the paragraphs hPlow). It
also gives a splendid rapsule a<'count of how planning and planning institutions evoh·cd in the
U.S. And it includes sewral
chapters the Pditors characterizr
as ''position papers or think
pirees."
Understandably these more
speculative chapters contain some
of the weakest, though in the case
of Kevin Lynch's brilliant piPeP
on urban design, somr of thl'
most intriguing matPrial in tlw
book. With respect to social planning, rurrently the most glamorons bran eh of the profr.ssion, t Ill'
Pditorn, with Paul Davidoff's
hf>!p, srrvP up a rollagp of old
artieles from thP 1\n1Prif'an Institute of Planners' Jo11rnal. This
ehapter doPs little more than re\'Pal its authors' bias for planning tPdrnology and tlwir nnfa1niliarit.\· with thP soeial '"'iPrn'<'
of social ehange.
A ehapter on autonrntic data
prO('Pssing (,\DP) turns out to
he even 111ore pm~zling-. It rpads
like an academir- plea for grPatpr
use of ,\DP-based urban dnta
systP1ns. writtPn una\varp that
snd1 setups ha\·e beeomp com111011place in planning offices, rspeeially in thP transportation
field. ,\t this point in time sueh
a handbook should (a) ta kl' a
how-to-do-it approaeh to computpr use, and (h) dp\·ote some
time to the rnds whif'h n1ight
justify ewn thP current lrwls
of ADP utilization.
Lyneh's ehaptPr, callPd "City
!lPsig·n and Cit~· .\ppearanee,"
is worth thr pricP of the whole
book. First off; his distindinn hetWPP!l desiqu and 11J!11e11r11111·e (a
long overdue notion) shou Id do
more to clarify diseoursr among
drsignrrs, planning ntlministrators, and the genrral public· than

professions of archiketun', Pngi-

nnythiHµ: nnyonp hns \Yrittf'n on

neering, lands<'ape archit~eturP,
law, and co11111mnity develop11wnt
- and intPrrsted Iay1nen - will
find it a mim' of inforlllation.
1\fost of the hook cowrs how-todo-it mat Prial on "\ meriean plnn.
ning (more about thesP f'haptprs

the suhjeet of urban drsign-if
the p- ofessinnals ean bring thPmsrh-es to use the word r1 Ji JH:a rmu·e when that is what thr~- or
their .-.mplo~·prs actually 111enn.
\VhilP L~·nrh does no" solve the
c•mm1Hlrum of thP pla<'e of
design-and-ap1wa ra nce considerations in th0 Ameriean cit.\· plnnning process. he eontinm•s his
seminal contributions which have

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF URBAN PLANNING. William I. Goodman,
editor; Eric C.
Freund, associate
editor. Published by the International
City Managers' Association, Washington, D.C. Illustrated. 621 pp. 7% by
lO'h in. $12.50.

REVIEWED BY ROGER MONTGOMERY

Professionals concernPd with city
planning have waited a long time
for this one. Though the name is
new, it actually represents the
fourth Pdition of the well-worn
l~ocal

Planning

Administration

Mr. Montgomery is professor of urban

design in the Department of Architecture and the Department of City and
Regional Planning at the University of
California, Berkeley. He is the West
Coast

correspondent

for
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MULTIMEDIA ZOO: 1
Night becomes day for nocturnal animals

BY JOHN S. MARGOLIES

"The vVorld of Darkness," a
unique exhibition building for
nocturnal animals is a horseshoesha ped structure sited on a glacial knoll at the Bronx Zoo in
New York City. It came into being after the discovery of a new
display technique.
Mr. Margolies is a contributor to several magazines, on topics which include architecture, the arts, and the
mass media.
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In previous displays nocturnal
animals were sound asleep during zoo visiting hours because no
provision had been made to affect
their da>·-night eycles. Research
at the New York Zoological Society demonstrated that the animal's life cycles could be reversed-by use of bright white
light during the evening and
bright red light (invisible to nocturnal animals) during visiting
hours-enabling the visitor to

see night creatures as they go
about thPir "nightly" rounds.
Expressing an enlightened design philosoph>- for future development at the B1·011x Zoo,
N.Y.Z.S. Director William G.
Conway feels that "there ought
not to be any visible buildings in
the zoo. The zoo should present
a strong, pervasive environment,
a world of wild creatures. The
man-made should be muted with
architectural statements [that

arPj widely clisrwrsed."
"\r{'hit<'d }forris KPt<"lmm
and "\sso<'iates were !'Plained
desig11 th<' \\-orld oi' Darkn
and latPr thP "\Yorld of Bir
(SP(' page DO), and the_\· are r
sent!.\' cle\-eloping n lllas!Pr r
for the future B 1·01LX
"\\'IJPrPvt-r feasible," says
l'hum, ''this is going to hE
'<·ageless' zoo with few harrie
with ani1nals contained m
viroumental enelosures ra

an in solitary confinement. We
e going to get away from zoos
signed for the convenience of
maintenance staff, rather
m for the 'creature comforts'
the exhibited animals." For
'mals which would be lost from
w or perish from the climate
such outdoor "natural" setrs, theatrical, environmental
Jlay buildings such as the
"'Vorlds" are being created.
'he World of Darkness buildUM-JUNE-1969

ing is less monumental than these
photographs indicate, and blends
into its natural surroundings.
Ramped
entrance
pathways,
plaza and interior corridors are
finished in asphalt. A huge boulder, the Rocking Stone, was retained near the entrance. No other
excavation was necessary-the
building conforming to the natural slope of the knoll, with a
mechanical plant tucked underneath at a lower level.

The exterior has a sophisticated theatricality arnl is dominated by battered precast concrete wall panels with surfaces
of black granite chips set in
black cement. The panels are
cantilevered from a steel structure and appear to hover above
a foundation of exposed, boardformed concrete. The flat roof
has a finish of white marble chips
to reflect heat. The black exterior was chosen for a number of
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reasons : to express the character and mystery of the structure; to minimize its size and
bulk; and to withstand deposits
of New ¥ ork soot (but the ministrations of New York gulls aud
pigeons are another matter.)
Ketchum chose a curved shape
"to create an optical illusion of
greater space, because space
can't be measured in the round,
and to provide for ideal oneway traffic movement." The en88

trance and exit are adjacent,
with the exit hidden from view
at the entrance to keep the circulation "one way." Light baffles at entrance and exit acclimate the visitor from light to
dark to light.
The interior, which seems
much larger than the exterior
envelope, is a carefully structured,
theatrical
experience.
"This building is intended as a
teaching display rather than as

a major breeding facility," says
Conway, "and we are trying
blatantly to excite the interest and attention of city dwellers
in wildlife, conservation and ecology." Upon entering the light
baffie, the visitor is confronted
by a rear-lit stained glass mural
intended to create "a catliedrallike atmosphere-and to quiet
children down." Most of the 30
major exhibits are placed on the
outer side of the corridor to in-

hibit reflections, and to keep the
one-way circulation moving. Low
intensity lighting from the exhibits and from above illuminates
the 13-ft.-high public areas.
The public corridor contracts
and expands to create a varied
spatial experience, and it definPs
three thematic areas-The Forest
At Night, Wings In The Dark,
and Refuge Underground. The
interior is a programmed, multimedia experience, and the dis

ys themselves, by Jerry M.
nson, Curator of Exhibits
Graphic Arts for N.Y.Z.S.,
interpretive and envi.rontal. The displays have curved
·ama backdrops and extend
e glass openings to create
nse of spaciousness. The "na1" animal settings are comble to those in a natural hismuseum, and are composed
ightwcight concrete, fiberrocks and trees, plastic
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plants, real logs, real water. Major displays include re-creations
of a swamp, a desert, and a twopart "interior-exterior'' of a
tropical cave.
The exhibits are accompanied
by recorded sounds and other
special effects--soft music at the
entrance, crickets chirping, frogs
croaking, alligators bellowing,
cayotes howling, bats screeching,
and "electric" fireflies. The dominant exhibit will probably be

the 30-ft.-long "demonstration
flyway" in which a group of fishing bats, operating by sonar orientation (picked up by an oscilloscope), will swoop down into
a "pond" and sieze fish. Accompanying this action will be a
short programmed show of four
sets of images (movies and
slides) projected on the rear wall
of the flyway, along with a short
plea for conservation.
While the World of Darkness

might seem "hokey" to esthetie
purists, it promises to be a joy
and a long-remembered event for
most visitors. It will also communicate an understanding of
the behavior of these mysterious
denizens of the dark and a comprehension of principles of ecology and conservation. As a work
of purposefully theatrical exhibit architecture, the World of
Darkness is an effective and
functional building.
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MULTIMEDIA ZOO: 2
An artificial thunderstorm for the birds

The "World of Birds" is another carefully programmed environment by Morris Ketchum
Jr. and Associates now under
construction at the Bronx Zoo.
The $1.8-rnillion building is a
clever solution to a complex
design problem-exhibiting more
than 200 species of small birds
with a variety of display techniques. The exterior of clustered
curvilinear and cylindrical forms
expresses the variety of enclo-
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sures within. Exterior cladding
is rough-textured, vertically striated concrete block, with enclosures topped by skylights sloped
at various angles.
In this 30,000-sq.-ft. building
of structured, sequential experience, the shaping of public circulation spaces on two levels is
achieved with great virtuosityencompassing two exhibits which
can be viewed from both levels,
two bridge exhibits on the second

level where the visitor passes
through the enclosures, and five
"treetop" exhibits, viewable from
the second level only.
Upon entering the air-conditioned and lushly planted building at ground level, the visitor
travels in a one-way scheme
where most exhibits are kept on
one side of the corridor and recesses are placed in front of major viewing areas so as not to
impair circulation. The public

corridor
level as an outdoor ramp
leads to indoor bridges thro
the two large forest exhi
then outside for upper 1
views of two ground floor
plays, then indoors for view
five "treetop" exhibits. Fin
it passes a special, tempo
exhibit hall, which can be cl
off without imparing the ci
lation, and then outdoors o
exit ramp to the entrance co

LEG EN D OF EXHIBITS
1-5 TREETOPS
6-22 SECRETS OF THE WORLD OF BIRDS
23-27 WINGS AROUND TH E WO RLD
28 ART GALLERY
29 PERSONNEL AND MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

Personnel and maintenance fa•ties are kept at the perimeter
the ground floor to minimize
ss traffic. The building is
iced by a small, separate
-story buliding located at the
service entrance, and cons the cooling tower, transmer vault and refuse room.
he bird displays are curved
amas with floors of natural
h, lit from above by the skyts which will be supplementUM-JUNE-1969

ed by artficial illumination
when necessary from sources set
above the skylights. Openings to
view the exhibits are glass-enclosed except at five large enclosures which are left open.
The exhibits are grouped
sequentially in five thematic
areas : Secrets Of The World Of
Birds; The Mating Instinct; The
Bird and Its Nest; Wings
Around The World; and Birds
In The Treetops. In addition to

the natural planting and settings,
a few sound and light effects will
be employed, such as a "rainstorm" in the "tropical forest"
by means of plumbing, strobe
lights and sound. Walls between
displays will have illustrative
materials including built-in rear
projection equipment. On the
ground level will be a small standup theater, an art gallery, and a
large window into the kitchen
where bird food is prepared.

FACTS AND FIGURES
World of Darkness , Exh i bition Build·
ing for Nocturnal Animals , New York
Zoological Park (Bronx Zoo) . Owner:
New York Zoological Society and Department of Parks. Architects: Morris
Ketchum Jr. and Associates. Engiineers : Ames and Seln ick (structural ),
Harry H . Bond (mechanical) . Interior
exhibit design consultant : Jerry John ·
son ,
curator
of
exhibitions
and
graphic arts. General contractor: Trans
Urban Construction Corp. Building
area: 13,000 sq . ft . Cost: $630,000,
exclusive of exhibit equipment.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 86, Alexandre
Georges; page 89, Louis Reens.
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their thing, proving Rimsa's thesis
that underdeveloped countries
could transform marshlands, bogs,
and sewage dumps into power
plants at very little cost: "I only
put $3 into this experiment."
With S3 billion being spent
annually in the U.S. for solid
waste disposal, there has, of course,
been thinking along related lines.
Three days after Rimsa's demonstration, the Urban Systems Laboratory at MIT issued a report
recommending the incineration of
garbage as fuel to power electricity, and we don't want to imply
that it was any Jess sophisticated
a scheme.
• J. H. Wiggins Jr. is a boom
debunker. Wiggins, who directed
those government boom tests at
White Sands, N.M., in 1964 and
1965 and has spent five years
studying the results, claims that
sonic booms "slow down deterioration and aging of houses." Repeated
sonic booms, Wiggins told the Institute of Environmental Sciences,
have lowered the rate at which defects show up in buildings. Why,
he said, is not known, but one
theory is that an occasional nudge
relieves accumulated pressures.
Conceding that the government
has paid off on ab out 35 per cent
of 40,000 claims resulting from
cracked glass and plaster, Wiggins
insisted that sonic booms will not
"crack concrete driveways, tear
shingles off roofs, crack toilet
b owls, or snap brassieres, all of
which have been claimed ."

AIA
TAC MEETS FAC

*FOOTNOTE
hrow·• • • Y Architecture -The men
een here frolicki ng down Manhatan 's Fifth Ave nue are members of
n electricians' union who partici ated in last year's Labor Day Paade. They are st anding on one of
he floats and hugging scale models
f typical NYC public housing high·
isers. This picture doesn 't prove
nything except that New York pub lic
ousing looks as if it had been deigned by electricians.
hotograph : Ann Douglass.
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T he Architects Collaborative of
Cambridge, Mass., is the choice of
the committee set up by the AIA
to select a new architect for its
headquarters bu ilding in Washington (J an,/Feb. issue, page 35).
T AC will, of course, start from
scratch. Not so the AIA. A first
scheme for the project, by Mitchell/Giurgola Associates, sustained
several revisions over five years,
each, in turn, accepted by the AIA
and struck down by the Fine Arts
Commission. Finally, M/G withdrew from further compromise.
Max 0. Urhahn headed the selection committee of architects that
included Romaldo Giurgola.

Chosen, said the committee, for
its outstanding buildings and its
"sen itivity to this project," TAC,
too, must face the F AC, whose
rulings in this matter have beento put it kindly-hypersensitive.

PRESERVATION
MERRIMACK MONUMENTS

Roughly 15 miles north of Manche ter, N.H., where the Amoskeag
Millyard's great urban planning
scheme is being destroyed through
the demolition of 90 of its buildings (Jan/Feb. issue), another
mid-19th-century textile mill is
fig>hting to urvive.
Much less grand in scope than
Amoskeag, China Mill-so named
for the "China trade" days when
most of its products went to the
Orient-does have a considerable
site advantage in its 40-acre semirural setting at the confluence
of the Suncook and Merrimack
Rivers at Allenstown (aerial view,
above).
The Merrimack is dammed one
mile below China Mill, and the
5,000 ft. of water frontage is essentially that of a linear lake.
Pollution control programs are
proceeding at a pace that promises
swimming clas ification by 1972.
In addition, the adjacent lands to
the north and south are slated to
be used for parks and recreation
by Allenstown and the neighboring
village of Pembroke.
It is this riYer valley setting,
once described by Thoreau as "a
scene of rare beauty and completeness," that owner Moody C.
Dole II hopes to transform into
a retirement community with a
wide array of recreational and
service facilities. ( Jew Hampshire
is exceeded only by Florida in
percentage of population over the
age of 65.)
Doi~. and his architects and
land planners, J. Timothy Ander-

son & Associates of Boston, would
com·ert the structurally sound main
building into 240 apartments, restoring the original large window·
(the frames of which still remain),
and retaining such features_ as the
-olid maple floors and the 1,800ft.-long, 25-ft.-wide canal along
the building's facade.
Dole's "non-standard" project
has been filed with the Federal
Housing Administration for "limited di,·idend sponsorship" under
section 236 of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968.
Actively eeking support at "effective policy levels" to forestall
another Amo~keag, Dole m::i.y yet
prove Manchester' urban renewal
director wrong. It wa- his theory
that "monuments don't pay."

-AWARDS
PACKAGED ARCH I T ECTUR E

A ready-for-occupancy inflated
structure that floats down out of
the sky is a winning concept in
the Alcoa Stud~nt Packaging Design Awards program.
Alan Backus, a junior at the
Rhode Island School of Design,
created his "pre-packaged emergency exposure control shelter"
(model below) from a two-sided

quilt of aluminum foil-film laminate with an inner layer of vinyl.
Compressed in its carrying bag,
the package measures 15 by 12
inR., and when full~, inflated is 8 ft.
long, 7 ft. wide, 5 ft. high, and can
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dramatizing its electric equipment
by means of a viewing platform for
visitors, and a recreation area.
Seattle's other awards included its
Seward Substation by Landscape
Architects Glen Hunt & Associates
and Electrical Engineer John Wilson (below); and the underground

distribution of power lines in the
HiHcrest Division of West Seattle (see before and after photos),
also by John Wilson.

dren.
Air-dropped without the aid of
a parachute, the tent will inflate
in one minute as it falls. On the
ground, it affords complete protection from the elements or may
be opened on any two sides by
means of a two-way zipper. Designed for weekend camping as
well, the tent can be reinflated by
air pump or aerosol container.
OFF TO A LIVELY START

The $25,000 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award for "a significant
work of architecture in the creation of which aluminum has been
an important contributing factor"
will be presented this month to
London Architect Boyd Auger for
his first major building project:
the Gyrotron structures at the
Montreal exposition, Man and His
World-formerly Expo 67 (May
'67 issue).
The AIA-administered award
was selected by a jury composed
of Architects Max ,<\.bramovitz,
Walther Eijkelenboom, Ralph P.
Youngren, and David N. Yerkes.
Their verdict: "Esthetically and
functionally successful. . . . lighthearted and lively."
The structures (above) are basically pyramidal space frames,
computer-analyzed and constructed of aluminum tubes 16 ft. long
and 6 in. in diameter. These enclose two exhibition auditoriums,
which are clad in stressed-skin
panels consisting of 4-in. honeycomb paper sandwiched between
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Visitors ride a continuously
moving train that spirals upward
through the million-plus cu. ft.
of the principal structure on a
programmed outer-space voyage
created by Sean Kenny. At the
top, 100 ft. above ground, the train
crosses a bridge to the smaller
structure, where it descends to
the ground through a imulated
volcano.
Another of Auger's projects, a
scheme for resort housing, in
which prefabricated apartments
are supported by a multilevel
space frame, wiH be reported in
the July/Aug. issue of FoRUM.
UTILITIES AND ESTHETICS -

The first and only design awaTds
in this country for local, publicly
owned electric utilities were presented in Washington, D.C., on
May 8 to the winning utilities and
their respective architects, landscape architects, planners, and/or
engineers. The program, which recognizes e:;;thetic excellence in the
design of electric utilities in the
U.S. and Canada, will continue to
be administered by the American
Public Power Association on a biennial basis.
The City of Seattle's Department of Lighting, in an amazing
sweep, took four of the five top
Honor Awards, including the First
Honor Award for its East Pine Substation by Architects Fred Bassetti & Co. and Landscape Architects
Richard Haag Associates (directly
right). It was cited by the jury for

The fifth Honor Award went to
the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District office building by Architects Dreyfuss & Blackford.
Jurors were Architect Francis D.
Lethbridge of Keyes, Lethbridge
& Condon, Washington, D.C.; Jeremiah D. O':{;eary Jr. of the plan-

ning firm of Marcou & O'Leary
(see page 78); Civil Engineer
Eugene Weber; and Philip H.
Lewis Jr., chairman of the department of landscape architecture at
the University of Wisconsin.
BEST IN THE U.S.

The AIA Honor Awards, the nation's highest professional recognition of architectural excellence,
were announced last month. Some
comments by the jury follow:
"The quality of the submissions
is higher than it has been for
many years.
"Of the 465 submissions there
were 27 preservation or re toration entries (against only one last
year) and approximately 20 that
might be called 'urban de ign.'
"For the first time . . . every
building not already personally
known to at least one member of
the jury was actually visited by a
member of the jury. A report was
then made as to whether the project had been pictured accurately.
"It wa the consensus that it is
the design considered in conjunction with the planning or social
characteristics of an en try that
the ... heart of the i ue.''
The winners are:
1. Boston City Hall, Boston, Mass.;
Kallmann, McKinnell & Knowles, archi·
tects (see Jan./Feb. issue).
2. Monsanto Co. Cafeteria, St. Louis,
Mo.; Vincent G. Kling & Associates,
architects.
3. DeAnza College, Cupertino, Calif.;
Ernest J. Kump Associates and The
Office of Maston & Hurd, architects.
4. Mill Valley Library, Mill Valley,
Calif.; Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons
Inc., architects.
5. Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse,
N.Y.; 1.M. Pei & Partners and Peder·
son, Hueber, Hares & Glavin, archi·
tects (see page 54).
6. Des Moines Art Center Addition,
Des Moines, Iowa; l.M. Pei & Partners, architects (see page 62).
7. Convent of the Holy Names, Spo·
kane, Wash.; Walker/McG3ugh/Foltz;
Lyerla & Peden, architects.
8. Exodus House, New York, N.Y.;
Smotrich & Platt, architects (Oct. ' 68).
9. Tenneco Building, Houston, Tex.;
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, archi·
tects (Sept. '63 issue).
10. San Diego Stadium, San Diego,
Calif.; Frank L. Hope and Associates,
architects.
11. Bolton Square, Baltimore, Md.;
Hugh Newell Jacobsen, architect (May
'66 issue).
12. D.C. Reeves Elementary School,
Ponchatoula, La.; Desmond/Miremont/
Burks, architects.
13. Auditorium Theater Restoration,
Chicago, Ill.; Harry Weese & Associ ·
ates, architects (Dec. '67 issue).
14. -Collegetown Phase I, Sacramento,
Calif.;
Neill
Smith
& Associates,
architects.
15. Smith
House,
Darien, Conn.;
Richard Meier, architect (Dec. '67
issue).
16. Girls Dormitory, Putney School,
Putney, Vt.; John B. Rogers, architect.

HELLO NEW DAY

The winners of New York City's
Bard Awards-for excellence in
civic architecture and urban design-so pleased the jury that it
issued a critique by juror Sibyl
Moholy-Nagy in which this statement appeared: "Goodbye glass
curtain wall, universal envelope,
modular repetition! We are at the
beginning of a new day."
The First Honor Award was
shared by Architects Davis &
Brody for their Riverbend Houses
in Harlem, and Adelman & Salzman for their nine rehabilitated
brownstones in the West Side
urban renewal area. (Both these
projects will be covered in the
next----July/Aug.-issue of FORUM.)
Awards for Merit went to Exodus House by Architects Smotrich
& Platt (Oct. '68 issue) and the
"World of Darkness," a house for
nocturnal animals at the Bronx
Zoo, by Architects Morris Ketchum Jr. & Associates (page 86).
The other jurors were Architects Pietro Belluschi and Archibald C. Rogers; Paul Grotz of
ARCHITECTURAL FORUM; and Philip
Kazan, trustee of the City Club,
which sponsors the annual presentations.

BOOSTS
ONE-TWO-THREE-FOUR-GO!

Philadelphia's long-awaited Market Street East TransportationCommerce Center urban renewal
project has been given a substantial nudge from the "private sector." The Philadelphia Saving
Fund Society and John W anamaker's department store have
joined to bridge their two properties on the south side of Market
Street with the office-parking
building shown above.
The building-which will be
known as 1234 Market Street East
-was designed iby Associated
Architects George M . Ewing Co.
and Bower & Fradley to anticipate
the .five-block-long transportation
and shopping spine by Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, proposed for
the north side of Market (Nov.
'66 issue). It is also sensitively integrated with the 37-year-old,
landmark PSFS building by the
late William Lescaze and George
Howe (see May '64 issue).
The base section, consisting of
eight parking levels plus streetfioor retail shops, will abut the
PSFS building and connect to
Wanamaker's by a covered passageway over 13th Street. Auto-

I' ·•
,______,
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mobiles, entering from both side
streets, will park after circling an
indoor public plaza to be called
the "Great Hall." This space,
flooded with natural light from
the open parking levels, will serve
as a pedestrian circulation core,
linking the three buildings with
the SOM-planned development via
escalators and moving sidewalks
under Market Street (see section).
Above the parking structure will
rise eight office floors, which
"break free" of the PSFS building mass to provide maximum exposure to light. The office floors-up to 45,300 sq. ft.-will be the
largest in the city.
Meanwhile, on the other side
of Market Street, the city has alloted roughly SlO million in urban renewal grants toward implementation of the $200 million
SOM scheme.

PEOPLE
DEAN STEPS DOWN

•Jose Luis Sert, dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Design,
will retire this month after 15 years
in the post. The GSD was in a state
of disarray in 1953 when Sert assumed those duties, following the
departures of Joseph Hudnut, Wal-

ter Gropius, and other key faculty
members. Sert put the GSD back
on its feet. Now, coincidentally, he
leaves at a time of major student
upheaval on the Harvard campus
and at the GSD.
Last month, GSD alumni met to
discuss the complete restructuring
of the school as proposed by students and faculty. Among those
proposals was a new constitution.
In one plan, power would reside
in a council composed of a faculty
member and a student from each
department. In this proposal, a
dean, who would be elected by a
general assembly of the GSD from
a list submitted by the council or
by petition, would be empowered
to reside over the council and execute only those responsibilities
given him QY the council.
Sert, of course, has made a considerable contribution to the "restructuring" of the physical campus itself. He will now devote full
time to his practice, Sert, Jackson
& Associates, which in the past has
designed for Harvard its Center for
the Study of World Religions, the
highrise Married Student Dormitories on the Charles River, and
Holyoke Center on Harvard Square
(Jan./Feb. '67 issue) . A fourth major project, an Undergraduate Science Center, is in the design stages.

16.
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WALTER McQUADE

A TIP F'ROM M.T. CICERO

Editor's note: The peripatetic McQuade continues to neglect us in
favor of the New York City Planning Commission-and reading Cicero. But the foreword he produced for an exhibition now to
be seen at the Architectural
League, "URBAN DESIGN IN
NEW YORK-To Help Shape The
City," will represent him well on
this page this month.

"The City, the City, my dear
Brutus-stick to that and live in
its full light! Residence, elsewhere
-as I made up my mind in early
life-is mere eclipse and obscurity to those whose energy is cap·
able of shining in Rome."
-Marcus Tullius Cicero

Two years ago a report was delivered by a task force of citizens
to Mayor John Lindsay concerning
de!!ign in New York. It recommended that a more assertive
approach be made by the City
Planning Commission toward solving the phy-ical problems which
assail this, and all big cities. The
Commission was urged not only to
take defensive action through zoning and other conventional controls, but also to take the lead in
defining just what the growth of
various areas should be. New staff
was recommended: "An urban de-
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sign force of trained professionals
to be charged with the developing
-or commissioning-of concept
designs for rebuilding special-use
sections of New York; the conaeiving of neighborhoods of residential buildings in close working
collaboration with the planning section of the Housing and Development Administration; the locating
of promising areas of'.... office and
commercial building in all the
boroughs and the preparing of
plans for area development; the
preparation of renewal plans for
the great avenues of our city, and
other a~ignments, both short-term
and long."
The mayor responded. A start
had already been made with the
plan for lower Manhattan. In the
past 18 mnnths, work has gone
forward, and the panels of the
exhibition can be considered interim report cards on what has
been done not only within the
Planning Department of the city,
but· by other agencies and private
individuals commissioned on projects.
Two points should be made.
First, none of the projects shown
are merely dreams and drawings.
Their imagination is not fantasy,
but performs within the strenuous
political discipline of fulfillment.
Each of these projects is being
launched successfully into law ancl
development. Other projects on
the drawing boards and on the
agenda for community discussion
will soon follow.
The work shown is necessarily
expressed in the vocabulary of
architecture, but the issue is not
at all the architecture of specific
buildings, and certainly not their
esthetics. What is concerned more
is the space between buildings,
their functional relation hips, and
the general level of thought about
what the city should be, in terms
of multiples of buildings over
several sites, sometimes over many
city blocks.
Apparent are four different categories of approach and strategy:
The first involves a newly focused kind of zoning for New
York, in which the well-established
legal powers of the city are being
defined more closely in particular
areas, such as Manhattan's theater
district. Here a number of different
buildings by various entrepreneurs
are being coordinated in a pattern
that will · be pleasanter for the
pedestrian, more logical than what
we have been used to . The sum of
these real-estate investor ' separate
ambitions will be larger than their
separate aims. Also, in this case,

Broadway will not be forced entirely off-Broadway, as seemed
certain two years ago, when office
building development began inexorably to move west from midtown. Today construction work
has already begun on three new
legitimate theaters-the first new
theaters buH.t here since the 1920s.
Community survival is another
issue. Professionals are assisting
local residents in the various
boroughs to plan and negotiate
growth without the need for neighborhood death before rebirth. The
effort is to add residential elements without obliterating the
physical scale by which their residents long have recognized them.
The third category of effort is
the civic continuum of streets,
sidewalks, and public buildings.
And finally, comes new large scale
development, which will, in the
next several years, begin to create
entirely new sections of the city
on land fill or in urban renewal
areas.

*

*

*

In Cicero's time, a city was a safe
refuge from the wilderness all
around. In our day, the tendency
of big American cities is to turn
that situation inside out-the city
itself becoming the menacing wilderness, with many a safe refuge
just outside the city limits. This
cannot continue; when the heart
dies, so do the extremities.
Nor, having plunged into development work, do we think it need
continue. The physical future of
New York is frequently and
gloomily predicted as unimaginable. But, instead, it is e sentially
imaginable, in the imperative
sense. The way for New York to
step forward again is by such large
planning strides as those taken
near the turn of the century in the
Grand Central development, in the
1930s in the original Rockefeller
Center, and, at various times, in
such residential communities as
Kew Gardens and Sunnyside-where thought preceded action.
This scale of effort New York
knows. What is less familiar is the
more intricate reweaving that
must be done in scores of neighborhoods, but that, too, can and
has to be done here. It is, of
course, famously difficult to "do
anything" in New York.
This viplent vortex of finance,
brain , social and intellectual conflict, and audacious ambition sucks
ordinary effort under. It is only
practical, then, to try for the extraordinary. New York is a city which
might startle Cicero; but he would
comprehend its dynamic.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page !6. Moulin St
dios (bottom); San Francisco Examine
(right center). Page !7, Cl Wa!t Disne
ProdU<'tions (top). Page 95, first col
umn: 1, 9, 15. Cl Ezra Stoller (ESTO )
!. Lawrence S. Williams; a, 7, 14. Mo
le11 Baer; 4. Robert Brandeis; 8. No
man McGrath; 10. Julius Shulman; 1
Robert C. Lautman; 1!. Dave GLeaaon
18. Richard Nickel; 16. J. B. Roger
Pa.ge 96, Bettma1\1\ Archives.
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Oriental by Robert Pierron - a sculptured wood relief from the private collection of WOODWORK CORPORATION OF AMERICA

FREEDOM TO CREATE IN WOOD ... The promise of wood in the hands of a sensitive designer adds beauty to structure

... form to function ... feeling to flexibility. For more than two generations our single-source custom service has
enabled architects and designers to unleash their total creativity on the wonderful warmth of wood. We invite you to
think of wood as the medium ... freely ... unconcerned with construction and installation. We can produce it.

.-

WOODWORK CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1432 WEST TWENTY FIRST STREET, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60608

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK :

Panell ing • Wainscoting • Panitions • Building Trim

INDUSTRIAL WOODWOR K:

Custom Furniture • Merchandising Equipment

Wood Components • Special Plywood

@eor-Ten Steel...naturally

FRESNO CONVENTION CENTER, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
ARCHITECT: ROBERT STEVENS & ASSOCIATES , FRESNO,
CALIFORNIA AND ADRIAN WILSON & ASSOCIATE~
LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA
For information on bare USS COR -TEN Steel, the original weathE
ing steel, contact a USS Construction Marketing Representati
through the nearest USS sales office, check your Sweet's Arel
tectural File, or write to United States Steel, Box 86, PittsburE
Pennsylvania 15230. USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarl

Your number for dependability. Strong, functional and stylish. One of
many utilitarian door closers from Corbin. It typifies the beauty, quality
and dependability built into all Corbin products.
Your Corbin distributor can furnish you with complete data on this
design, or write P. & F. Corbin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain,
Connecticut 06050. In Canada-Corbin Lock Division.

ff you thought the "Bubble" was
well rounded before ... you must
see our vastly expanded Bubble
Chair Series. Visit our Galleries in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Dallas, Grand Rapids . For a new
"Bubble" brochure write, STOW/ DAVIS,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502. Dept. 62

8)
STOW DAVIS

PREVIEW

MAKING MANHATTAN BIGGER
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Everyone seems to agree that
Lower Manhattan should be enlarged by filling in riverfront areas
now occupied by abandoned piers.
But the question of how to plan
and administer this man-made
land is another matter.
Nearly three years ago, the New
York City Planning Commission
proposed a plan of de\·elopment in
its Lower Manhattan Plan (July/
Aug. '66), which was drawn up by
three architect-planning firms:

Wal lace, McHarg, Roberts &
Todd; "Whittlesey, Conklin &
Rossant; and Alan M. Voorhees
& Associates. Almost simultaneou ly, Governor Nelson Rockefeller unveiled a plan, by architects Harrison & Abramovitz, for
Battery Park City (Oct. '66 issue,
page 31), occupying a half-mile
strip of Hudson River waterfront
(outlined in aerial photo).
Fortunately, the city and the
state rea lized that they could not

build rival developments on the
same tract of water, so they set
up a jointly-sponsored design
team: Conklin & Ro sant (the
city's firm), Harrison & Abramovitz (the state' ), with Philip
J ohnson and John Burgee (the
referees). While these architect
were hammering out a plan acceptable to both city and state
governments, a 24-acre patch of the
Hudson was being filled with
material excavated from the ad-

jacent World Trade Center site.
The current proposal calls for
intensive development of 91 acres
of landfill-plus 27 acres of air
rights over a rebuilt West Side
Highway-to house about 55,000
people in 19,000 apartments and
provide jobs for 35,000 workers in
offices, shops, and public facilities.
The whole undertaking will cost
about $1 billion-$150 million in
public improvements and $850
million in private construction-

and will be admini tered by the
Battery Park City Authority.
The new design does not look at
all like a compromise solution.
Some of the best features of the
city's original plan have been
preserved-notably the complex
building groups, which step back
in tiers to exploit river views, and
the small, plaza-lined coves along
the shoreline. A multi level circulation-shopping spine (below right)
-which may include an internal

minirail system-will run the entire length of the project.
The distribution of apartments
by income group was one of the
hardest issues to resolve. The solution agreed upon was to reserve
one-third of the housing area for
low- and middle-income r.esidents.
Economically, the lower land rent
obtained for these portions of the
tract will be balanced by the
higher income received from the
office building sites.

This two-to-one rat.io of upperincome to lower-income housing
has already drawn objections from
representatives of minority groups.
If the project as a whole is to be
self-sustaining, however, the proportion of lower-income housing
can be expanded only by increasing the amount of office space
beyond the proposed 5 million sq.
ft., and that may be as much as
the real estate market can beareven in Lower Manhattan.

\
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When the Chicago Opera House first
opened its classic bronze and marble
doors, the audience was astounded by
its beauty. The stately marble columns
rising to the vaulted ceiling of gold. The
recessed lighting. The mammoth stage
with its unique steel curtain.
Today's audiences still marvel at its
well-preserved original beauty.
Yet, for many years, the great House
was plagued by the spectre of disaster.
It was forced to close, once during the
Depression, again during World War II.
and once more as late as 1946. Each time,

new backers came forward with financial
aid, new supporters with fund-raising
plans, to reopen it.
It's interesting how people with taste
and talent and ability always seem to
spring into action when a treasure of the
past is threatened. But what about the
treasures of the future? The future of
kids like Pat and Maggie. Kids who are
threatened by Chicago's encroaching slum
conditions, substandard housing, population increase, decreasing opportunity.
We'd like to stimulate some more
thinking about that future among people

like you. That's why we've established
the Eaton Yale & Towne Urban Design
Fellowship. The award, administered by
the A.I.A., provides for one year of graduate study in urban design at an American university and a follow-up tour of
urban developments abroad.
Sure, the Opera must go on. But as
long as we're saving the past, shouldn't
we save thefuture? The Pats and Maggies.

YALE~
T H[ FINEST NAME IN
LOCK S ANO HARDWARE -

---

A completely new and comprehensive line of Air H andling Troffers. Fully compatible
with air diffusers currently furnished by major manufacturers. Full range of sizes and
lampings includes 2' x 2' units for 40w U Lamps.
Features Floating Door styling, and moderately regressed, framed door design. All units
may be utilized for supply and/ or return air; have built-in Heat Transfer capability.
Wide closure choice features Miller exclusive M-2 Lens.
For complete information, write today for 18 page AHT Catalog Brochure-on your
business letterhead, please.

miller
LIGHTING
SINCE

' 844

THE

miller

COMPANY. MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT. UTICA, OHIO. MARTIN, TENNESSEE

BOOKS
( conti1111ecl from 1wge 5)

• Keep hall ways high , wide and hand so me by bl end ing
a Haws fully-rec essed water cooler with you r wall
dec or. Or choose from many other smartly desi gned
coolers and drinking fountains . Consult Sweet's or
write for c atalog today. Haws Drinking Faucet Co.,
1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, California 94710.
• Model 84-RC : Recepto r of g lea ming stainless steel matches
louvered grille below, which con cea ls re mote wa ter chille r.
Serves six to 12 gallons per hour. Easy to install and se rvice.

WATER COOLERS
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g i n·n u rha n <lcs ign its cu rrcn t
HH:alm lary .
\\' ith rl's pcc- t to th e ai1ns of
the hoo k to proYi<le usP ful hn ek~Tound, Goodni:rn nnd Freund
ha1·c· gl' ncraled cffcdi 1·e sho rt
t•ss:1_ys on th e p lnnnin g n10n' n1ent
in .\ 111c riea ..Jan1rs C. Coke ha s
unn1afrh r d, 21-pagP
history of the n1 0Yc111c• nt, ::wd
(i rn ha 1n S. Finnl'.1· h:1 s tnnwd
out a re111ar kahly useful pict·l'
with th P sl' lf-cx pl:1nator.1· titlP.
" Th e J11tt>rgo n :o n11n e11ta l Co ntext
ol' Loral Plnnning ."
lindl'rstandnhl~-, the how-totlo-it ehapter · fo1·111 the bulk of
l' ri111· i11lrs 1111rl Pra ctice . So111P,
swh as Shil'le.v '\\e iss·s chapt e r
land - use studirs, pro1·itl1·
rnongh 111n trria I to g<' t 1rn.1·onP
11·p ll on thr roncl to turning- out
a fi nislwd piec-r of profc s ional
11·o rk. Othl'r,;, . 11Ph :is Rirhm·d B.
.\ 111]r('w,;' r lrnptrr 011 rronon1ir·
sl11cli1•s. t:1kr a prnpcl'l.v lrss di n •t·t how-to-do-i t appronc-11. ,,\ ntl rPws g in's a 1·:1t;tlog ol' 1nrlhods
:llld
appli c:1 ti on: sum cirnt to
n1:1k<' lhr plnnni11g adn1inistralor
:111 intc• lligc• nt buy er of cco no111i t·
studies.
So111c c- hapll'rs, sur·h :is .frrnn1P
L. Kanfn1an's pi ece on urhan rC'11p1rn l, rr 1·c•al Rharpl.1· lhr lacu11<1c•
in st:111dard-hr:111d U.S. pla n ning.
K:1uf111nn dwells nt so 111e leng th
nn thr lnrgC' ly inC'ffC'rtual frclrral
g 1·:1nt-in -aid prog-rn n1 for co111n1unit.1·-wid c rr m•1rnl ·1nclit>R, .1·e1
IH' g-i1·cs prrc ions Iii tlr nttcnl ion
lo low-cost hous ing-, wh ich lies nt
th l' ren1er of our urh:111 r Pnrw:tl
prohle111s, and he sa ~·s nothi11gnhout rh~· s i c :tl drsig-n.
Thr final th rC'e chaplers deal
\\·ith orga nizati ona l aspects of th C'
lo<"a I planning age11c~·. The.' · ai111
at a ver~· narrow audience, evident!_,. made up large!~· of freshnwn cit~· managers tryin g to g-et
th !'ir first 70] frdcral planning
g rnnt. Eith er lh e~· nrC' not JllPnnt
lo hr rC';1rl b.1· othrrs. or thr~· :1rr
.insl plain dull olcl Rtufl'. If 1hC'
1:1 ti pr is th e case'. pr rha ps the
p1·"hle111 lirti 011 r·r ag-nin in tlH'
bi as that leads Goodman an d

Freund a nd thei1· ro ll Png-uC's to
helien' onl.1· plannr1·s cnn speak
to planners. Th ese <' haptrn; rr.1·
!'or lhe introduction of n1atrrial
fro111 111<11111 g-C'111r nt sc-it• n!'l'. 111't·o unting-. and thC' so<'io log-,1· of
or ga ni znt ions .
l'rinci11/('s flnc1 l'r!l clicr speaks
about planning- ad1ninistration
nncl lancl -usr sl ucli es. hut it sa~· "
nothing- :1bout how to build i!iC's,
or r1·rn how to hniltl clrc·C'nt
nC' ig hborhoorls :incl housrs for
propl r to li1·r in . It g-ing-erl.1·
rnrntions so<'i:il plan11ing- :111cl
s pC'nks of polit·ir-< ll'hic·h <l c•:tl
1\·ith pm·rrt.Y, hut it hnrdly r·o11 1r"
tog-rips wilh lhr prohlC'1n · of so<'i:il j u:;ti l'r in .\ 111rri(':t. Y<·t arl'h it1•c-ts :111d ot ht•rs who 11111sl
ro nc·!' rn l11 t•111sc•h·C's with .\ 1nrri<·a n urh:111 plan11ing n111~1 g-<'I mu l
nsr Goocl111nn :111tl Fn•u1ul: 11oth
ing- :o u:e fu I to them has c1 c1
lwC'n puhlisl11•<l an<l nolhing i.
likC'ly lo 111:1frh it ill 1111• \ "('J',I
nenr f uturr.
Tts faults arr thr fnu lls o
planning in thr FnilC'tl Rtatrs. , c
Ill '('
its sl rPng-t hs planning-·
s trr ng th .. It trlls how to <lo nu
brnnd of planning . :111rl. h~· i11
pliralion. it 1rlls how liltlC' !hi
hrand of planning c..111 do.

TH E ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
1968. Ed ited and published b y
J . Bell , P.O. Box 9277, B erkeley , Ca
94709. 74 pp. 5 '1z by B'/2 in . $6
(paper).

Th e 19th annual l'ditio11
The .\rehi te!'t ural lml ex i · n
arnilahle. This co1npa1·t and
1·aluahle refere nc e book let er
indexes arti<·lc:; fro111
ei
periodit·als ( .\rt hitectura I &:
giueeriug X ems, .\ rchitet"tl
Fornm, .\ L\ Journal, .\rchi
tura I Reco rd, H ouse & H
Int e ri ors. La nds<'ap r . und 1
rr res8 ive .\n·hitt·eturc). _\rti
:11·C' idr11lifi<'d hy lrn·ntion .
of building, prod1u-I or sl'r
:md al't·hitt'!'t or <l t'!i ig-11 t· r. l
isstlt's. fro111 19;)0, are avail:
us i::; a six-iss ue hard boa rd I
Cl' (:j; L.JU).

Maybe you owe money
to banks, stores,
companies or people.
We're in debt to
wars, floods,
health services,
life saving and
blood banks.
help
us
help
The American Red Cross.
om
'~~Tts,1-0

"<~

C'o :,.c-'"
advertising contributed for the public good
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When we said "Watch FolDoor"
we meant it. Now meet a
new wall that slashes
costs 18 to 25 % without
sacrificing sound ratings
or performa nee!
108

I I

Please send comple te informat ion on The Innovato r to :
Nam e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CompanY-----------~

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _
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(Continued from page 53)

would be the educational experience for many.
ffitimately, it is doing that is
exciting for children. It will be
a rare building that is built by
children themselves, although the
Putney School in Vermont and
Architect John Rogers designed
and built a d'orm this way several
years ago. As a more everyday
experience, though, it should be
possible to have an effect on
one's own environment. The "'friW all" cardboard that is moving
from the warehouse to the schoolhouse {thanks to EDG:) is one
possibility. It lends itself to
impromptu furniture, enclosures,
and barriers, and involves a
student directly in the making of
his environment. The craftsmanship for the material is not as
demanding as for wood, and an
amateur can easily tnrn out
something to be proud of.
The remarkable Adventure
Playgrounds, originating in Denmark and flourishing in England,
p:oovide this kind of activity.
Scouting could provide it here,
but the Boy Scouts have been
moving in a different direction.
(Until 1966, as far as architecture goes, however, they were
still helping old ladies across the
street. Their merit badge actually
called for drawing the historic
orders.) The guide for the new
merit badge makes contact with
the present with a glowing description of the Yale Art and
Architecture Building, and some
vague admonitions about "the
environment."
A new program for seventh
graders, due to be nationwide
within the year, seemed hopeful
when it was first announced. But
"The World of Construction,"
one-half of the HEW-funded
Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, appears to be primarily
vocational, with little imagination
required or encouraged.
Looking toward the future

What will come of the profusion of programs? Some will
undoubtedly expand and encourage others; some will disappear {there was a short-lived
interest in environmental education in the early '40s) .
110

Professionals
will
wonder
about their role. Neal Mitchell
describes an argument between
a chicken and a pig over their
contribution to the breakfast
staple, bacon and eggs. The pig
has the final word : "For you,
it's a donation; but for me, it's a
commitment." Professionals certainly have a role in environmental education for young
people, but it is a larger job
than can be handled by an archit,ect coming into the schoolroom
for "career day," or taking students out for an occasional tour
of a prominent building. ( Several AIA chapters are already
involved in these efforts.) Presentations an adult knows how to
make, rather than those a child
can receive, can easily occupy
lhe time and money of the concerned professional, salving the
consciences of a few adults,
while failing to reach the minds
of many children.
'l'he AIA Committee on Elementary and Secondary Education, if properly funded, could
make an important contribution
-retaining consultants active in
educational innovation, and supporting promising enterprises in
cu:rriculum development, filmmaking, etc. Without proper
funds, it can do little more than
spread the word to chapters
that there is a job to be done,
and suggest ways of beginning
it, such as approaching the state
departments of education. The
diversity resulting from a decentralized program is obviously
desirable, but many will find the
task too big. Some ready-made
materials-if well preparedcould be extremely helpful.
A crucial problem is whether
the child is to be given principles,
fully formed by someone else, or
is to be allowed to develop his
senses to a point where his own
curiosity, skepticism, imagination,
and judgment take over. The
latter may be a difficult educational task for a professional
association that often defines
itself as the arbiter of estbetic
principles.
Training teachers, and the
teachers of teachers, holds promise. Several AIA chapters
(Baltimore, New Jersey, Dallas)
already have programs. The

Dallas chapter has taken teachers
of one private school on several
excellent tours of its area, then
later worked with them to incorporate materials into the
curriculum. James Pratt, chapter
president and initiator of the
project, hopes soon to expand
this effort into the public schools.
Several curriculum development programs are beginningone, by Stanley Madeja, to fit
into the JDR 3rd Fund project
in the University City, Mo.,
schools; another, under a Ford
grant, by the Wave Hill Center
for Environmental Studies in
Riverdale, N. Y. The Boston
Architectural Center wanted to
set up a teaching laboratory in
which to explore ways of reaching young people, but funds were
not available.
At the University of Colorado,
Richard Whitaker, director of
design for the School of Architecture, reports that a thesis student is working on an organizational framework for bringing
environmental material to an existing curriculum. (As AIA staff
member for education, Whitaker
was instrumental in creating the
AIA's Committee on elementary
and secondary education.)
Visual dynamics

Research is proceeding in
other ways. In a doctorate at the
NYU school of education, Amalia Pearlman is developing a
strategy for making art and environmental education encompass
the same concepts that a child
meets in other subjects-change
and simultaneity are basic to the
new history, for instance. In part
of her work, she uses tachistoscopic projections (slides flashed
on the screen for a fraction of
a second) and asks children afterward to draw what they remember, in an attempt to discover bow they see, and what is
prominent in their environment.
Another researcher is ChR.rles
W. Rusch, a Fellow at the Center
for Advanced Study at the
University of Illinois in Urbana.
He is giving third graders (at
the experimental school of the
university's Curriculum Lab) a
number of exercises in a controlled situation, to see whether
there is improvement in their

ability to think visually-a neglected skill in an education that
emphasizes verbal and mathematical modes of thinking. He
sees visual thinking as an important ingredient of better
education in many subjects
(math, science, even English)
not just in the obviously visual
subjects. His exercises are
designed for enjoyment, as well
as learning: in "What's In the
Basket T" children guess unseen
objects, one by one, such as an
orange or a ball which is then
produced from the basket; they
eventually discover the objects'
common attribute without ever
describing it verbally. Another
game is "Bite Me a Tree"children nibble a shape out of
a piece of cheese or baloney, and
then tell what it is. Rusch also
uses tachistoscopic projections,
asking children to draw what
they have seen, in the hope of
increasing their visual memory.
He says it is much too early to
tell whether the exercises will
be successful, but "given the educational orientation of the country, it is no small triumph that
the work is going on at all."
The impetus for a new look
at education in the sciences came
from the sudden appearance of
Sputnik more than a decade ago.
Today's environmental crisis has
been brewing for longer than
that, and one wonders what it
will take to make environmental
education as basic as science, as
pervasive as social studies, as
creative as art. Our cities and
buildings-one of the measures
of a society-are increasingly
abrasive, uncomfortable, joyless,
mean, and inhumane. One hope
for the future is a public that
knows enough to see other possibilities and cares enough to de
mand them.
-ELLEN PERRY BERKELE

PHOTOGRAPHS
1, painting by Billy Hunt, Georg
Washington Elementary School, Clev
land, Ohio. 2,3, Jon Dieges. 4, drawin
by Emmanuel Stallman. 7, Educati
Development Center. 8,9,10, Dav
Lowry Burgess. 11, Kenneth Lieb
man. 12,13, Maude Dorr. 14, drawl
by Phyllis Yampolsky. 15, EDC. 1
Hella Hammid. 17. James Knowlto
18, Ted Castle.

UNOBTRUSIVE

SPECIAL SERVICE
FDR THE
YOUNGER SET

Extends just 10 inches from wall - needs only a 4V2" back recess
for mounting. Ideal for high traffic locations - corridors, lobbies
and other public areas.
One-piece back-splash and receptor is of satin-fi nish stainless
steel - gracefully styled - easy to keep clean and sanitary.
Can be furnished with attractive vinyl clad steel cabinet, gleaming stainless steel, or in standard gray baked -on enamel. Two
models RWM Series coolers available in two capacities - 8 GPH
or 13 GPH of 50° water. Send for NEW CATALOG.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY• 1564 Thomas Rd., Warren, Ohio 44481

NEW! MINI-COOLER
Measures only 20 Y2 " from fountain top to
bottom edge of apron . Occupies a minimum
of wall space . Can be mounted as low as
30" (from fountain top to floor) to serve
small ch il dren - or at normal 40" to serve
adults. Available in 8 and 13.5 GPH capaci·
ties. Cabinets come i n baked gray enamel,
stainless steel, or vinyl-clad steel.
THE HALSEY W . TAYLOR COMPANY
1 564 Tho m as Ro ad, W arr en, Ohio 44481

Safe, practical way to se rve drinking wat
to adul t s and children . Designed for le
side mounting on any WM Series wat
coo l e r . Gray baked enamel, stainless
v;nyl ·clad steel cabinets to match adjoini

WM cooler. Waste outlet and water supp
are integral with electric water cooler.
THE HALSEY W . TAY LOR CO MPA NY
1564 Tho m as Road, W arren, Ohio 44481

WRITE FOR
NEW CATALOG
Latest in f ormation on Halsey
Taylor electric drinking fountains and water coolers.
Sen d for your copy today.

MAKE AMERICA ABETTER PLACE.
LEAVE THE COUNTRY.

Of all the ways America can grow, one way is by
learning from others.
There are things you can learn in the Peace
Corps you can't learn anywhere else.
You could start an irrigation program. And
find that crabgrass and front lawns look a little
ridiculous. When there isn't enough wheat to go
around in Nepal.

You could be the outsider who helps bring a
By 1980, 200,000 Peace Corps alumni will
Jamaican fishing village to life, for the first time be living their lives in every part of America.
in three hundred years. And you could wonder if
There are those who think you can't change
your country has outsiders enough. In Watt . In the world in the Peace Corps.
Detroit. In Appalachia. On its Indian reservations.
On the other hand, maybe it's not just what
Last year, for the first time, Peace Corps you do in the Peace Corps that counts.
alumni outnumbered Volunteers who are now out
But what you do when you get back.
•..
at work overseas.
The Peace Corps, Washington, D.C. 20525. '~'
AOv£Rt1!.1NQ CONT R IBU1£D FCl't THE PU8LlC GOOD
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AIDS
ARCHITECTS INFORMATION
DATA SERVICE

AND

A. DOORS/ WINDOWS

1. " Glas-Wich by Dearborn "

12-pg.
full color catalog on specialty
laminated glass for exterior and
i nter i or environmental control.
Dea rborn Glass Company. Please
request A·l

2 . Catalog includes technical information on LOF glass; includes
Vari-Tran (TM) and Vigilpane (TM)
SA 68. Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Please request A-2

E. FURNISHINGS

1. "Colors for the Classroom " . Brochure by expert Faber Birren on
unique handling of colors in the
school. American Seating Co .
Please request E-1
2 . New Stow/ Davis Bubble Chair catalog available on written request
contains all info on expanded line
of chairs for office, institutional
use. Stow/ Davis. Please request
E-2

G. HEAT./VENT./AIR
CONDITIONING

1. 4-pg., 2-color condensed catalog.
Dimensions and specifications on
all models of Perfection Infra-Red
Heaters. Hupp Inc. Please request
G-1
2. Spec data hermetic and open
Turbo-pak chiller, 670 to 1030-ton
capacity range . York Corp. Div. of
Borg Warner Corp. Please request
G-2

K. LIGHTING FIXTURES

1. Lighting fixtures, ceilings,
B. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

1. 12-pg. full color brochure covers
Teletalk Zoned Communications:
includes system planning aid &
uses for private switch or dial con trolled intercom, sound, music &
paging equi pment. Webster Elec·
tric Co ., Inc . Please request B-1
2. 12-pg. handsomely illustrated color
brochure on Westinghouse Mark
IV Elevator with traffic sentinel and
exclusive Synchro Glide Landing
System . . . what it means to
you . Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Electric Div. Please request B-2

D. FLOOR COVERING

F.

partitions designed with handmade
glass components for architectural
concepts. Stock items in 26-pg.
catalog. Venini Ltd . Please request

HARDWARE

1. 12-pg.

booklet on Architectural
Hardware for Schools and Colleges
covers wide variety of hardware
items; shows many unusual lockset designs, includes information
concerning Corbin's Master Keying
Systems Form No. K-873. P. F.
Corbin Div. Emhart Corp . Please
request F -1

2 . Architectural
Hardware,
24-pg.
fully illustrated catalog, with in structions on choosing correct
hardware for every door. Kawneer
Co . Please request F-2
3. Fire control door devices-8 pg.
brochure contains illustrations and
diagrams of complete line of fire
control equipment for doors. Norton Door Closer Div. Eaton Yale &
Towne, Inc. Please request F -3

S.

PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

1. 12-pg.,

2-color catalog shows
American 's complete line of laundry machinery. American Laundry
Industries. Please request s-1

2 . 32-pg. color catalog # 168; dri nking fountains water coolers, includes specs and drawings. Haws
Drinking Faucet Co. Please request s-2
3 . New 1969 32-pg. color catalog
illustrates electric water coolers,
drinking fountains, fountain accessories;
incorporates
drawings,
specs and rough -i n dimensions for
units. The Halsey W. Taylor Co.
Please request S·3

T.

ROOFING/SIDING/FLASHING

K-1

1. Stonehenge architectural panels; a

P.

OPERABLE WALLS

1. 4-pg. brochure on space dividers
"What Can You Do With Hauserman's New Schoolmates ". E. F.
Hauserman Co . Please request P-1

cultured stone material for inside
or outside. 6 -pg. brochure has
pertinent data and full size color
sample to show deep-relief sur·
face . Johns-Manville Sales Corp.
Please request T-1

U. STRUCTURAL

2. Folding partitions and folding
walls . 16-pg. full color brochure
showing installation photos and
providing detail drawings and
specifications. Holcomb & Hoke.
Please request P-2

1. Cellular

and non -cellular steel
flooring for multi-story construction , composite design . Cat. 270.
Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co. Please request u-1

V. WALLS / PARTITIONS /
MATERIALS

Contract Carpeting
Fibers" , a practical
guide for the specifier seeking
fiber knowledge color giudance before making carpet decision . E. I.
DuPont de Nemours & Co. Inc.
Please request D· 1

R. PAINTS/COATINGS/SEALANTS

1. Stonehenge arch itectural panels; a

4 . "" Rixson Closers' X-5" ' gives com·
plete information on new line of
interior floor closers for use with
butt or pivotal hung doors; removable without door removal.
Rixson Inc . Please request F-4

1. 4-pg., 2 -color folder on " Weather
Chamber Windows" weatherproof·
ing system combining Neoprene
stripping with pressure equalization. Republic Steel Corp. Mfg.
Div. Please request R-1

cultured stone material fo r inside
or outside. 6 -pg. brochure has
pertinent data and full size color
sample to show deep-relief surface
Johns-Manville Sales Corp. Please
request V-1

2 . Polyanna by World Carpets, a
dense level-loop carpet style en gineered specifically for commercial use. Sample swatch & complete info. World Carpets, Inc.
Please request D-2

5. 1969 Condensed Catalog. 16-pg.
catalog describes full line of advanced architectural hardware including specifications and function
charts . Sargent & Co. Please request F-s

2. New 4-pg. brochure features Thiokol 's Seal of Security, tells how
to specify Thiokol's Tested and
Approved Polysulfide Base Sealants. Thiokol Chemical
Corp.
Please request R-2

2 . 16-pg. descriptive, illustrated brochure including four color photographs and details of manufacturing facilities . Architectural Wood·
work Corp. of America . Please request v-2

1. " Successful

w i t h DuPont
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We've got it, but we're only charging S4,000.
$4,000 is an average 4-year college tuition bill,
exclusive of living and other expenses. A bargain for
the student.
$12,000 is the average of what it actually costs the
college to educate him-and to build the new facilities
and the faculty needed to educate millions more like
him in the years ahead. A burden for the college. And
it might become a crisis.
Because the $8,000 deficit must be made up by
gifts and gra nts. More help is needed from more businesses, and from individuals like you, people who believe that the future of thi s country lies in the potential
of its young.
What this country needs are fewer barga ins like this.

Give to the college of your choice.

m14 f.P.Tt,s
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Advertising contributed for the public good.
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BRBBKBGe ano sunLIGHT...
8DISPLBH WlnDOW'S TWO WORST enemies!
®

Conquer Both Hazards With Protectopane U-V!
Breakage and sunlight, a display window's two worst enemies, leave store owners vulnerable to property destruction.
Breakage can result in expensive window replacement and
loss of merchandise; sunlight can fade expensive display
material making it worthless for re·sale. Either way, destruction cuts into profits and store owners lose money!
This needless waste can be avoided with Protectopane U-V!
This new glass, specially created for store front windows,
provides break-through protection and prevents fading due
to ultra-violet light!
COMPLETELY TESTED ANO APPROVED BY UNDERWRITER'S LABORATORIES!

Protectopane U-V features a clear vinyl interlayer wh ich
acts as a repellent to ultra -violet light-lets through only
1 % of the ultra-violet rays in the crit1cal region of 380
millimicrons and below; whereas 114 " clear plate glass
transmits about 52% of these harmful rays! Protectopane
U-V provides color fast protection for draperies, paint, furniture, clothing and other articles behind the glass.
Protectopane U-V is almost totally impervious to breakthrough . Repeated heavy blows may break or crack the
glass, but will not cause it to easily shatter or fall out.
Provide a double shield against display window property
destruction! Write Dearborn today for complete details and
specifications on Protectopane U·V!

DEARBORN GLASS COMPANY
6600 South Harlem Avenue

•

Argo, Illinois 60501

When It Comes To Glass - Come To Dearborn!

Protectopane®
LISTED

BURGLAR
RESISTING
GLASS
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Antron® copes
with each day's dirt.

General Dynamics knew
that even 6,000 people
wouldn't faze "Antron".

So they installed
58,000 square yards of
"Spearhead" by Aldon in
their new engineering
and office building
in Fort Worth.

Visit Du Pont at Room 1097.

\Vhen a carpet has to look good
despite both wear and dirt, it had better
be made of Antron* nylon by Du Pont.

Consider these requirements:
Thousands of people would be
crisscrossing the carpet each clay.
And the dirt and grime of a
big city would accompany them
each time. But the carpet would
have to keep its top-notch looks,
because this is one of America's
biggest and most prestigious
companies.
General D ynamics researched
all types of flooring materials
before they made their decision:
an 11,000 sq. ft. wear test in an
area where traffic was 4,000
people a clay; maintenance,
spectrographic soil analysis, light
absorption tests, and a noise
reduction test requiring a 35%
decrease vs. existing flooring
material.
The solution simply had to
be "Antron". The study showed
a sizeable advantage in the
soil-hiding capabilities of
"Antron". It further predicted a
wear-life of at least 7 years in
the main corridor and up to 15
years in offices, at a better
appearance level with less
maintenance than anything
else considered.
"Spearhead" was installed in

October, 1967, and since then,
one particular corridor has
withstood 20,000 traffics a clay~
the equivalent of 10 years
normal wear. Despite this abuse,
the carpet looks great, its colors
remain bright and they're very
pleased with its performance.
All this with a minimum of
maintenance problems: nightly
spot vacuuming, weekly overall
vacuuming and a reduced
schedule of commercial cleaning
with dry foam shampoo.
In fact, the general offices look
so good, there's been no need
to shampoo them to elate, and
the main lobby requires only
monthly shampooing.
The complete "Antron" story,
and information on other
Du Pont fibers, is available from
Contract Caroet Soecialist,
Room 16A5, 308 E.LancasterAve.,
Wynnewood, Penna. 19096.
*Du Pont registered trademark.
Du Pont makes fibers. not carpets.

Better things for better living
.. .through chemistry

versatility
combined door closer • door holder • shock absorber
for simpler installation,
better appearance,
Norton Unitrol® controls.
for safety to door and frame,
safety to traffic vvith
complete door control.
door is cushioned during opening.
door is stopped at full open .
door can be held open .
door is closed . door closing
and latch speed is regulated .
all by a single attractive
door controller.

in all standard finishes
to match styling and decor
of modern doors and frames .

TH EATERS

CHURCHES

SC H O O LS

COMMERCIA L

OFF I CE S

RETAIL STOR E S

NORTON®CLOSERS
control doors· not design
NORTON

DOOR CLOSER DIVISION

372 Meyer Ro ad , B ensenville . I l l i noi s 60106
A v ailab l e i n C anada-No r ton Door Closer D ivi s i on

1176

